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Introduction

Detailed field, petrographic, and lithogeochemical studies performed since the
mid-1980's have indicated that the south Sturgeon Lake region of northwestern Ontario
is underlain by an extremely well-preserved, though partially eroded, Neoarchean
subaerial to submarine volcanic caldera complex (Figure 1). This caldera complex, the
Sturgeon Lake Caldera Complex (SLCC), hosted six massive sulphide orebodies which
'

produced nearly 20 million tons of VMS ore during mining operations between 1972 and
1991 (Table 1), as well as numerous sub-economic massive and semi-massive sulphide
showings.
Caldera
Seguence
ECS

10
Tons

0.34

0.64

9.51

ECS/LCS

12.55

0.74

Sturgeon Lake

LCS

2.07

Creek Zone/Sub-Creek Zone*
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Lyon Lake*
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TotaVAverage

Cu
%

Zn
%

Pb
%
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Ag
{o/t)

0.64

{g/t)
60.4

2.13

8.28

0.85

104.0

3.67

2.55

9.17

1.21

164.2

5.79

0.91

1.66

8.80

0.76

141.5

4 .99

3.95

1.24

6.53

0.63

141 .5

4.99

19.82

1.06

8.50

0.91

119.7

3.85

* VMS deposits interpreted to have originally formed as part of Sturgeon Lake deposit

· Table 1. Grade and tonnage statistics from the VMS ore deposits of the south Sturgeon Lake
region (after Franklin, 1996)

The combination of well-preserved volcanic and hydrothermal alteration textures,
the variable 55° to 90° dip of a north-facing, essentially homoclinal volcanic sequence,
and more than 600,000m of diamond drilling over an apparent 4,500 meter stratigraphic
interval enables geologists the opportunity to examine the lithological, lithogeochemical,
and metallogenic evolution of the SLCC.

This includes initial subaerial to shallow

subaqueous pre-caldera volcanism (Pre-caldera Sequence, PCS), early subaerial to
submarine explosive silicic volcanism (Early Caldera Sequence, ECS) which led to the
development a multi-cyclic, piecemeal caldera complex up to 25km in strike length, and
later intracaldera submarine mafic to felsic, dominantly effusive submarine volcanism
and elastic and chemical sedimentation (Late Caldera Sequence, LCS). Post-volcanic
structural deformation has not only led to the apparent transposition of non-caldera
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Figure 1. Location map (inset) and regional geological map of the south Sturgeon Lake region (modified after Trowell , 1983; Morton et al. ,
1991 ; Morton et al., 1999; Galley et al., 2000).
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associated strata (Lyon Lake Fault Sequence, LLFS) up-section from the calderaassociated volcanic sequence, but has locally led to remobilization of massive sulphide
mineralization along a major fault zone to form smaller, but locally economic, massive
sulphide deposits (e.g. the Lyon Lake, Creek Zone, and Sub-Creek Zone deposits).
The stratigraphic evolution in the SLCC represents one of the few examples of
Neoarchean calderas which illustrate the modern "caldera cycle" (Smith and Bailey,
1968; Hudak et al., 2003: Mueller et al., 2004).
This field trip has several purposes: 1) to illustrate the textures, lithologies , and
geological structures resulting from various volcanological and sedimentological
processes associated with various stages of caldera complex development; 2) to
illustrate the hydrothermal alteration mineral assemblages within the caldera complex,
and their spatial relationships to volcanogenic massive sulphide (VMS) mineralization;
and 3) to develop a model by which the exploration geologist can use physical
volcanology, hydrothermal alteration mineral assemblages, and structural geology,
along with other lithogeochemical and geophysical data, to effectively explore for VMS
deposits in the Sturgeon Lake camp. The present guidebook represents and updated
version of the field trip to the Sturgeon Lake region which took place during the
Geological Association of Canada - Mineralogical Association of Canada meeting
during May, 1996 (Morton et al., 1996).
In addition to this guidebook, we have also included reproductions of two
important papers which describe the physical volcanology and mineralization present
within the SLCC. These papers provide detailed overviews of the regional geology as
well as the literature related to subaerial and submarine volcanic processes and the
genesis of VMS mineralization. Morton et al. (1991) presents an early interpretation of
the stratigraphic sequence within the SLCC, and discusses the interrelationships
between volcanological and mineralizing processes that formed the Mattabi VMS
orebody.

This classic paper is the first to discuss the development of a submarine

caldera complex in the south Sturgeon Lake region, and how processes associated with
caldera development led to conditions favourable for massive sulphide mineralization.
Hudak et al. (2003) is a detailed discussion of submarine explosive silicic volcanological
processes within the SLCC, and how these processes dictated the stratigraphic
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intervals, as well as the intracaldera locations, where economic VMS mineralization
occurs within the SLCC. In addition, Hudak et al. (2003) includes the most up-to-date
stratigraphic nomenclature and interpretations of the volcanological and ore-forming
processes associated with the genesis of this exceptionally well-preserved Neoarchean
subaerial to submarine caldera complex. In essence, Hudak et al. (2003) indicate that
larger VMS deposits correlate with larger explosive eruption events within the SLCC.
Regional Geology

The SLCC is located within the South Sturgeon Sequence of the Savant LakeSturgeon Lake Greenstone belt that occurs in the Wabigoon Greenstone Belt of the
Superior Province (Figure 1; Sanborn-Barrie and Skulski, 1999). The SLCC is up to 25
km in strike length, and contains an approximately 3000 meter stratigraphic thickness of
north-facing, vertical to moderately north-dipping (55°) intracaldera fill (Morton et al.,
1991; Morton et al., 1999; Hudak et al., in press) composed of greenschist to locally
amphibolite facies

(Trowell,

1974,

1983;

Groves et al.,

1988) metavolcanic,

metasedimentary, and meta-intrusive rocks of Neoarchean age (Table 2) . The eastern
margin of the SLCC has been interpreted by Morton et al. (1991, 1999) to be the Lac
David Fault. The western margin of the SLCC is poorly constrained by limited outcrop
and diamond drilling, but based on the western limit of intracaldera strata, numerous
dikes, and extensive hydrothermal alteration, is believed to be located beneath
Biedelman Bay at the West Sturgeon Fault (Figure 1). The caldera complex and
associated ore deposits formed within an evolved, continental margin oceanic arc
(Sanborn-Barrie et al., 2001; Galley, 2002) which contained magmas derived from backarc basalts (Galley, 2003) that were not contaminated to any large extent by older 3.0
Ga Wabigoon Province continental crust (Bernier et al., 1999; Bernier et al., in review).
Two coeval intrusive complexes intrude into the pre-caldera supracrustal volcanic
strata in the Sturgeon Lake region, and have been extensively studied by Galley et al.
(2000), Galley (2002), and Galley (2003).

The Pike Lake Layered Complex (PLLC)

consists of massive to crudely layered ferrogabbro , melanogabbro, and gabbro that,
combined, are up to 10km in strike length and up to 2500m thick. The PLLC is intruded
along its eastern margin by the Beidelman Bay Intrusive Complex (BBIC), which is
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Sample No.

Source

PN76-13

Davis & Trowell ,
1982
Gall ey et al. , 2000:
Galley, 2002

96-GIA-328
PN76-14
JH82-2

Davis & Trowell,
1982
Davis et al. , 1985

JH82- 1

Davis et al. , 1985

JH82-5

Davis et al. , 1985

JH82-4

Davis et al., 1985

PN76-15
JH82-3

Davis et al. , 1985
Davis et al., 1985

DD78-17

Davis & Trowell ,
1982
Davis & Trowell ,
1982
Galley, 2002

DD78-18
Not Reported

Rock Unit
King et al. , 2000
Post-caldera fe lsic
volcaniclastic
NIA
Lyon Lake Andesite
and Rhyolite
Lyon Lake Andes ite
and Rhyolite
Lyon Lake Andesite
and Rhyolite
Not Reported
Lyon Creek Lava
Dome Breccias
Mattabi Ash Flow
Lyon Creek Lava
Dome Breccias
Pike Lake Pluton
Gabbro
Beidelman Bay biotite
trondhjemite
NIA

Rock Unit
(this study)
Post-caldera felsic
volcaniclastic
Biedelman Bay
quartz-pl agioclase
porphyritic dike
Swamp Lake rhyolite

Date
(Ma)

Swamp Lake rhyolite

2735 .2

' Swamp Lake rhyolite

2734.8

2717 .9
2720

2736.0

Lyon Creek dacite
lava
Middle L tuff

2735 .0
2735 .5

Middle L tuff
Mattabi (?) luff

2734.7*
2736.3

Pike Lake Complex

2732.7

Beidelman Bay biotite
trondhjemite
Beide lman Bay biotite
leucotonal ite

2733 .8
2734.0

Analytical Error
(Ma)
+2.7

- 1.5

+3.5
- 3.0

+ 1. 8
- 1.8
+6.9
-3 .2
+2.8
-2.5
+1.7
-1.7
+3 .0
-1.9
±1.6
+9.3
-3 .9
+3.6
-2.0
+ 1.4
- 1.3
+3
-3

* Davis et al. ( 1985) note th is is a minimum age.

Table 2. Summary of geochronology in the south Sturgeon Lake region (modified from King et
al. , 2000) .

approximately 20km in strike length and up to 2000m thick (Trowell, 1983; Galley et al. ,
2000). The BBIC is composed of at least six separate intrusive phases, from oldest to
youngest including xenolithic tonalite, quartz-porphyritic pre-main phase dikes, main
phase leucotonalite, post-main-phase leucotonalite dikes, quartz-plagioclase-phyric
porphyritic dikes, and late phase quartz monzonite and granodiorite stocks (Galley,
2002; Galley, 2003) . Wide variations in geochemical signatures and age dates for
these intrusive rocks indicate a complex magmatic history encompassing at least three
separate magma sources over a time span of up to 20 my (Table 2; Galley, 2002). The
pre-main phase dikes, main phase leucotonalite, and. post-main phase leucotonalite
dikes are interpreted to be syn-caldera magmatic phases based on similar U/Pb zircon
dates (2738.5-2732.5 Ma; Davis and Trowell , 1982; Davis et al., 1985; Galley, 2002)
and trace element geochemical characteristics (Campbell et al., 1981 ; Galley et al.,
2000; Galley, 2002) that correspond with SLCC intracaldera tuffs. These intrusive
phases are believed , in part, to have provided thermal energy to drive regionally
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extensive hydrothermal systems which formed semiconformable zones of sericite ±
dolomite alteration that were subsequently cross-cut by diffuse, semiconformable to
disconformable alteration zones comprising iron carbonate (ferruginous dolomite,
ankerite or siderite), iron-chlorite, chloritoid, and aluminum silicate (pyrophyllite,
andalusite and/or kyanite) (Franklin et al., 1975; Campbell et al., 1981; Hudak, 1989;
Jongewaard, 1989; Morton et al., 1991; Galley et al., 2000; Galley, 2002; Holk et al.,
2002, Galley, 2003) that are genetically associated with VMS formation . Intrusive and
hydrothermal breccias, and quartz-plagioclase-phyric dikes associated with porphyrystyle Cu-Mo mineralization described by Poulsen and Franklin (1981) are approximately
15 my younger than the synvolcanic intrusive phases, indicating that porphyry
mineralization in the south Sturgeon Lake area post-dates caldera-associated VMS
mineralization (Galley et al., 2000; Galley, 2002).
Three distinctive types of faults have been recognized in the south Sturgeon
Lake area, as well as at numerous other VMS deposits (Gibson et al., 1999). These
include: a) synvolcanic faults; b) post-volcanic high-angle faults; and c) post-volcanic
shear zones which may occur at a relatively low angles to the stratigraphy and may
represent thrust faults. Synvolcanic faults are recognized using the following criteria: a)
apparent offset of a layered unit, with subsequent units not offset; b) abrupt thickening
or thinning of a volcanic, volcaniclastic, or sedimentary unit ; c) rapid changes in
alteration intensity or abrupt changes in alteration mineral assemblages; and d) the
presence of apophyses or dikes associated with synvolcanic intrusions. Post-volcanic
high angle faults have the following characteristics: a) offset of all stratigraphic units; b)
abundance of brittle fracturing and/or zones of lost core; and c) abundance of quartz ±
carbonate ± tourmaline veins filling fractures . Post-volcanic shear zones (thrust faults?)
can be identified using a combination of the following criteria: a) intense shearing within
adjacent units; b) displacement of oldsr stratigraphic units into positions up-section from
younger stratigraphic units; c) presence of "lamprophyre" and/or massive diorite dikes;
and d) locally, the presence of graphite-rich breccia zones containing angular quartzrich fragments.
Several episodes of faulting and folding have taken place in the south Sturgeon
Lake region. Numerous synvolcanic fault zones were identified by Morton et al. (1991,
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1999) based on abrupt thickness changes in volcanic strata, terminations of fault zones
by overlying volcanic strata, and proximity to intense hydrothermal alteration and/or
VMS mineralization. Two episodes of post-volcanic faulting are preserved in the south
Sturgeon Lake area. The earliest event is a low angle shear zone (possibly a thrust
fault) which juxtaposed caldera-associated strata and non-caldera associated strata in
the eastern and northeastern parts of the south Sturgeon Lake area. The fault zone
interpretation is supported by a) the presence of highly strained rocks along the contact
between the two sequences (Dube et al. , 1989; Koopman , 1993; Hudak, 1996); b) the
lack of consistent stratigraphy along a 20-50 m thick zone adjacent to the contact in the
vicinities of the Sub-Creek Zone, Creek Zone, and Lyon Lake VMS orebodies (Hudak,
1996); c) abrupt terminations of alteration mineral assemblages across the contact
(Hudak, 1996); and d) sharp oxygen isotopic gradients across the contact (Moss, 1992;
Holk et al., 2002). A subsequent faulting event formed a series of NNE-trending faults
that offset the intracaldera supracrustal strata and the early low angle fault (Figure 1:
Koopman, 1993; Hudak, 1996; Morton et al., 1999). The major fold event in the region
resulted from a ca 2.7 Ga north-south compression event associated with the collision
of Neoarchean rocks in the south Sturgeon Lake region and a Mesoarchean volcanic rift
sequence to the north (Sanborn-Barrie and Skulski, 1999). The north-facing and northdipping stratigraphic sequence in the south Sturgeon Lake assemblage represents the
southern limb of an E-SE-trending , shallow east-plunging F1 fold axis located in the
Post-Lake - Barge Lake region (Sanborn-Barrie et al., 1998). A major 116°-trending,
16°E-SE plunging fold documented by Dube et al. (1989) and Koopman (1993) near the
Lyon Lake and Creek Zone orebodies is consistent with the orientation of this F1
syncline.

Generalized Stratigraphy and Physical Volcanology of the SLCC

Thirteen supracrustal stratigraphic successions have been grouped into four
stratigraphic sequences based on their temporal and genetic relationships to caldera
development, as well as their stratigraphic position relative to the Mattabi VMS orebody
(after Hudak, 1996). Progressing stratigraphically up-section, these sequences are: a)
the Pre-caldera Sequence (PCS) ; b) the Early Caldera Sequence (ECS) ; c) the Late
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Caldera Sequence (LCS); and d) the Lyon Lake Fault Sequence (LLFS). A major zone
of structural deformation interpreted as either a shear zone (Koopman , 1993) or a thrust
fault (Hudak, 1996) marks the contact between the PCS, ECS, and LCS in the south,
and the LLFS to the north. Figures 2, 3, and 4 illustrate the geology in the western,
central, and · eastern parts of the SLCC, respectively.

Figure 5 contains stratigraphic

columns in various parts of the caldera complex.
The PCS (Figures 6 and 7) comprises a 200-2100m thick succession of subaerial
and shallow subaqueous basalt lava flows, scoria-rich volcaniclastic deposits, and minor
associated rhyolite lava flows (Groves et al., 1988; Morton et al., 1991; Morton et al.,
1999). Pillow lavas and hyaloclastite are conspicuously absent in this sequence, except
locally in the easternmost regions of the south Sturgeon Lake area (Jongewaard, 1989).
Groves et al. ( 1988) and Morton et al. ( 1999) have interpreted the pre-caldera volcanic
environment as a subaerial to shallow subaqueous shield volcano with local fields of
scoria cones and tuft cones.
The ECS (Figures 6, 8 and 10) contains a 650-1300m thick succession of
volcanic and volcaniclastic strata. Up-section, these include: a) subaerially deposited
ash fall tuft deposits (Jackpot Lake Succession); b) interstratified polymict breccias and
subaerially and subaqueously deposited quartz-phyric lapilli tuft and tuft deposits (High
Level Lake Succession); c) subaerial felsic lava flows, mafic-intermediate lapilli tufts and
volcaniclastic deposits(Bell River Succession); d) interstratified subaqueously deposited
polymict breccias, volcanic sandstones and mudstones, and dacitic to andesitic lava
flows and tufts (Tailings Lake Succession); and e) subaqueous, massive to locally wellbedded, quartz-phyric lapilli tuft and tuft deposits (Mattabi Succession). Hudak (1996)
interpreted this stratigraphic sequence as indicative of the early stages of caldera
development (c.f. Smith and Bailey, 1968; Busby-Spera, 1984; Lipman, 1976; Lipman,
1997). The distribution of voluminous felsic volcaniclastic units and associated polymict
breccias suggest that initial caldera development occurred simultaneously with the
deposition of the High Level Lake Succession. A synvolcanic basin, bounded to the
west and east by the Darkwater and Lac David Faults respectively (Figure1 ), appears to
represent a nested caldera produced simultaneously with the eruption of the Mattabi
tufts (Hudak et al., 2003; Hudak et al., in prep).
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Figure 7. Pre-caldera (Darkwater Succession) strata associated with the SLCC. A) rare pillow
lavas near Lac David; B) massive basalt-andesite tuft with carbonate-altered scoria lapilli; C)
photomicrograph of scoria in basalt-andesite tuft (field of view 8mm); D) fusiform- and spindleshaped bombs in basalt-andesite tuft; E) cored bomb in basalt-andesite tuft; and F) flowbanding in rhyodacite - rhyolite lava flow.
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Figure 8. Strata from the Jackpot Lake and High Level Lake Successions. A) Jackpot Lake
Succession lapilli tuft; B) photomicrograph of recrystallized ash matrix and pumice from Jackpot
Lake Sucession tuft (field of view 8mm); C) High Level Lake Succession polymict breccia
(mesobreccia) ; D) High Level Lake Succession polymict breccia (megabreccia); E) pumice lapilli
in massive High Level Lake Succession tuft south of the Mattabi orebody; F) interbedded High
Level Lake Succession lapilli-tufts and tufts near the F-Group VMS deposit.
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Figure 9. Strata from the Bell River and Tailings Lake Successions. A) photomicrograph of
amygdaloidal Bell River Succession rhyodacite-rhyolite lava flow; B) massive Bell River basalt
lapilli tuff with carbonate- and quartz-altered scoria; C) polished drill core sample of Bell River
basalt lapilli-tuff (scale bar = 2cm); D) Tailings Lake Succession polymict breccia from south of
the Mattabi orebody.
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Figure 10. Mattabi Succession strata : A) massive lapilli tuff (compass is 55cm wide) ; B) pumice
block in massive Mattabi Succession lapilli tuff from immediately southwest of the Mattabi VMS
orebody; C) laminated to thinly-bedded tuff and subeconomic VMS horizon north of the F-Group
VMS orebody (scale bar divided into centimeters) ; D) drill core appearance of bedding replaced
by sulphides (mainly pyrite; scale bar is 2cm).

The LCS (Figures 6, 11, 12, 13, and 14) comprises a 500-1500m thick
succession of quartz- and quartz + feldspar-phyric tuft and lapilli tuft deposits,
volcaniclastic sedimentary rocks,

andesitic to dacitic lava flows , domes, and

cryptodomes, and Algoma-type banded iron formations (Koopman , 1993; Hudak, 1996).
Hudak (1996) interpreted this sequence as characteristic of a maturing, late-stage
caldera complex (c.f. Smith and Bailey, 1968; Lipman, 1997). The most voluminous
explosive eruptions in the LCS produced the Middle L lapilli tufts and tufts which are the
host rocks for all the VMS orebodies in the LCS.
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Figure 11. Lower L and Middle L strata within the SLCC : A) bedded Lower L rhyodacite-rhyolite
tuff and lapilli tuff (lens cap is 55mm) ; B) Middle L Succession laminated to thinly bedded rhyodacite-rhyolite tuffs overlain by very thickly bedded lapilli tuff (scale bar divided into centimeters); C) massive Middle L tuff with 1-3 mm subhedral to euhedral quartz phenocrysts (scale
bar is 2cm) ; D) normal graded Middle L tuff (up is to right of photo, scale bar is 2cm); E) outcrop
appearance of Middle L L rhyodacite-rhyolite tuff breccia (scale bar divided into centimenters) ;
F) close-up view of Middle L rhyodacite-rhyolite tuff-breccia (note jigsaw puzzle-fit lapilli and
bombs, scale bar divided into centimeters) .
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Figure 12. Upper Land Bell River Lake succession strata: A) Upper L Succession rhyodaciterhyolite tuff and lapilli tuff (scale bar divided into centimeters) ; B) Upper L Succession crystalrich reworked tuff (large divisions on scale bar are centimeters); C) massive, crudely graded ,
reworked Upper L tuff (scale bar divided into centimeters) ; D) Bell River Lake Succession
quartz- and plagioclase-phyric rhyodacite - rhyolite lava flow (compass at left for scale) .
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Figure 13. No Name Lake succession strata: A) pillow lava with concentric cooling joints; B)
pillow lava with multiple selvedges (large divisions on scale bar are centimeters) ; C) laminated
tuff (resedimented hyaloclastite; D) ameoboid basalt andesite dike with surrounding peperite
and resedimented hyaloclastite; E) close-up of relationship between basalt-andesite dike and
surrounding peperite; F) close-up of close-packed blocky to irregular peperite. Compass in all
photos is 55 mm wide.
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Figure 14. Lyon Creek Succession strata: A) vertical facies from margin (left) to center (right) of
andesite-dacite cryptodome; 8) andesite-dacite lithic tuff-breccia that occurs along margin of
cryptodome ; C) andesite-dacite lithic tuff breccia containing both fine- and coarse-grained
feldspar phyric lava clasts; D) resedimented crystal-lithic tuff; E) laminated to very thinly bedded
graphitic mudstone; F) folded magnetite-chert banded iron formation interbedded with chloriterich mudstones. Scale bar in photos 14A-14E is 2 centimeters. Scale bar in photo 14F is divided
into centimeters.
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Several intra-caldera intrusive rocks have been identified and include: a) the
Beidelman Bay Intrusive Complex (BBIC), a multiphase, dominantly trondhjemitic
intrusive complex that petrochemical and lithogeochemical data indicate was, in part,
the subvolcanic intrusion associated with the SLCC; b) massive to amygdaloidal rhyolite
which occurs as feeder dikes to the Bell River Succession rhyolite lava flows ; c) coarsegrained massive feldspar-phyric diorite which occurs as feeder dikes to the Lyon Creek
Succession lava domes and cryptodomes; and d) fine-grained massive to amygdaloidal
diorite and quartz diorite which dilate the stratigraphy across the entire caldera complex
and may have been a subvolcanic sill complex which fed the No Name Lake Sequence
basaltic and andesitic lava flows (Morton et al., 1999).
Post-caldera intrusive rocks also occur throughout the SLCC. These include: a)
fine-grained, massive, locally feldspar-phyric diorite; b) coarse-grained amphibole-phyric
diorite; and c) thin (<1-13m wide) "lamprophyre" dikes that occur within high strain
zones associated with the structural deformation between caldera-associated strata
and the non-caldera associated Lyon Lake Fault Sequence.
Hydrothermal Alteration within the SLCC
Hydrothermal solutions, both ore-forming and non-ore forming, have altered the
volcanic and intrusive rocks associated with the Sturgeon Lake Caldera Complex.
Following alteration, rocks in the region were metamorphosed to greenschist and locally
amphibolite facies.

Therefore, the alteration minerals now present are, in part,

metamorphosed equivalents of alteration minerals formed during the synvolcanic
hydrothermal alteration events.
Hydrothermal alteration is widespread within the complex and in the uppermost
parts of the Beidelman Bay Intrusive Complex (Franklin et al. , 1975; Jongewaard, 1989;
Hudak, 1989; Walker, 1993; Hudak,• 1996; Galley et al., 2000; Galley, 2002; Galley,
2003). Discrete assemblages of metamorphosed alteration minerals form zones that are
a) widespread and largely conformable to the volcanic stratigraphy (semiconformable
alteration);

and

b) locally lens-shaped or pod-like beneath

massive sulphide

occurrences and deposits (semi-conformable alteration); and c) narrow and elongate
that cross-cut stratigraphy and are proximal to synvolcanic structures or synvolcanic
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faults (disconformable alteration) (Franklin et al., 1975; Groves, 1984; Morton and
Franklin, 1987; Jongewaard, 1989; Hudak, 1989; Walker, 1993; Hudak, 1996; Gibson et
al., 1999).
Hydrothermal fluids formed five distinct, mapable massive sulphide oreassociated alteration mineral assemblages in the area (Figure 15).

From least- to

most-altered, these assemblages are: a) widespread, semi-conformable carbonatization
f

and silicification; b) widespread, semi-conformable iron carbonate ± iron-rich chlorite; c)
widespread, semi-conformable chloritoid ± iron-carbonate and/or iron-rich chlorite; d)
localized lens-shaped to pod-like, locally linear zones of aluminum silicate (pyrophyllite,
andalusite, and/or kyanite) + chloritoid; and e) localized linear disconformable and semiconformable, generally stratiform zones of aluminum silicate. Algoma-type iron
formations associated with the LCS are associated with semi-conformable to
disconformable veins, patches, and lenses of iron-carbonate + iron-rich chlorite +
magnetite± Mn-rich almandine garnet± grunerite. Late sericite and/or magnesium-rich
chlorite alteration locally overprints these five alteration mineral assemblages.
Iron-carbonate ± iron-rich chlorite assemblage rocks contain at least 10% ironcarbonate + iron-rich chlorite with less than 5% chloritoid or aluminum silicate minerals.
Outcrops containing this alteration assemblage can generally be easily identified by
their orange to orange-brown stained, commonly pitted surfaces. Staining varies from
irregular patches up to 15cm in diameter, to veins and veinlets 1-15mm in width that are
aligned parallel to the foliation. Pumice/scoria that has been replaced by iron-carbonate
can be recognized as rounded to oval, orange-brown stained pits up to 5cm in diameter
which commonly contain rounded- to lens-shaped quartz amygdules ( 10-60% ). In thin
section, this assemblage contains iron-carbonate ± iron-rich chlorite (10-60%), sericite
(up to 30%), magnesium-rich chlorite (up to 50%), and locally, traces of chloritoid and/or
aluminum silicate minerals.
Chloritoid ± iron carbonate and/or iron-rich chlorite assemblage rocks contain
greater than 5% chloritoid, and are characterized by the presence of 1-3mm dark green
to greenish-black chloritoid prisms and rosettes. The presence of chloritoid commonly
gives the rocks a "salt and pepper" appearance. Locally, chloritoid porphyroblasts occur
with sericite (10-55%) in 1-5mm wide grey green veins that vary from semi-conformable
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CENTIMETRES
Figure 15. Field and drill core hydrothermal alteration mineral assemblages in the SLCC. A)
Iron-carbonate assemblage in the F-Group area; B) chloritoid + chlorite alteration assemblage
from Area 17; C) aluminum silicate alteration (kyanite + sulfides) from footwall to the Mattabi
VMS deposit; D)
patchy aluminum silicate (andalusite) alteration proximal to VMS
mineralization in Area 17; E) iron-formation associated alteration (iron-chlorite + iron carbonate
+ chloritoid + magnetite) in Area 23; F) vein of iron formation-associated alteration )iron
carbonate+ magnetite+ iron chlorite) in Area 23.
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to disconformable in orientation. Other minerals present include iron-carbonate (up to
60%), iron-rich chlorite (2-20%, locally as a retrograde product of chloritoid),
magnesium-rich chlorite (1-20%) and pyrite (up to 12%).
Aluminum silicate + chloritoid bearing rocks typically contain 1-3mm chloritoid
porphyroblasts (up to 33%) in a grey to grey-pink matrix composed of massive
pyrophyllite (5-20%), 1-3mm blocky pink andalusite
, (up to 10%), and/or blue tabular to
bladed kyanite porphyroblasts (up to 8%). Chloritoid occurs as 1-3mm prisms or
rosettes disseminated throughout the rock, or in chloritoid + andalusite veins up to 1cm
in width. In addition, iron-rich chlorite (up to 7%), magnesium-rich chlorite (up to 35%),
iron carbonate (3-35%), pyrite (up to 30%) and sphalerite (up to 5%) are also
associated with this alteration assemblage.
Figure 16 illustrates the distribution of the VMS ore-associated alteration mineral
assemblages in the vicinity of the F-Group orebody. Iron carbonate ± iron-rich chlorite
assemblage rocks form a large, semi-conformable zone along the southern, eastern,
and northern boundaries of the area. Locally, pod-like regions (up to 50m in diameter)
of this assemblage occur within the chloritoid assemblage zone, which exists as a large,
semi-conformable zone up to 100m thick in the hangingwall to the F-Group ore body,
and is present as pipe-like alteration in the F-Group deposits footwall. More proximal to
mineralization, semi-conformable and locally linear pipe-like zones containing the
aluminum silicate ± chloritoid alteration assemblage are present. Aluminum silicate
assemblage rocks are most closely associated with the mineralization at the F-Group
deposit. These rocks are distributed in two distinct patterns: a) in disconconformable,
pipe-like linear, 5-30m wide zones that trend NNE in proximity to synvolcanic fault
zones; and b) in a broad semi-conformable zone (700m by 500m at surface) located
both in the footwall and the hangingwall rocks to the F-Group orebody.
Figure 17 illustrates the distribution of the ore-associated alteration at the Mattabi
deposit.

Semi-conformable iron-carbonate (ankerite- and/or siderite-bearing) and

silicified rocks form a broad zone in the lower footwall rocks. This zone is cross-cut by
several westward-dipping tabular zones which contain an aluminum silicate-rich core
and aluminum silicate ± chloritoid margin.

These zones occur in close proximity to

synvolcanic fault zones which lead upward to, and cross-cut, a broad semi-conformable
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zone of aluminum silicate + chloritoid altered rocks that crudely surrounds the Mattabi
orebodies. The aluminum silicate-rich tabular zones, associated with the synvolcanic
fault zones, spread out into a semi-conformable alteration zone directly stratigraphically
below and lateral to the deposit.

Stratigraphically overlying the deposit is a

semiconformable zone of chloritoid ± iron-rich chlorite ± iron-carbonate up to 150m thick
(Walker, 1993).
I

Figure 18 illustrates the distribution of iron formation-associated alteration
mineral assemblages that occur in Areas 17 and 23 southwest of the Lyon Lake and
Creek Zone VMS ore deposits.

It is important to keep in mind that based on

stratigraphic and structural data, the iron formation-associated alteration assemblage
has no genetic relationships to the Lyon Lake and Creek Zone deposits, as these
deposits are believed to have been structurally remobilized into their present locations
(Koopman, 1993; Hudak, 1996; Morton et al., 1999).
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Summary of the Geological History of the SLCC

The following summary represents the temporal sequence of geological,
volcanological, and ore-forming processes that occurred during the genesis of the
Sturgeon Lake Caldera Complex.
Pre-Caldera Geological History

1. Subaerial basalt shield volcanism (Darkwater Succession basalt-andesite lava flows)
with minor effusive felsic volcanic activity (Darkwater Succession rhyodacite-rhyolite
lava flows and associated flow breccias).
2. Subaerial-shallow subaqueous scoria cone and tuft cone genesis (Darkwater
Succession basalt-andesite tufts, la pi Iii tufts, and tuft-breccias) as the end stage in
the development of a shield volcano - tuft-cone - scoria-cone complex.
3. Initial intrusion of the ancestral Beidelman Bay Intrusive Complex and the Pike Lake
Layered Complex as a high-level magma chamber.

This causes regional

tumescence which results in the formation of pre-caldera structures that evolve into
ring fractures.
4. Subaerial explosive felsic volcanism, probably erupting through vents proximal to precaldera structures caused by extension related to regional tumescence, deposits the
Jackpot Lake Succession rhyodacite and rhyolite tufts.

This eruption can be

interpreted as minor, pre-caldera explosive activity which commonly precedes
caldera formation in the Smith and Bailey (1968) caldera cycle model. Further
development of pre-caldera faults continues during this time.
Early Caldera Geological History

1. Formation of the ~25km strike length Sturgeon Lake Caldera Complex occurs as a
result of voluminous subaerial explosive volcanism (at least 16km 3 , probably on the
order of ~50-100km 3 ; Figure 19; Hudak et al., 2003) coupled with simultaneous
caldera collapse.

Explosive volcanism produces the High Level Lake rhyodacite-

rhyolite lapilli tufts which erupt simultaneously with caldera collapse that generates
the High Level Lake Succession polymict breccia deposits (megabreccia and
mesobreccia). Facies analyses suggest initial trap-door like caldera collapse where
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Figure 19. Comparison of estimated eruption volumes and caldera diameters for modern
subaerial and subaqueous caldera eruptions, and the caldera-forming eruptions associated with
the SLCC (modified from Cas and Wright, 1987; Hudak et al., 2003). Point A represents
relationships for the initial SLCC event which resulted from the combined eruptions of the
Jackpot Lake and High Level Lake succession rhyodacite-rhyolite lapilli tuffs and tuffs. Point B
represents relationships for the Mattabi eruptive event, which formed the Mattabi Succession
rhyodacite-rhyolite lapilli tuffs and tuffs, and a nested caldera between the Darkwater and Lac
David faults. Point C represents the Middle L eruptive event, which formed the Middle L
rhyodacite-rhyolite breccias, tuff-breccias, lapilli tuffs and tuffs, and possible two nested
calderas of 1.5km and 3.1km in diameter (equivalent to a single caldera of ~3.4km diameter) in
the eastern and western parts of the SLCC in the vicinities of the F-Group deposit and Areas 17
and 23.
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the floor of the caldera complex collapses into a subaqueous environment west of a
synvolcanic fault located approximately at the boundary between the F-Group claims
and Area 15. The eastern two-thirds of the caldera complex, from the Darkwater
Fault to the Lac David Fault, remains in a subaerial depositional environment.
2. Intrusion of spherulitic rhyolite dikes in southern Area 16 - Area 17 which feed the
eruption of Bell River Succession dacite-rhyolite lava dome in a subaerial
environment in the eastern two-thirds of the SLCC.

Post caldera-collapse

submarine hydrothermal activity is centered in the F-Group and Darkwater regions of
the SLCC , and forms the F-Group VMS orebodies. Subaerial hydrothermal activity
occurs in the eastern two-thirds of the caldera complex, and forms subaerial
epithermal-like stringer mineralization in the High Level Lake lapilli tufts and tufts, as
well as the Bell River Succession lava dome.
3. Eruption and deposition of the Bell River Succession basalt lapillistones and lapill
tufts from Area 16-Area 17 in the vicinity of the Bell River lava dome.

These

deposits pond to the west along the Darkwater fault, which marks the western limit of
a paleo-basin that extends eastward to the Lac David Fault.
4. lntracaldera elastic sedimentation forms the Bell River Succession laminated to
thickly bedded polymict tufts and tufts.
5. Continued subsidence of the basin between the Darkwater and Lac David faults
changes the depositional environment from a subaerial to a shallow subaqueous
setting . Scalloping of the basin margins leads to deposition of the Tailings Lake
Succession massive to stratified polymict tufts and lapilli tufts. Periodic effusive
eruption of andesitic (Tailings Lake andesite lava flows) and small volume explosive
eruptions of dacite-rhyolite (Tailings Lake dacite-rhyolite tuft) also occurs.
6. High temperature hydrothermal activity forms the Mattabi "E" ore lens within the
Tailings Lake dacite-rhyolite tuft.

.,

7. Pulsating , voluminous (~30km 3 : Hudak et al., 2003) subaqueous explosive eruptions
form hot (?) high- and low-concentration eruption fed density currents within the
basin between the Darkwater and Lac David faults, and cool high- and lowconcentration, eruption-fed density currents as outflow sheets in the western onethird of the SLCC (Mattabi bedded quartz-phyric rhyodacite-rhyolite lapilli tufts and
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tuffs) . A nested caldera is formed during these eruptions between the Darkwater
and Lac David faults , enabling the submarine environment to subside to depths in
which VMS may form .
8. Regional low temperature submarine hydrothermal activity alters the volcaniclastic
strata to regional sericite and carbonate alteration assemblages. This regional
alteration is responsible for semiconformable zone of Na-depletion that extends for
I

25km along strike within the Sturgeon Lake camp. The regional carbonate present
is generally dolomite.

Post-eruptive, high temperature synvolcanic hydrothermal

activity in the vicinity of synvolcanic structures forms the Mattabi "B", "C", and "D"
lenses, primarily as sheet-like replacement VMS deposits (c.f. Doyle and Allen ,
2003) . Hydrothermal alteration associated with this mineralization leaches alkali
elements and locally adds iron and manganese to form the pre-metamorphic
precursors to the iron carbonate + iron-rich chlorite assemblage, the chloritoid ± ironrich chlorite assemblage, the aluminum silicate + chloritoid assemblage, and the
aluminum silicate assemblage.

Regional dolomite reacts with the hydrothermal

solutions to form ferrodolomite, ankerite, and siderite

as one approaches VMS

mineralization (Franklin et al. , 1975). Downwelling of cool seawater deposits
magnesium and potassium to form late magnesium-rich chlorite and sericite veins.
9. Subaqueous deposition and post hydrothermal reworking of Mattabi Succession
massive rhyodacite-rhyolite tuffs. Continued regional submarine hydrothermal
alteration produces regional semiconformable alteration zones dominated by
sericite.
Late Caldera Geological History

1. Subaqueous eruption, deposition, and post-eruptive reworking of the Lower L
Succession rhyodacite-rhyolite tuffs and lapilli tuffs.
2. Continued erosion of caldera walls, subaqueous reworking of intracaldera deposits,
and low temperature hydrothermal activity generate the Lower L Succession
(

interbedded graphitic mudstones, tuffs, and lapilli tuffs).
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3. Initial eruptions of No Name Lake Succession basalt-andesite lava flows east of the
Bell River, and Bell River Lake basalt-andesite lava flows adjacent to the Darkwater
fault.
4. Eruption of rhyodacite-rhyolite lava dome, and -formation of VMS deposits on the
dome, approximately 2km west of the present location of the Sturgeon Lake VMS
deposit (indirect evidence from rhyodacitic to rhyolitic lava lapillli and blocks in the
Middle L breccia and tuff-breccia deposits).
5. Subaqueous disintegration of rhyodacite-rhyolite lava dome and associated VMS
deposits,

simultaneously

with

subaqueous

rhyodacitic-rhyolitic

plinean

(phreatoplinean?) volcanism form high- and low-concentration eruption fed mass
flows which deposit Middle L Succession rhyodacite breccia, tuff-breccia, lapilli tuffs,
and tuffs within a nested caldera that has a well-defined western margin near the
Bell River, and a poorly defined eastern margin (the location of the eastern margin is
no longer able to be recognized at surface due to the structural deformation
associated with the Lyon Lake Fault Zone).

Simultaneous submarine plinean

eruptions appear to have occurred north of the F-Group VMS orebody, and
deposited relatively thick sequences of quartz-phyric rhyodacite-rhyolite lapilli tuffs
and tuffs in a localized synvolcanic basin (Middle L Succession rhydacite-rhyolite
breccia, tuff-breccia, lapilli tuff, and tuff).
6. Post-eruptive high temperature hydrothermal activity forms the Mattabi "A" ore lens,
the Sturgeon Lake VMS deposit, and subeconomic VMS deposits hosted in the
Middle L Succession lapilli tuffs and tuffs in Area 17 and near the border between
the F-Group claims and Area 15. Regional low temperature submarine alteration of
the rocks yields semiconformable sericite-rich and carbonate-rich alteration zones.
7. lntracaldera low temperature hydrothermal activity, sedimentation and reworking of
intracaldera volcanic and volcaniclastic rocks (Upper L Succession interbedded
graphitic mudstones, tuffs, lapilli tuffs).
8. Eruption, subaqueous deposition, and subaqueous reworking of plagioclase- +
quartz-phyric volcaniclastic rocks (Upper L rhyodacite-rhyolite tuffs and lapilli tuffs).
9. Post-eruptive synvolcanic hydrothermal activity forms subeconomic VMS deposits in
the Upper L Succession lapilli tuffs and tuffs in the eastern one-third of the SLCC.
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10. Continued intracaldera sedimentation and submarine reworking of intracaldera
deposits (Upper L Succession interbedded graphitic mudstones, tufts, and lapilli
tufts) .
11 . Intermittent subaqueous mafic-intermediate and felsic volcanism (No Name Lake
Succession and Bell River Lake Succession basalt-andesite lava flows, and Bell
River Lake Succession rhyodacite-rhyolite lava flows).
12. Continued intracaldera sedimentation and reworking of intracaldera deposits (Upper
L Succession interbedded graphitic mudstones, tufts, lapilli tufts) .
13. Intrusion of plagioclase-phyric diorite-dacite dikes and sills, and the formation of the
Lyon Creek Succession andesite-dacite lava flows , lava domes and cryptodome.
Subsequent erosion of flows and domes yields sediment which lithofies into Lyon
Creek Succession feldspathic tufts, lapilli tufts, and tuft breccias .
14. Development of a localized basin within the eastern part of the Lyon Creek
Succession dome/cryptodome complex,

and the deposition of volcaniclastic

sediments with the basin (Lyon Creek Succession feldspathic tufts, lapilli tufts, and
tuft breccias).
15. Low temperature hydrothermal activity withn the Lyon Creek basin forms Lyon
Creek Succession Algoma-type iron formation, chert, and graphite-rich mudstones.
16. Continued intracaldera sedimentation (Lyon Creek Succession feldspathic tufts,
lapilli tufts, and tuft breccias).
Post-caldera Geological History

1. Regional compression, and formation of the Lyon Lake Fault Zone, possibly as a lowangle thrust fault; shearing of the Sturgeon Lake VMS orebody, remobilization of
sulphides, and emplacement of Lyon Lake, Creek Zone, Sub-Creek Zone VMS
orebodies within the high strain zone ass9ciated with the Lyon Lake Fault
2. 2.7Ga regional north-south compression yields north-facing homoclinal sequence,
regional greenschist and lower amphibolite facies regional metamorphism.
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Field Trip Stop Descriptions

This field trip is designed to be completed in one to two days, depending upon
the time spent, and the depth of discussions, at each field trip stop location. The field
trip stops have been numbered so that the participants see rocks in more or less
stratigraphic sequence throughout the excursion. In additton to moving more or less up
section, the field trip will successively investigate volcanic rocks, hydrothermal
alteration, and mineral deposits in the western, central, and eastern parts of the SLCC.
Note that all field trip stops are located on Mattabi Mines Ltd. Property; therefore,
permission must be obtained before attempting access to the field trip stops.
F-Group and Darkwater Regions
In the F-Group and Darkwater regions, participants will see Early Caldera
Succession and Late Caldera Succession strata which illustrate the three stratigraphic
horizons which host VMS orebodies in the SLCC.

These stops will include: a)

interbedded polymict breccias (High Level Lake Succession polymict breccias) and
rhyolite tufts and lapilli tufts (High Level Lake Succession rhyodacite-rhyolite lapilli tufts
and tufts) that formed during simultaneous explosive felsic eruptions and foundering of
the region above the shallow ancestral Beidelman Bay intrusion during formation .of the
Sturgeon Lake Caldera Complex; b) extreme aluminum silicate alteration within the
High Level Lake Succession breccias and tufts that occur down-section and along strike
from the F-Group VMS deposit; and c) well-bedded quartz-phyric lapilli tufts and tufts
that comprise the Mattabi VMS ore horizon (including a small replacement-type
sphalerite-rich VMS deposit) in the western part of the caldera complex, and the
hangingwall rocks to the Mattabi VMS deposit in this part of the caldera complex, the
Middle L Succession rhyodacite-rhyolite lapilli tufts and tufts. The Middle L Succession
lapilli tufts and tufts are the host rocks for the Sturgeon Lake VMS deposit in the eastern
part of the SLCC .
The F-Group VMS deposit was discovered from airborne and ground geophysical
surveys combined with exploration diamond drilling conducted by Mattagami Lake
Mines in 1969. The orebody was mined by open pit methods from 1981-1984, and
produced approximately 377,564 tons of ore which contained 0.64%Cu , 9.51% Zn ,
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0.64% Pb, and 60.4 grams/ton Ag (M . Patterson , personal communication, 1990:
Franklin , 1996).
Stop F-1: High Level Lake Tufts and Polymict Breccias (Mesobreccia)

At this location (Figure 20) , approximately 75m southeast of the F-Group pit, we
can observe the contact between massive to sparsely graded polymict breccia deposits
'
(the High Level Lake Succession polymict breccias) and overlying rhyolitic massive
lapilli tufts and tufts (the High Level Lake Succession Tufts). The green to green grey
polymict breccia contain a fine-grained matrix compose of chlorite, sericite, and locally
iron-rich carbonate (ferrodolomite and/or ankerite). Lapilli- to small block-sized clasts
vary in abundance from 30-70%, and include: a) easily recognizable, light grey to pale
white angular to subangular, locally flow-banded rhyolite lava flow fragments which
have been derived from the underlying Darkwater Succession rhyodacite to rhyolite lava
flows ; b) light grey to pale white, angular to subangular, locally silicified rhyolite tuft lapilli
(presumably derived from the underlying Jackpot Lake Succession tufts) ; c) green ,
commonly difficult to recognize , angular to rounded amygdaloidal basalt lapilli (derived
from the underlying Darkwater Succession basalt-andesite lava flows); and d) green,
commonly difficult to recognize, generally rounded to subrounded, locally pale-brown
iron carbonate altered scoria lapilli (derived from the underlying Darkwater Succession
andesite tufts, lapilli tufts, and tuft breccias).
As one moves from the southwestern part of the outcrop toward the northeast,
the abundance of lapilli and blocks within the breccia deposits decreases, and the
abundance of <1 mm quartz phenocrysts increases to 1-2% over a zone which varies
from 1-5m in width. This zone represents the gradational contact between the High
Level Lake mesobreccia deposits and the overlying and intercalated High Level Lake
quartz-phyric lapilli tufts and tufts . This gradational contact formed during mixing of the
two units as they were deposited simultaneously (Hudak, 1989). Similar intercalations
of felsic pyroclastic deposits and polymict breccia deposits have been documented in
calderas within the San Juan Mountains in Colorado by Lipman (1976) , and have been
interpreted to represent deposits which result from simultaneous explosive volcanism
and caldera collapse.
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Figure 20. Geological sketch map of the F-Group area, with field trip stop locations (from
Morton et al., 1996).
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Continuing to move to the north on the outcrop, the gradational contact zone
gives way to massive deposits of the High Level Lake Succession lapilli tuffs and tuffs.
The light grey quartz- and sericite-rich, recrystallized ash matrix of these deposits
contains 5-25% euhedral to subhedral, locally resorbed 1mm quartz phenocrysts and up
to several percent, typically difficµlt to see, subangular to subrounded pumice lapilli.
Irregular patches and lenses of red-brown iron carbonate alteration vary from 1-10cm in
I

length, and locally comprise 10-15% of the outcrop. In thin section, many of the altered
1-3cm carbonate patches appear to be altered pumice lapilli.
The polymict breccia deposits at this outcrop, and numerous other outcrops in
the Sturgeon Lake camp, are interpreted to be mesobreccias and megabreccias.
Mesobreccias and megabreccias form from material that slumps off oversteepened
walls of a caldera during and after caldera collapse. By definition (Lipman, 1976;
Lipman, 1997; Lipman, 2000), megabreccia deposits contain blocks which are
dominantly greater than 1m in diameter, whereas mesobreccia deposits contain la pi Iii
and blocks which are dominantly less than 1m in diameter. Megabreccia deposits are
generally formed proximal to caldera walls.

Mesobreccia and megabreccia deposits

which occur in the footwalls to the Mattabi and Sturgeon Lake Mine orebodies are
stratigraphically equivalent to the polymict breccia deposits which are observed at this
location.
Stop F-2: Altered High Level Lake Polymict Breccias, Lapilli Tuffs, and Tuffs

Intensely

aluminum

silicate-

and

aluminum

silicate

+

chloritoid-altered,

intercalated High Level Lake Succession breccias and rhyolite lapilli tuffs / tuffs occur at
this location, approximately 300m southwest of the F-Group pit. Although difficult to
recognize at first glance, these rocks comprise the same stratigraphic units exposed at
the first field trip stop.
Here, the High Level Lake Succession polymict breccia deposits vary from green
to grey-green to pale pinkish-grey, and contain up to 50% lapilli and blocks.

The

fragments are of three principal types: 1) 5% rounded, 3-10mm in diameter, intensely
amygdaloidal quartz- and sericite-rich fragments which petrographic observations
indicate are altered pumice; b) 5-10% light grey lapilli- to small block-sized felsic lava
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fragments (Darkwater Succession rhyodacite/rhyolite lava flows); and c) up to 30%
subround to oval, 3-10mm diameter chlorite-rich amygdaloidal fragments which
petrographic observations suggest are scoria and amygdaloidal basalt. The matrix of
this unit is generally composed of magnesium-rich chlorite, quartz, and sericite, but
locally, where pale pinkish grey, andalusite and/or pyrophyllite also occur.
High Level Lake Succession rhyolite lapilli tufts and tufts overlie, and are locally
intercalated with, the High Level Lake polymict breccia deposits in this area. The felsic
lapilli tufts and tufts contain 1-20% 1mm diameter euhedral to subhedral quartz
phenocrysts in a recrystallized ash matrix, and vary in colour from grey-green to
greyish-pink depending upon the alteration mineral assemblage present. Grey-green
regions contain an alteration assemblage of quartz, sericite, and locally magnesiumand/or iron-rich chlorite. Pinkish-grey regions are composed of an alteration mineral
assemblage composed dominantly of quartz and up to 1mm diameter ragged anhedral
to blocky subhedral andalusite. Light grey, subrounded to oval pumice lapilli vary from
3-20mm in diameter, and are composed of recrystallized quartz. Petrographic
observations indicate that the pumice lapilli contain 30-50% <1 mm round quartz-filled
vesicles .
Pervasive aluminum silicate alteration, greenschist facies metamorphism, and
subsequent retrograde processes have led to the development of three different
aluminum silicate phases within this group of outcrops. Andalusite is the most common
aluminum silicate phase present (5-50%), and occurs as 1-6mm ragged anhedral to
equant subhedral pink porphyroblasts.

Thin section examinations indicate that the

ragged andalusite porphyroblasts have locally undergone retrograde reactions and now
contain inclusions and rims composed of sericite and/or pyrophyllite. Kyanite is present
in two distinctive forms: a) as ragged tabular porphyroblasts up to 5mm in length within
the altered matrix of the tufts; and b) as pale blue blades ranging from 3-20mm in length
within white to reddish-brown quartz-iron carbonate veins that are up to several
centimeters in width. Pyrophyllite can commonly be found along the margins of both the
andalusite and kyanite porphyroblasts, and may also occur in veins up to several
centimeters in width as soft, pale greenish-white radiating micaceous aggregates.
Pyrophyllite is commonly present where quartz veins intersect kyanite-rich veins. Minor
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amounts of chloritoid (generally < 5% but locally up to 10%) are locally associated with
these aluminum silicate minerals.
This series of outcrops is interpreted to be proximal to, and in part, within , a
synvolcanic fault zone. These faults provided cross-stratal channelways in which high
temperature , acidic metalliferous hydrothermal fluids traveled upward through the
subseafloor to the seafloor. The aluminum silicate alteration has been shown via mass
'
balance analyses (Jongewaard , 1989; Hudak, 1989;
Hudak, 1996) to have developed

as the acidic fluids leached cations from the rocks (for example, during the alteration of
feldspar or volcanic glass), leaving them rich in aluminum and silica (and presumable
with a clay-rich pre-metamorphic alteration mineral assemblage).

Andalusite and

kyanite certainly formed during the greenschist facies metamorphism of the strata;
however, studies of both modern and ancient hydrothermal alteration assemblages
(White and Hedenquist, 1990; White and Hedenquist, 1995) associated with epithermal
mineral deposits indicate that andalusite may also form as a primary, high temperature
alteration mineral phase. Pyrophyllite may have formed as a primary mineral as well,
but based on textural evidence, appears primarily to be due to retrograde
metamorphism of kyanite and andalusite.
Stop F-3: The F-Group Trench

Excavated in 1989, the F-Group reclamation trench was designed to channel
runoff waters from the F-Group waste dump into the F-Group pit.

Four different

lithologies are exposed in this trench: 1) a dark grey to green, locally amygdaloidal
gabbro to quartz-diorite sill-like synvolcanic intrusion; 2) light grey to pink, aphyric to
locally quartz-phyric, bedded to massive Mattabi Succession lapilli tuffs and tuffs; 3)
semi-massive to massive, replacement-type lenses of pyrite± sphalerite which occur at
the equivalent stratigraphic horizon to the "B"-lens of the Mattabi VMS orebody; and 4)
grey to grey-green, bedded to massive, quartz- ± feldspar-phyric lapilli tuff and tuff
deposits of the Middle L Succession.
Several alteration mineral assemblages can also be recognized at this locality.
These include: a) iron carbonate ± iron chlorite assemblage; b) the chloritoid
assemblage; c) the chloritoid + aluminum silicate ± sericite assemblage; d) the
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aluminum silicate ± sericite assemblage; and e) locally, silicification.

Note the cross-

cutting relationships of the various alteration assemblages which can be observed by
close examination of the trench wall rocks.
Structurally, two different generations of faults have been identified by Walker and Hudak (1989) within the F-Group trench. Synvolcanic structures, which locally led
to minor differences in the thicknesses of the volcanic units within the trench, produced
cross-strata! permeability, and focused upwelling metalliferous fluids pathways to the
paleoseafloor to produce the extensive hydrothermal alteration and replacement
massive sulphide occurrence within the Mattabi tuffs.

Locally, strongly sheared,

commonly sericite-rich , east-northeast trending high strain zones represent postvolcanic structural deformation which is believed to be related to splays off the
northeast-trending major shear zone (the Sturgeon Narrows Shear Zone, Figure 1) that
is located to the north and west beneath Sturgeon Lake.
Mattabi Region (Area 16)
In the vicinity of the Mattabi VMS deposit, field trip participants will observe: a)
the High Level Lake Succession polymict breccias and rhyolite lapilli tuffs and tuffs in
the central part of the SLCS: b) thick, massive, pumice-rich, quartz-phyric lapilli tuffs
and tuffs that comprise the immediate footwall and host strata to the Mattabi VMS
deposit (Mattabi Succession lapilli tuffs and tuffs); and c) hangingwall basalt to andesite
pillow lavas, pillow breccias, and locally, bedded volcaniclastic sedimentary strata and
peperite (the No Name Lake Succession lava flows and associated interflow
sedimentary strata) . Previous field trips to the Sturgeon Lake area also included a stop
at an exceptional exposure of well-bedded polymict breccia deposits and associated
normal graded volcaniclastic sandstones and mudstones which comprise the Tailings
Lake Succession sedimentary strata,; however, during reclamation, this exposure, which
occurs immediately east of the former Mattabi headframe, was buried by approximately
3-5m of fill.

Due to the importance of this exposure in terms of understanding the

development of the SLCC, we have chosen to include its field trip description although
we will not be able to observe the outcrop.
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The Mattabi VMS deposit was discovered by Mattagami Lake Mines in 1969 from
follow-up drilling of airborne geophysical anomalies. The orebodies were mined by
open pit and underground mining methods, and comprised five stratiform lenses of
massive sulphide ore separated by stringer base-metal mineralization or barren host
rock which occur in three distinct stratigraphic successions (Tailings Lake, Mattabi, and
Middle L successions, respectively). Massive sulphide lenses which cropped out and
I

extended to approximately 250m below the surface were mined via open pit methods
between 1972 and 1980. The deeper VMS deposits were mine using underground
mining methods until reserves were depleted in 1988.

Combined, the five lenses

comprising the Mattabi VMS deposit produced approximately 12.55 million tons of VMS
ore grading 8.28% Zn , 0.74% Cu, 0.85% Pb, and 104 grams/ton Ag (M. Patterson,
personal communication, 1990; Franklin, 1996).
Stop M-1: High Level Lake Polymict Breccias and Rhyolite Lapilli Tuffs I Tufts

This series of outcrops is located approximately 500m stratigraphically below the
lowermost lens of the Mattabi VMS orebody. The southern portion of these outcrops
comprises coarse polymict breccias which are interpreted to be mesobreccia deposits
formed during caldera collapse. The far northeastern outcrops comprise quartz-phyric
rhyolite tufts which overlie, and are intercalated with, the polymict breccias (the field
relationship seen previously in the vicinity of the F-Group orebody) . Figures 21 and 22
illustrate the locations of the outcrops described below.
Stop M-1 a: Polymict Breccia Deposits (High Level Lake Succession Mesobreccia)

These outcrops comprise coarse, polymict, breccia that contains up to 50% 125cm light-coloured subangular felsic lithic fragments (Darkwater Succession rhyolite
lava flow lapilli), up to 10% lapilli- to block-sized pumice fragments, which comrnonly
have silicified rims, and <5% amygdaloidal mafic lapilli, which are up to 5cm in diameter
(Darkwater Succession amygdaloidal basalt lapilli). Petrographic observations indicate
that the matrix is composed of a mixture of fine-grained recrystallized quartz (40%),
chloritoid (12%) , magnesium-rich chlorite (30%) , white mica (sericite ± pyrophyllite,
15%), and opaque minerals (pyrite and/or magnetite, 3%) . The northeastern section of
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Figure 22. Geological sketch map of the High Level Lake Succession outcrops south of the
Mattabi VMS orebody (after Walker, 1993; Morton et al. , 1996).

the outcrop contains a bus-sized felsic block (>1 Om in diameter) with similar
composition to the smaller felsic lapilli which occur throughout the breccia deposits
(Walker, 1993).
Stop M-1 b: High Level Lake Succession Tufts

High Level Lake Succession tuffs at this location are light tan to grey in colour
and contain 2-5% 0.5-1.5mm diameter subhedral to euhedral, locally resorbed quartz
phenocrysts. In thin section , only "ghosts" of 2-10mm diameter pumice lapilli can be
observed within a matrix composed of recrystallized, inequigranular polygonal quartz
(up to 65%), fine-grained sericite (25%), magnesium-rich chlorite (6%), 3% pyrite, and
1% magnetite and/or ilmenite.

Further to the east, the unit contains a coarse,

fragmental texture. Here, the rock contains 60-70% lapilli- to block-sized subangular to
angular felsic lithic fragments in a felsic matrix. The texture has been interpreted by
Walker (1993) to represent deposits formed by post-depositional slumpage of partially
consolidated High Level Lake Succession tuffs. Only minor variations in the alteration
mineralogy can be found between the matrix and the fragments present at this location.

Stop M-1 c: Chloritoid-Aluminum Silicate-Chlorite Altered High Level Lake Mesobreccia

This exposure is composed of High Level Lake polymict breccia deposits which
contain 20-30% rounded, 2-30cm, highly amygdaloidal scoria lapilli and blocks, as well
-

as up to 10% 1-15cm subangular felsic lapilli and blocks which are similar in
composition to those observed in outcrop M-1a. In thin section, the matrix comprises
30% quartz, 20% magnesium-rich chlorite, 10% iron carbonate, 15% sericite ±
pyrophyllite, 10% chloritoid, up to 10% ragged andalusite, and 5% opaque minerals.
Chorite alteration increases toward the center of the outcrop where massive chlorite
veining up to 50cm in width occurs.
The chloritic veining at this location is interpreted to have resulted from recharge
of cool, fresh seawater into a hot hydrothermal system . This appears to have resulted in
magnesium-dumping and subsequent chlorite alteration (Walker, 1993; also see
Seyfried et al., 1999). The quartz-filled tension fractures which occur at this location
may be the result of volume changes due to hydrothermal alteration.

Kyanite can

locally be found in these fracture-filling veins on the southern part of the outcrop. A 1020cm wide band of silicified rock, striking N-S, bisects the outcrop. Samples from this
silicified rock contain 50% quartz, 15% sericite ± pyrophyllite, 8% iron-rich carbonate,
7% magnesium-rich chlorite, 2% andalusite, and 2% opaque minerals. This band of
more intense alteration may represent a conduit responsible for upward, hightemperature, acidic metalliferous fluid movement which was later overprinted by lower
temperature, more neutral hydrothermal fluids that produced sericite and chlorite
alteration.
Stop M-1 d: Chloritoid - Aluminum Silicate - Fe-carbonate Altered Mesobreccia

This series of outcrops illustrates a definable, confined and symmetrically zoned
increase in alteration intensity within ,a synvolcanic fault zone in the High Level Lake
polymict breccia unit.

Original volcanic textures within the breccia unit within this

synvolcanic structure are strongly overprinted, but still recognizable when carefully
inspected.

In particular, one can still relatively easily recognize the abundance of

relatively unaltered felsic lithic lapilli. Alteration in the small outcrops on the road and
immediately north of the road consist of 1-4cm clots of iron-carbonate-rich material
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surrounded by anastomozing veinlets of quartz, chloritoid, and andalusite.

The

dominant change in rock mineralogy from the previous outcrop (M-1 c) is an increase in
the amount of Fe-carbonate and chloritoid .
Stop M-2: Mattabi Lapilli Tufts and Tufts
This large outcrop on the southwestern side of the Mattabi open pit consists of
I

moderately- to strongly-hydrothermally altered, massive Mattabi Succession quartzphyric rhyolite lapilli tuffs and tuffs.

This exposure contains 10-50% subrounded to

rounded juvenile felsic lapilli, 5-15% 5-30cm (although locally, up to 70-80cm diameter)
delicate amoeboid to subrounded pumice, and 2-7% 0.5-1.5mm diameter subhedral to
euhedral quartz phenocrysts.

The recrystallized altered ash matrix consists of fine-

grained polygonal quartz (40-50%), chloritoid (10-30%), sericite ± pyrophyllite (15-35%,
after andalusite), andalusite (up to 5%), and opaque minerals (generally pyrite, 1-5%).
Lithic fragments consist of quartz ± sericite ± pyrophyllite and the pumice are replaced,
and locally contain amygdules with, quartz ± sulphide minerals.
Bour:iding facies, as well as the presence of massive sulphide mineralization,
indicate that these strata were deposited in a subaqueous environment. To the north
(up-section), this units grades into a series of bedded and locally normal graded aphyric
tuffs and quartz-phyric tuffs. Petrographic studies indicate the presence of heat
retention structures (lithophysae) and spherulites (indicative of the original glassy nature
of the deposits) within the massive lapilli tuffs at this location (Walker, 1993: Hudak et
al., 2003).
White (2000) has shown that massive lapilli tuff deposits, which contain delicate,
amoeboid-shaped pumice as well as heat retention textures, which are overlain by
bedded tuffs of similar composition

represent primary,

hot,

eruption-fed

high

concentration mass flows which are essentially true submarine pyroclastic flow deposits
(e.g. originally deposited from collapse of hot, gas charged flows of juvenile volcanic
material). Hudak et al. (2003), based on textures at this outcrop as well as in several
diamond drill core intersections, have shown that the Mattabi tuffs were, at least locally
in the vicinity of the Mattabi VMS orebody, deposited as submarine pyroclastic flows
from voluminous submarine explosive rhyolitic volcanism.
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Stop M-3: No Name Lake Andesite and lnterflow Sediments and Peperite
The No Name Lake Succession comprises basaltic to andesitic sheet flows,
pillow- lavas, pillow breccias, interflow sedimentary rocks, and locally, peperites. Only
the uppermost section of this succession is exposed at this location; the lower sections
can be observed only in diamond drill core and appear to consist primarily of thick,
amygdaloidal sheet flows and pillow lavas.
The first outcrop (behind the core racks) consists of thin (30-70cm thick) sheet
flows with 5-25% oval-shaped carbonate-filled amygdules (2-30mm in diameter) that are
generally aligned parallel to strike and the dominant east-west-trending rock foliation. In
thin section, these rocks are composed of 20-30% fine laths of plagioclase and 15%
quartz in a secondary groundmass composed of chlorite (40%), biotite (10%), and
epidote (2%) .
Pillow breccia, hyaloclastite, interflow sedimentary strata, and peperite are
exposed in the outcrop immediately east of the water tower. These rocks consist of
approximately 25% amygdaloidal pillow lapilli and blocks (5-50cm) in a matrix
comprising hyaloclastite. The pillow breccia fragments contain 10-20%, 1-4cm diameter
carbonate-filled amygdules (these are commonly weathered-out to form small pits on
the outcrop surface). The hyaloclastite portion of the matrix consist of 0.5-2cm angular
andesite lapilli within a blocky fine- to coarse-ash sized matrix composed of delicately
preserved hyaloclastite with convex fragment edges. lnterflow sedimentary strata are
finely bedded, and are locally intruded by amoeboid to relatively straight, locally
discontinous amydaloidal andesite dikes which are up to 50cm in width. Look for blocky
peperite where the wet sediments interacted with magma along the edges of the dikes.
Pillowed andesite flows are exposed in the outcrop north of the water tower. This
rocks consists of well-formed 1-4m , long amygdaloidal pillows with 25-30% 1-2mm
carbonate-filled amygdules. The amygdules illustrate a bimodal size distribution; most
amygdules are 1-4mm, with another distinct group being larger and up to 30mm in
diameter. Massive pillow selvedges vary from 5-15cm thick. Such thick selvedges may
indicate proximity to an eruptive vent (Kennish and Lutz, 1998; Hudak et al., 2002) .
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Stop M-4 (No Longer Available): Tailings Lake Succession Bedded Sediments

The Tailings Lake Succession consists primarily of highly variable polymict
breccias, sandstones , and mudstones, with minor intercalated felsic tuff horizons and
intermediate to mafic lava flows . The polymict breccias vary in their clast composition ,
clast abundance, and bedding characteristics. Three clast types are most common : 1)
mafic lithic clasts, which are commonly replaced by chorite and/or iron-carbonate (up to
,

50%) ; 2) fined-grained cherty felsic lithic lapilli (up to 30%) ; and 3) rounded pumice
lapilli (up to 20%) . Bedding is uncommon, but where present, is usually defined by
sorting of the clasts, as well as changes in the compositions of the clasts. The Tailings
Lake polymict breccia deposits are lithogeochemically indistinguishable from the High
Level Lake polymict breccia deposits, and suggests their provenance is similar (e.g .
from infilling of a basin by elastic material derived primarily from Pre-caldera strata).
Many of the characteristics of the Tailings Lake polymict breccias are
conspicuous in the exposure located beside the Mattabi Mine ventilation shaft. This
exposure is atypical in its cross-sectional view, and because of the presence of well
defined bedding within the breccia unit.

Here, the unit contains 5-30% 2-30mm

diameter mafic lapilli (which contain 5-30% oval to rounded iron-carbonate- and quartzfilled amygdules or weathering pits), as well as 2-30mm felsic lithic or pumice lapilli (530%). In thin section , the matrix comprises quartz (35%), iron-carbonate(20%), and
andalusite (10%) , as well as late patches and veins of magnesium-rich chlorite (20%)
and sericite/pyrophyllite (10%). Bedding in the unit is defined by various abundances of
mafic and felsic fragments . It appears mafic fragments are generally normal graded
and felsic pumice lapilli are reverse graded . Such reverse grading of pumice clasts is
commonly attributed to the slow settling of cold, highly vesicular fragments as water
infiltrates vesicles in an aqueous environment (Whitham and Sparks, 1986). Bedding
trends approximately 100° and dips 60-70° to the north.
Lyon Lake and Sturgeon Lake Mine Regions (Areas 17 and 23)

In this part of the caldera complex, we will observe two important units within the
Late Caldera Sequence: 1) the Middle L Succession tuff breccias, lapilli tuffs, and tuffs
(which are the host rocks to the Sturgeon Lake VMS deposit approximately 1.5 km to
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the east of the field trip stop location); and 2) the Lyon Creek Succession dacite
cryptodome - lava dome complex, which are interpreted to comprise the final igneous
products associated with the genesis of the Sturgeon Lake Caldera Complex.
Four VMS orebodies occur in the eastern part of the SLCC : 1) the Sturgeon Lake
Mine, a 2.07 million ton ore deposit mined by open pit methods which contained 2.95%
Cu, 9.17% Zn , 1.21% Pb, and 164 grams/ton Ag ; 2) the Lyon Lake deposit, a 3.95
million ton ore deposit mined by underground methods which contained 1.24%Cu ,
6.53% Zn, 0.63% Pb, and 142 grams/ton Ag : 3) the Creek Zone deposit; mined via
open pit methods; and 4) the Sub-Creek Zone deposit, mined by underground methods.
Combine, the Creek Zone and Sub-Creek Zone deposits contained 0.91 million tons of
ore which graded 1.66% Cu, 8.80% Zn, 0. 76% Pb, and 141 grams/ton Ag (Franklin,
1996).
The genesis of these four VMS deposits has historically been controversial in the
Sturgeon Lake Camp. The Lyon Lake, Creek Zone, and Sub-Creek Zone deposits were
originally known as the NBU ore deposits. Harvey and Hinzer (1981) interpreted abrupt
facies changes, coarser volcaniclastic rocks, increased alteration intensity, and a
greater MnO/FeO ratio in the Sturgeon Lake, Creek Zone, and Lyon Lake deposits to
indicate formation along the same stratigraphic horizon at various distances from high
temperature hydrothermal vents. Harvey and Hinzer suggested that these VMS
orebodies occurred stratigraphically up-section from the Mattabi and F-Group VMS
deposits.

Severin postulated that the Sturgeon Lake deposit occurred on the same

stratigraphic horizon as the Mattabi orebody, and that the Lyon Lake, Creek Zone, and
Sub-Creek Zone deposits formed in topographic lows from hydrothermal activity which
post-dated the formation of the Sturgeon Lake deposit. More recent detailed mapping
(Dube et al. , 1989: Koopman , 1993: Hudak, 1996; Morton et al. , 1999), petrographic
studies, and lithogeochemical evaluations now indicate that the Sturgeon Lake deposit
is cut by a major post-volcanic fault zone, and that the Lyon Lake, Creek Zone, and
Sub-Creek Zone deposits represent parts of the Sturgeon Lake deposit which were
moved into their present locations by this structural deformation.
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Stop L-1: Aluminum Silicate Altered Middle L Succession luffs
The Middle L Succession comprises a sequence up to 150m thick composed of
quartz-phyric rhyolite tuft breccias, lapilli tufts, and tufts which can be followed along
strike for at least 15km across the SLCC. VMS orebodies occur within this sequence of
rocks at both the Mattabi (Mattabi ore lens "A") and Sturgeon Lake Mine deposits. In
addition, anomalous Cu and Zn concentrations occur in the Middle L tufts under
I

Sturgeon Lake near the F-Group - Area 15 property boundary.
Stop L-1a. Aluminum Silicate Altered Quartz-Phyric Middle L Tufts

This small outcrop (Figure 22) , located immediately south of a drill road which
runs approximately east-west through Area 17, is one of the few exposures of the
Middle L Succession in the eastern part of the caldera complex. At this location, the
matrix varies from pale grey to pinkish-grey in colour and contains 1-2% <1-2mm
subhedral to euhedral quartz phenocrysts. Pumice and felsic lithic lapilli are not obvious
on this exposure, but occur in minor amounts (1-2%) in thin sections and from diamond
drill core intersections of the unit.

The colour of this outcrop is largely due to the

presence of 5-15% 1-3mm blocky subhedral andalusite and fine-grained quartz.
Immediately down-dip and up-section from this exposure, a thin (1 m thick) massive
sulphide horizon occurs within bedded ash deposits in diamond drill hole 17-64. Due to
a lack of exposure, it is difficult to determine whether the aluminum silicate alteration at
this location represents disconformable alteration within a synvolcanic structure, or
semiconformable aluminum silicate alteration along the stratigraphic horizon which
hosts the Sturgeon Lake deposit to the east.
Stop L-1b: Middle L Succession Tuff Breccia

This stop is located immediately north of the Area 17 drill road approximately
30m north of the previous stop .

The spectacular volcanic breccia (tuft-breccia) is

composed of a chlorite-, sericite-, iron carbonate-,

and locally biotite-altered matrix

which contains 30-60% subangular to angular, 1-35cm light grey felsic lava lapilli and
blocks which contain 1-5% 1mm quartz phenocrysts, as well as rare massive sulphide
lapilli and iron-carbonate-altered pumice lapilli. The felsic lava flow fragments are
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Figure 23. Geological plan map in Areas 17 and 23 (after Walker, 1993; Morton et al., 1996).
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composed of spherulitic quartz- and K-spar-phyric rhyolite lava, are vaguely reverse
graded, commonly have fine-grained (apparently chilled) rims, and often exhibit jigsaw
puzzle-fit with adjacent fragments.

The tuff-breccia deposits can be followed several

hundred meters down dip in numerous diamond drill holes within Area 17. Bounding
facies indicate that these deposits were formed in a submarine environment.
Hudak (1996) and Hudak et al. (2003) believe that these tuff-breccia deposits
resulted from the collapse of a Middle L Succession submarine lava dome. This lava
dome was likely located near a synvolcanic fault within a few hundred meters of this
location. This tuff-breccia essentially represents deposits from block and ash flows that
occurred in a submarine environment (Gibson et al., 1999).

Massive sulphide lapilli

within the tuft-breccias suggest that massive sulphides were being deposited on or
within the lava dome prior to its collapse.
Stop L-2: Lyon Creek Succession Cryptodome
The Lyon Creek Succession is composed of the youngest strata clearly
associated with the development of the Sturgeon Lake Caldera Complex. As indicated
above, these andesitic to dacitic lava flows, lava domes, cryptodomes and associated
elastic and chemical sedimentary strata have been interpreted by Hudak (1996), Morton
et al. (1999), and Hudak et al. (2003) to represent lava dome building and associated
intracaldera elastic and hydrothermal sedimentation associated with the terminal stages
of caldera development within a Valles-like caldera cycle (Smith and Bailey, 1968).
This stop, located near the top of a small hill immediately west of the Lyon Lake
mine road, is one of a handful of small exposures of the Lyon Creek dacite cryptodome.
At this location we observe light grey massive plagioclase-phyric dacite lava which
comprises the central part (and most coarsely porphyritic) of the cryptodome.

Hudak et

al. (in prep.) have shown a systematic increase in the mc;:iximum size of plagioclase
phenocrysts from the margins toward the center of the cryptodome. Tan to orangebrown, locally carbonate-altered tabular plagioclase phenocrysts (10-15%) generally
vary from 1-3mm in diameter. Locally, one may observe plagioclase phenocrysts as
large as 6mm in diameter. Hydrothermal alteration at this location comprises
anastomozing 2-10mm wide veins containing iron-carbonate, chlorite, magnetite, and
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locally, burgundy-red Mn-rich almandine garnets. Locally, 1-2mm tabular deep green
chloritoid porphyroblasts occur in the cryptodome immediately adjacent to the veins,
and suggest hydrothermal processes which included the chemical breakdown of
feldspar combined with iron metasomatism to form chloritoid. Alteration in this outcrop is
genetically associated with the formation of Algoma-type banded iron formation which
occurs up-section on the northeastern margin of the cryptodome - dome complex .

.

,
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Morphology, Distribution, and Estimated Eruption Volumes for Intracaldera Tuffs
Associated With Volcanic-Hosted Massive Sulfide Deposits in the Archean
Sturgeon Lake Caldera Complex, Northwestern Ontario
George J. Hudak u, Ronald L. Morton 2, James M. Franklinl, and Dean M. Peterson2.4
The Archean Sturgeon Lake Caldera Complex (SLCC) comprises a well-preserved, north-facing homoclinal sequence of greenschist facies metamorphosed
intrusive, volcanic, and sedimentary strata. This piecemeal caldera complex is at
least 25 km in strike length and contains nearly 3000 meters of dominantly subaqueously deposited intracaldera fill. Episodes of subaerial and subaqueous
explosive felsic volcanism produced rhyodacitic to rhyolitic tuffs and lapilli tuffs.
Progressing stratigraphically upward, the most voluminous are: a) the High Level
Lake Tuff (~ 16k:m,); b) the Mattabi Tuff (~27kml); and c) the Middle L Tuff
(~7kml). The subaerially erupted, subaerially and locally subaqueously deposited
High Level Lake Tuff comp.r ises an 80-300 meter-thick unit composed of basal ,
poorly sorted, massive to normal graded, quartz-phyric, locally spherulitic tuffs
and lapilli tuffs (30-IS0m thick) that are overlain by thin-bedded tuffs (<1- Sm
thick). The subaqueously erupted and deposited Mattabi Tuff contains up to thirteen individual flow units, each comprising two distinct depositional facies : a)
lower, quartz-phyric, poorly sorted, ungraded, massive tuffs and lapilli tuffs
(20-250 meters thick); and b) upper, laminated to medium bedded, typically normal graded tuffs (1 - 13 meters thick). The subaqueously erupted and deposited
Middle L Tuff is also characterized by two distinct litbofacies: a) lower graded,
quartz- and, rarely, potassium feldspar-phyric tuffs and lapilli tuffs (5-120m
thick); an.d b) overlying, well-sorted, laminated to thickly bedded, nonnal graded
tuffs {< I- Sm thick). These three voluminous tuff deposits host all known volcanic-hosted massive sulfide (VHMS) ore bodies in the SLCC. At Sturgeon Lake,
VHMS ore deposition appears to be favored by processes associated with the generation of voluminous subaqueous explosive eruptions.
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Volcanologists realize that it is essential to study ancient

volcanic sequences in order to understand the genetic

proces.ses and developmental dynamics of modem volcanic
systems [Lafrance et al. , 2000; Mueller et al.• 2000].
Archean volcanic rocks, especially those that have experienced only low-grade metamorphism and minor structural
defonnation, often contain e11.ceptionally well-preserved
textures and stratigraphfo sequences. Studies of ancient volcanic sequences have shed significant light on subaqueous
eruptive and depositional processes th.at are impossible, or
extremely difficult, to study in modem systems [Stix, 1991 ;
Kake/oar and Busby, 1992; Lipman, 1997; Mueller et al,,
2000]. They have also been indispensable for increasing our
understanding of the interrelationships between subaqueous

volcanic activity and synvolcanic ore-fanning processes
[Allen et al., 1996a, 1996b; Cas, 1992; Gibson er al., I 999].
The Sturgeon Lake region is located 230-250 km north•
west of Thunder Bay Ontario within the Archean Wabigoon
volcano-sedimentary green.stone belt (Figure l). This area
has been the focus of several field-oriented volcanological
studies since the mid-t980s [Groves, 1984; Groves et al.,
1988; Hudak, I 989, 1996; Jongewaard, 1989; Morton eta/.,
199 I, 1999; Walker, 1993], and has been interpreted to contain a piecemeal, Archean, subaqueous caldera complex
known as ihe Sturgeon Lake Caldera Complex {SLCC)
[Morron et al., 1989, 1991 , 1999]. .Field, petrographic, and
geochemical studies have enabled vertical and lateral facies
transitions within the intracaldera strata to be evaluated.
While all intracaldera tuffs contain sub-economic volcanichosted massive sulfide (VHMS) mineralization, only the
three most voluminous iotracaldera tuffs bost VHMS o:rc.
$1"

--

..-

---

This relationship suggests a possible link between the scale
of subaqueous explosive volcanism, and the fom1ation of
VHMS ore deposits in the SLCC.
The purpose of this paper is to: a) briet1y describe the
geological setting and stratigraphic development of the
SLCC; b) provide descriptions of, and discuss the eruptive
and depositional processes associated with, the three most
voluminous intracaldera felsic tuff units; and c) evaluate the
apparent genetic relationships between the scale of subaqueous explosive volcanism and the fonnation of VHMS
wit~in this ancient caldera complex.
2. REGIONAL GEOLOGY
Detailed and reconnaissance mapping indicate the SLCC
is at least 25 kilometers in st:rike length [Morton et al. ,
1991] and conta.i ns up to 3000 meters of intracaldcra fill .
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Succession. A synvolcanic basin bounded by the Darkwater
and Lac David Faults (Figure 1) may represent a nested
caldera produced simultaneously with the eruption of the
Mattabi Tuffs.
The Late-caldera Sequence is composed of a 500-1500m
thick succession of quartz- and quartz-feldspar-pnyric tutf
and lapilli ruff dep<>sits, volcaniclastic sedimentary rocks,
andesitic to dacitic lava flows, lava domes (locally
cryptodomes), and banded iron formations [Koopman,
1993; Hudak, t996J . Hudak [1996) interpreted this
sequence as characteristic of a maturing, late sta.ge caldera
complex. [c.f. SmiJh and Bailey, 1968; Campbell et al.,
1987; Chesner and Rose, 1991: Cronan et al., 1995;
Lipman, 1997]. The most voluminous explosive eruptions
in the Late-caldera Sequence produced the Middle L Tuffs.
These tuff an.d lapilli tuff dep<>s.its host the VHMS ore
deposits in the Late-caldera Sequence (Table l).
Two extensive synvolcanic intrusive complexes, the Pike
Lake Gabbroic Complex and the composite tonalitic to
trondltjemitic Beidelman Bay Intrusive Complex (BBIC),
intruded the Pre-caldera Sequence at relatively shallow levels in. the crust [Galley ct al., 2000]. The similar REE geochemical signatures [Campbell et al, 1982; Lesher et al.,
1986; Galley et al., 2000) and coeval U-Pb zircon age dates
for the BBIC (2733.8 ± l.4my) and Late-caldera Sequence
volcanic rocks (2735.5 ±1.Smy) [Davis and Trowell, 1982;
Davis et al., 1985] s~ggest that the upper parts of the intracaldera fill were, in part, derived from eruptions of the BBIC.

This includes six past-producing VHMS orebodies that
yielded 18.7 million tons ofore grading 1.06% Cu, 8.5% Zn,
0.91% Pb, and ll9.7 grams/ton Ag between 1972 and 1991
[Franklin, 1996}. The eastern calde,.t wall has been interpreted by Morton et al. [1991, 1999) to be the Lac David
Fault; the western margin of the caldera has been trunC@ted
by the northeasMren.ding Sturgeon Narrows Shear Zone and
thus remains poorly constrained (Figure 1). All rocks in the
SLCC have been metamorphosed (g.reenschist and locally
amphibolite facies); however, the prefix "meta-" has been
omitted in subsequent descriptions of the strata for brevity.
Thirteen supracrustal stratigraphic successions have been.
grouped into four stratigraphic sequences based on their
temporal relationships to caldera development, and their
stratigraphic p<>sition relative to the Mattabi VHMS ore•
body [Hudak, 1996]. Progressing stratig.raphically up.section, these are the Pre-caldera Sequence, the Early caldera
Sequence, the Late-caldera Sequence, and the Lyon Lake
Fault Sequence. A major shear zone [Koopman, 1993] or
th.rust fault [Hudak, l 996] marks the contacts between the
Pre-, Early , and Late-caldera Sequences with the overlying
Lyon Lake Fault Sequence (Figure l ).
The Pre-caldera Sequence comprises a 200-2100m thick
succession of subaerial and shaUow subaqueous basalt 1.ava
flows, scoria-rich volcaniclastic deposits, and minor associated rhyolite lava fl.ows [Groves et al., 1988; Morton et al.,
1991 ]. Pillow lavas and hyaloclastite are conspicuously
absent in this sequence, except in the easternmost regions of
the south Sturgeon Lake area [Jongewaard, 1989]. Groves
et al. [1988] have interpreted the volcanic environment as a
subaerial to shallow subaqueous shield volcano with local
fields of scoria cones and tuff cones.
The Early caldera Sequence contains a 650-1300Jil thick
succession of volcanic and volcaniclastic strata. Up-section,
these include: a) subaerial ash fall tuff deposits (Jackpot
Lake Succession); b) interstratified heterolithic breccias and
subaerial and subaqueously deposited quartz~phyric lapilli
ruff and tuff deposits (High lAv:el Lake Succession); c) sub-aerial felsic lava flows, mafic-intermediate lapilli tuffs and
volcanicl8'tic .deposits (Bell River Succession); d) inter•
stratified subaqueous heterolithic breccias, volcanic sandstones and mud.stones, and dacitic to andesitic lava flows
and tuffs (Tuilings Lake Succession); and e) subaqueous,
massive to locally well-bedded, quartz-phyric lapilli tu.ff
arid tuff deposits (Mattabi Succession). Hudak [1996] interpreted this stratigraphic sequence as characteristic .o f the
early stages of caldera development [c.f. Smith and Bailey,
1968; Busby-Spera, 19&4; Lipman, 1976, 1997]. The distribution of voluminous felsic volcaniclastic units and associated beterolithic breccias suggests that initial caldera collapse occurred during the deposition of the High Level Lake

3.METHODS
The geology within the SLCC has been determined by
means of reconnaissance and detailed (1:100) outcrop map.
ping, relogging of >300,000 m of surface and underground
diamond drill core, petrographic analysis of>2100 thin sections, and evaluation of nearly 1900 major and trace element
geochemical analyses. Geographic information system
analysis has been completed on all strata in the south
Sturgeon Lake area, and bas enabled precise determination
of unit areas. Toe estimated volumes of the various ruff units
have been calculated as cylinders utilizing the dip-corrected
average thickness of the unit, and a radius equal to one-half
the strike length of the unit [c.f. KQke/aar and Busby, 1992].
4. DESCRJPTIONS OF INTRACALDERA TUFFS AND
MINERALIZATION

4./. High Level Lake Tuffe
The oldest intracaldera tuffs associated with the SLCC
are the High Level Lake Tuffs (Figure 1). These rhyodacitic
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Table 1. Summary of the physical, depositional, and emptive characteristics of the High Level Lake, Mattabi, aod Middle L intracaldcra tuffs.
Tri.ff Unit
Unit Thicknc$$
E~ri111a.1ccd
Vol.ume (lan3)
Lithofacies
Present

Hif;lt le~·el lqkq

Mo1tabi
15-<;50 meters

80- 300 meters

16
27
- Poorly sorted, ungraded, very thick.- Poorly-sorted, non-graded, very thiclcbedded (30- 150m), Dllltm•supported.
bedded ( l0- l 55m), matrbc-supponod
sphcrulitic quaro:-phyric tuft, and
qllllrtz•phyric tuft's and lapilli tu.Ifs
lapiUi tnffs
lhat locally contain spherolites and
- Poorly-sorted, :lili111ly nnnnal gr.uh.c"<I,
lithophysae (MLT)
very thick-bedded, matrix-supported
- Poorly-sorred, ungr-o1ded 10 nonual
qua.ttz-phyric tuffi 111\d lapilli tuffs up to
graded quarr.:-phyric tuffs and lapilli
25 m tbick
tuffs ronging from 6-48 m thick (MLl)
- Well-sorted, typically nonnal graded,
- Well-sorted, typi!:a11y normal grade<.I,
laminated to thin-bedded (<O.OJ-0.lm),
but locally inven.e graded, laminated to
aphyric 10 quartz.phyric luffs (up to 10 m inedium-bcdded (<0.0I--0.3m) aphyric
thick) that immediately overlie or are
to quanz•phyric wff(up to 13 m thick)
tltat is 10<:ally replaced by VHMS
replaced by VHMS minenlization
mineralization (MBT)
- Ma.si\/11 to laminated, aphyric. to
sparsely quartz-phyric tuffs from
20-150 m thick (MM.T)

Middle L
l 5- 150 meters
7

- Ungraded to nonual grad·oo. massive
to very t.hick-1,cdded (J- lOm). malrixso.pporttd quartz• :l: k-spar-phyric tu!fs
and Japilli tu!Ts (S- 12() m. thick) locally
in1en;tratilk-d with scmi-niassive and
massive VHMS depo~i.ts (Ml.LT)
- Wcll-so.rted, typically normal grnd~'<l.
l.aminat..'<l lo wry lhiek• bedded
(<O. l- 5m.} aphyric ruff ru,d quortzphyric tuff (MLBT)
- Matrix-supported, in\'el"Se graded
volcanic breccia contaiulng JQ..•6-0"/4
suban,&'Ular w angu.lM, 1- 35cm
diameter jigsaw puul.e-fit, poorlyvesiculated quartt-pb;yric rhyolite
lava fragments, pumice lapil!i, and
<J-2% VHMS clasts in area 2km
enst of Bell River Lake.

Bounding Facies
Stratigraphi~lly
Below Un.it

Gradational contact over 10-15 ro.et¢r;;
with poorly-so.rte<!, unbedded matrix•
suppomd polymict bt<eeeias (eastern
caldera); grud.,tio11al contact over :S.-.10
mctc111 wi.th poorly-sorted, ID$trlxsupponed, inve- to llOnnaJ.graded,
thin- to very thick-bedded polymict
breccias, saridstones 1111.d mudstones
(western caldera) which luck wavegenerated Bcdiroentary Sll'l!lltures,

Normal to inverse graded, subaqueously
Ungraded to normal graded, polymict,
commonly orystal•rich vol.canic breccias,
deposited, matrix• supported volcanic
breccias, volcanic simdl.tones, !ind
volcanic sandstones, 1111d.graphit.e-bcaring
mudl.wnc.~ (Mamibi and Sturgeon Lake
modsto.oes wbkh laclc wave-generated
areas); VHM.S lenses and exhalitcs within sedimen!My stnu:tu~.
subaq\lCO\ISly deposited luff and lapiUi
tuff(F-Group area). Wave-generated
Bcdimell!ary structures are absent,

Bounding Facies
Stratigr.aphic:ally
Above Unit

Subaerial rhyodacitc lavu (eastern
caldern); ~-U:baqueously deposited tufts,
la:pilli tu.ffs, and VHMS {western caldera)
which lack wave-generaied sedimentary
structures. Locally lntersi.ratified with.
subaqueous breccias, sillldstones, and
mudstones iu westem caldera.

Non-graded to normal graded watersettled tuffa an.d Japilli tuffil interstratified
with VHMS Je~ and subaqueous lava
.flows. \Vive gell¢lllted sedimentary
structures are absent.

Evidence for

- Lacking in eastern caldera
- Not well oon:strained in westmi caldera
due to intense hydrothennal alteration
(poor preservation of <>ri,ginlll vitric
clasts), b) a poorly-defined westmi
margin for the caldera complex (due to
post,.volcanic structural defonnation
associlltcd wilh lbe Sturgeon Narrov.1;
Shear Zone); and c) a lack of 3Ufficient
outcrop or diamond drilling in the reg.ion
- Deposit characteristics are consistent
with-su.baqucous deposition from either
subacrial or subaqueous eruptions

- Lack of fines-depletion in massive U1Ji1.S - Lack of inversely graded pumice
suggesl.S ioitialfy hot pumice (sinkers)
- Heat retention feafures indfoate
exclusion of water from basal tllffs
and lapilli luffs near Mattabi VHMS
- Augular (water-sha.1tered) shards ate
confined primarily to bedded tuff
deposi1$ overcying WllSSive ullits (Mattabi
and Sturgeon Lake areas)
- Ponding of chemically strali6ed Matlabi tuffs against Lac Davjd and Darkwater
Lake Fa,ults suggesis intracaldcra enlption

F-Group

Mauabi 8 , C, and D ore lenses

MaUabi A-lens and Sturgeon Lake (Lyon
Lake, Creek Zone, and Sub-Creek Zone)
deposits

Subaqucously erupted and subaqucously
deposited pyroclastic flows, enlplion•
fed high particle concentration .flows,
and syn• to post- eruptive low particle
concenttation aqueous density currenl.S
and water-settled ash deposited at water
depths between 200m and IOOOm.

Subaqoeously erupted and subaqucously
deposited eruption-fed high to low particle
concentration aqueous density currents
and syn- lo post- eruptive water-settled ash
deposited at waler dep1hs between. 200m.
1111d lOOOm.

Subaqueous
Eruption

VHMSOre
Deposits Present
Interpretation

Subaerially erupted, subacrially deposited
pyroclastic flows and airfoil ash deposits
(eastern caldera); syn- to post-eruptive
bigh- to low-densily mass .flows and
turbidity currents and water-settled ash
(western calde.ra) deposited below wave
base (>200m).
- Volc:an.iclastic classificaiions based ou Fisher [ 1961 , l 966]
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Ungraded to normal graded, polymict,
commonly ccystal•rich volcanic brecc.ias,
volcanjc sandslones, and graphite-bearing
mudstones which lack wave,,gc.ncrated
sedimentary structures
Subaq~us volcanic brecda 2\a.n east
of Bell River Lake is compositionally
similar to , and grades up into, overlying
Middle L Tuffs
Vertical fining-upwiud sequences are
consistent with deposition from collapse
of subaqueous ertl'ption column
Local etosive contacts represent
deposition from eruplion•fed turbidity
cum:nts
Ponding in eastern and western margin
of SLCC suggests intracaldera eruption

strike for 22 km. The contacts between the HLBX and overlying High Level Lake Tuffs are gradational (Table I); they
are marked by an upward increase in the size and percentage of quartz crystals, and a marked decrease i.o llie number
of lithic clasts (< 5%) within the fU~BX deposits ·[Hudak,

to rhyolitic [Hudak, 1989; Jongewaard, 1989; Walker,

1993], massive quartz,.phyric tuffand lapilli tuff(Figure 2a)
and bedded tuff deposits occur as lenses (up to 1.5 km in
length and up to 100 m thick) within heterolithic breccias
(High Level Lake breccias, HLBX), and as an 80- 300m
thick unit that overlies the breccias and can be traced along

1989; Morton et al., 1991).

.Figure 2. Photographs showing selected features of the High Level Lake and Mattabi tuffs. (a) massive quartz.phyric

lapilli tufffrom the High Level Lake Succession. (b) amoeboid and angular pumice lapilli within a massive basal deposit
(MLT) of the Mattabi Tuft's. (c) photomicrogr,1ph illustrating lithophysae within massive basal Mattabi Tuff deposits
(MLT) near the Mattabi VHMS ore body. Field of view 8mm by 5.5 mm. (d) photomicrograph ofspherulite wiUt the
basa.1Mattabi Tuff deposits. Field of view 8mm by 5.5 mm. (e) laminated to medium•bedded aphyric to quam-phyric
Mattabi Tuff (MBT; right side of photo) in the hanging wall to a small, sphalerite-rich VHMS deposit (left side of photo)
which replaces massive quartz-phyric Mattabi Tyff (MLT) approximate 500 meters north of the F-Group VHMS ore
body. Large arrow at upper left of photo indicates topping direction. The field book used for scale is 20cm by 13 cm.
(f) drill core sam'ple of laminated to thin-bedded Mattabi Tuff (MBT) deposits. Bedding planes locally contain pyrite
and sphalerlte mineralization. Scale is 2cm long. Large arrow indicates topping direction,
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however, quartz crystals are broken into sliver~like shards
with smooth conchoidal fracture surfaces.
The P-Group VHMS ore body (Figure L) occurs ut the
contact between basal, massive quartz~phyric tuffs and
lapilli tuff:s, and overlying lamina.ted to bedded tuffs. The
ore body occurs as small, separated lenses, each of which
contains a chalcopyrite-pyrite-galena footwall stringer zone
that passes upward into basal copper-rich ore, a central core
of zin.c-silveNich ore, and a pyrite-rich cap [Mumin, 1988}.
Sulfide mineralization. tbat occurs al.ong bedding planes,
and the local presence of phenocrysts and clasts within
the t>re, suggest a subseafloor replacement origin for the
F-Group VHMS. Alteration mineral assemblages adjacent to
the VHMS mineralization are aluminous (andalusite, kyanite,. pyrophyllite) and consistent with a pre-metamorphic
acid•leached alteration zone [Hudak, 1989]. The morphology, alteration mineralogy, and.ore mineralogy are similar to
shallow subaqueous epitbennal-like VHMS in modem and
ancient environments [Osterberg eJ al., 1987; Sillitoe et al. ,
1996; Gibson et al,, 1999; Hannington et al., 1999].

The High Level Lake Tuffs exhibit marked lateral facies
changes across the width of the SLCC (Fit,rures 1 and 3).
From the Lac David Fault westward to the Darkwaler Fault,
Jongewaard [1989) and Walker [1993] found that these
deposits comprise basal sections of massive, sphe.rulitic
(25-65%), quartz,-phyric (1 - 3%, .:S. 1mm) tuff which is
locally overlain by massive quart.z"pbyric (2- 3%, 1mm) tuff
that contains up to 20% pumice lapilli, as well as lenses of
lapilli• to block-sized angular siliceous lithic fragments
(5- IO%). Accessory fragments of trondbjernite and granodiorite {up to 1%) are locally present. South of the
Sturgeon Lake Mine, the High Level Lake Tuffs are interstratified with, and ovetlie, HLBX deposits which are similar in morphology to mesobreccias and megabreccias
described in subaerial felsic caldera complexes by Lipman
[ 1976, 1997). Neither the HLBX nor the tuffs occur east of
the Lac David fault. Morton et al. [1989, I99L] interpreted
this structure as the eastern ring fracture for the SLCC. The
tuffs are overlain by subaerial lava flows of the Bell River
Succession.
Beneath the Mattabi Mi.ne, the High Level take Tu.Ifs
overlie the HLBX, and, in turn, are overlain by massive
mafic-intennediate lapilti tutfs of the Bell River Succession.
To date, only sub-economic zinc-silver-lead stringer mineralization, similar to that which occurs i.n subaerial epithermal systems [White andHedenquist, 1990, 1995], has been
recognized in the High Level Lake Tuffs in the eastern part
of the SLCC.
[n the western part of the SLCC, near the F-Oroup VHMS
deposit (Figure 1), the High Level Lake Tuffs are interstratified with, and directly overlie, the llLBX (Figure 3; Table
l ). The HLBX in this regioJ1 are .different th.an those in the
eastern part of the caldera. beidg oomposed of massive, very
thick-bedded, matrix-support~ breccias overlain by thin- to
very thick-bedded, matrix-supported, normal and locally
inverse graded breccias, sandstones, and mudstones. The
contact between the HLBX and an interstratified lens of
High. Level Lake Tuff is gi:adatfonal over S-10m. The interstratified unit of High Level Lake Tuff is composed. of two
horizons (Figure 3); a) a basal unit of massive, faintly normal graded, aphyric to quartz..phyric (1- 3%, < 1- l.Sm.m)
tuff which is overlain by thin- to medium~bedded tuff containing inverse graded pumice lapilli; and b) an overlying,
15.m thick tmit of massive, crudely nonnal grnaed quartzphyric tuff. High Level Lake Tuff deposits which overlie die
HLBX deposits are bedded, ;md comprise basal, massive,
quartz-phydc (1- 10%, locally up to 35¾, ~ Imm) tuff and
lopilli tuff horizons ( up to 25m thick) that are overlain by 110m of laminated to very thin plane-parallel bedded,
ungrad.ed to normal graded, tuffs. Rare, cuhedral quartz
crystals are locally present in the tuffs; more commonly,

4.2. Mattabi Tuffe

The Mattabi Tutrs represent the most voluminous eruptive event within the SLCC (Table l), forming rhyodacitic
to rhyolitic v6lcanrclastic deposits that can be traced along
strike for at 'least 20 kilometers (Figure 1). The Mattabi
Tuffs comprise two morphologically distinct units: a) a
lower, bedded unit (MTQ) composed of alternating deposits
of massive quartz.-phyric tuff and lapilli tutf (MLT) and
plane-parallel laminated to medium-bedded aphyric to
q_uartz-phyric tuff ~BT); an4 b) an u11per, massive to bedded tutI(MMT) [Morton et al.,'1991}.
The MTQ ranges from. l00•650m thick within a synvolcanic basin bounded by th.e Dark.water and Lac David faults
(Figure I). MTQ deposits directly overlie subaqueously
deposited volcanic breccias, volcanic sandstones and mudstones (Tailings Lake Succession) within this basin (Figure
3) [Jongewaatd, 1989; Walker, 1993]. Here, the MLT
deposits (Figure 2b) comprise poorly sorted, ungraded,
matrix-supportedquartz•phyric (5,35%, < 1- 2mm) ruffs and
lapilli tuffs that range from 10-155 meters in thickness.
Lapilli and bomb-sized pumice are amoeboid to subrounded, well-vesfoulated {40,•70%), and exhibit no sorting or
density stratification within individual MLT units.
Petrographic analyses have identified spherulites and, locally, lithophysae within these deposits {Figures 2c and 2d).
Tbe MLT are overlain by individual l- l3m thick horizons
of plane-parallel laminated to medium-bedded, typically
normal graded (but locally inverse graded) aphyric to
sparsely quartz-pbyric tuff deposits (MBT; Figures 2e and
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2t). Spherulites and lithophysae have not been recognized in
the MBT deposits.
Up to 13 individual flow units [Fisher and Schminke,
1984, p. 195) composed of MLT and overlying MBT
deposits have been distinguished by mapping and lithogeochemical analyses in this basin (Figure 3) [Morton et al.,
1991; Bezenek, 1992]. Locally, .flow units are separated by
<l- 3m of intercalated medium-bedded to very thick-bedded
heterolithic breccias. Individual MLT deposits are chemically stratified, with high Zr (550-1025 ppm), Y (75- 120
ppm) and Nb (30-80 ppm) at and/or near their bases that
gradually decrease upwards toward the MBT deposits,
which have low Zr (80-230 ppm), Y (24-45 ppm) and Nb
(1-4 ppm) contents; TiO2 and Ba appear to have opposite
trends [Morton et al., 1991). This zoning pattern holds true
regardless of the size or percentage of quartz crystals found
in the MLT, and regardless of the thickness of the beds. The
Mattabi B, C and D VHMS ore bodies occur at breaks
between MLT deposits (banging wall) and MBT deposits
(footwall) within the MTQ unit.
East of the Darkwater Fault, MTQ deposits are locally
overlain by massive to bedded tufts that vary from 20-150m
in thickness (MMT; Table l ). The MMT contains a basal
unit of massive, aphyric tu.ff, and locally, quartz.phyric tuff
that contains up to 2% conchoidal, sliver-like quartz crystal
shards (<lmm in length) enclosed by a re,-crystallized ash
matrix made up of very fine-grained quartz. This massive
unit is overlain by 5-35m of laminated to thin.-bedded tutf
!hat is compositionally and chemically similar to the underlying massive tuff deposit. The MMT contains no known
massive sulfide mineralization. and lacks the distinctive
geochemical zoning exhibited by the MTQ.
The MTQ deposits thin rapidly west of the Darkwater
Fault (Figure 1), ranging from 20-80m thick between the
Mattabi and F-Group deposits, and varying from 125-200m
thick within a synvolcanic basin in the vicinity of the .FGroup VHMS deposit [Hudak, 1989; Morton et al., 1999].
West of the Darkwater Fault, the MTQ deposits immediately overlie the High Level Lake tutfs and HLBX deposits.
The MTQ are characterized by poorly sorted, massive to
normal graded quartz-phyric (1- 10% < 1- 2mm) pumiceous
(3- 30%) tuffs and lapilli tuffs (6-48m thick) that are overlain by well-sorted, typically normal graded, planar laminated to thin-bedded tuff and crystal tuff horizons {< l- 5m
thick; Figure 3). Lithophysae and spherulites are absent
from these deposits. As well, they lack the geochemical
cyclicity of the MTQ in the eastern two-thirds of the SLCC.
Although a small, sub-economic VHMS deposit occurs at
the contact between the uppermost MLT and overlying bedded MBT deposits (Figure 2e) north of the F-Group ore
body, all of the known mineralization wit11in the MTQ

deposits west of the Darkwater Fault is composed of very
l.ocallized Cu-Zn-Ag stringers and thin (<0.lm thick) sulfide replacement deposits along bedding planes, The MMT
deposits have not been identified by mapping or drill core
logging west of the Darkwater Fault,
4.3 Middle L Tuffe

The Middle L Succession is up to 1.50 meters thick, and
contains rhyodacitic to rhyolitic aphyric to quartz ± potassium feldspar-phyric tuffs and lapilli tuffs that can be traced
for at least 15 km across the SLCC {Figures I and 3; Table
I). These deposits are thickest immediately west of the
Sturgeon Lake Mine, and in the vicinity of the F-Group
VHMS deposit; they thin dramatically to <70m north of the
Mattabi ore body [Walker, 1993]. The Middle L Tuffs host all
known VHMS ore bodies in the Late-caldera Sequence
(Table l). The Lyon Lake, Creek Zone, and Sub-Creek. Zone
VHMS ore bodies were originally parts of the Sturgeon Lake
ore body that have been moved into their present positions by
post-volcanic faulting [Hudak., 1996; M<Jrton et al., 1999].
Tb.e morphology of the Middle L Tuffs is generally similar across the caldera complex (Figure 3) and consists of
two Hthofacies: a) ungraded to normal graded. massive to
very thick-bedded quartz- ± potassium feldspar-phyric tuffs
and lapilli tuffs (MLLT) that range from 3-60 m thick
(FigtU"e 4a); and b) overlying aphyric to quartz-phyric, normal graded, planar laminated to thick-bedded tuff deposits
(MLBT) that range from 0.1- lSm thick (Figures 4b and4c).
Within the MLLT, quartz crystals (<l-6mm, 1- 18%) vary
from euhedral and. locally embayed, to concboidally fractured and sliver-shaped; they also exhibit a pronounced.normal grading. Angular to oval pumice lapilli (up to 35o/o) are
up to 2cm in length, and locally exhibit inverse size grading.
The MLBT deposits are typically aphyric, and vary from
planar laminated to medium bedded, although rare lhickbedded horizons have been mapped by Hudak [1996] in the
eastern one-third of the SLCC. Small (< lmm) quartz crystals and crystal shards typically exhibit normal grading
within the MLBT beds (Figure 4c). Contacts between th.e
MLBT and overlying MLLT deposits are locally wavy and
scoured (Figure 4b), whereas contacts between MLLT and
overlying MLBT deposits are gradati.onal. Although similar
in appearance, the MLLT and MLT deposits can be distinguished petrographically by the coarse, inequigranular
matrix which characterizes the MLLT deposits. Middle L
deposits in the western part of th.e SLCC are characterized
by a higher proportion of massive, quartz-phyric tuffs and
lapilli tuffs relative to thin-bedded tuffs and crystal tuffs
when compared with equivalent deposits in the central part
of the SLCC (Figure 3).
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A third lithofacies, volcanic breccia, occurs at or near the
base of the Middle L Sequence approximately 2km east of
Bell River Lake (Figure J). Thi.s breccia is up to 15m thick,
and has a strike length of less than 50001 [Hudak, 1996}.
The matrix-supported breccia contains 30-60% subangular
to angular, 1- 35cm diameter, crudely inverse graded, jigsaw
puzzle-fit, poorly vesiculated, quartz-phyric rhyolite lava
fragments, as well as <1- 2% massive sulfide lapilli (Figure
4d). Carbonate-altered, locally spherulitic pumice lapilli up
to 5cm in diameter comprise up to 100/4 of the unit. The
matrix of the breccia is composed of a mixture of recrystal•
lized ash, quartz crystal fragments and shards, and angular
rhyolite fragments up to 2mm in diameter. The volcanic
breccia has a gradatiooal contact with the overlying MI.LT
and MLBT deposits.

5. DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSIONS
5. /. Interpretation of the High l evel lake Tuffe

The interstratification of, and tbe gradational contacts
between, the High Level Lake Tuffs and the HLBX indicate
that these units formed si.rnultaneously. The heterolithic
nature of the HLBX, the presence of only p:recaldera succession clasts in the HLBX, the variation in clast size from
centimeters to several hundreds of meters in the HLBX, and
the abutment of the HLBX against the Lac David fault are
consistent with this unit representing mesobreccias and
megabreccias (Lipman, 1976, I997] that fonned during the
fonnation of the SLCC. The High Level Lake Tuft's, therefore, are interpreted to represent deposits from the pyroclas-

Figure 4. Photographs of various physical features of the Middle L Tufts. (a) Outcrop appearance of massive Middle L
Succession tuff (MLLT) immediately west of the Sturgeon Lake VHMS deposit. Dark markings on scale are equal to

1cm. (b) Drill core appearance of scoured contact between overlying MLLT deposits (top and left side of photo) and
underlying MLBT deposits (bottom and right side of photo). Large arrow indicates topping direction. Sea.le measured
in miUimeters. (c) Nonnal graded ash top of MLBT bed. Arrows indicate topping direction. Scale measured in millimeters. (d) Volcanic breecia at base of Middle L Succession in the east-ceni:ral part of the SLCC. Note jigsaw :pu-zzletit fragments of rhyolite lava, as well as massive sulfide clasts . Large white arrow in photograph indicates topping direc•
lion. Dark markings on scale are equal to 1cm.
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[ I962) and Lowe f 1982). The HLBX appear to have been
deposited from subaqueous mass flows and turbidity currents that formed when masses of Pre-caldera strata collapsed into a subaqueous portion of the SLCC that was created during the High Level Lake emption. The overlying
Mattabi deposits have facies characteristics consistent with
deposition from high and low concentration, eruption-fed

tic eruptions associated wit.h initial collapse of the SLCC.
These tuffs and lapilli tulls are interpreted to have been
empted subacrially, and deposited both subaerially (central
and eastem parts oftbe caldera) and subaqucously (F-Group
region of the western part of the SLCC). We envision this
eruption to be an Archean analog of modern subaerial eruptions that have created subaqueous caldera complexes at
places like Santorini [Druitt and Francaviglia, 1992;
Perissoratis, 1995], .Krakatau [Sigurdsson et al, 1991; Self,
1992; Mandeville et al., 1996), and Kuwae [Monzier et al.,
1994; Robin et al., 1994).
Several typeS of evidence support lbe interpretation that
the High Level Lake Tuffs were erupted and deposited sub•
aerially across the eastern two•thirds of the SLCC (Table l ).
First, bounding facies for the High Level Lake tuffs are subaerial. The immediately underlying (and locally interCAlated) HLBX was deposited on top of subaerial mafic lava
flows and cinder cone deposits [Groves et al., 1988], and
contains no sedimentary units or textures indicative of deposition in a subaqueous enviromnent. Tb.e immediately
overlying strata comprise subae~.al lava flows and mafic to
intermediate lapilli tuffs of th~ Bell River Succession.
Second, the High Level Lake Tuffs have morphological and
compositional characteristics similar to subaeria.lly deposited pyroclastic flow deposits and associated aitfall hlff
deposits. The thick, massive basal units (HLL1) containing
both juvenile (dense vitric fragments and well-vesiculated
pumice) and accessory fragments (trondhjernite and granodiorite) are interpreted to be pyroclastic :flow deposits,
whereas tbe overlying tuff is interpreted as airfall ash
deposits. Third, hydrothermal mineraliZlltion within the
High Level Lake Tuffs in this part of the SLCC ,is consistent
with subaerial epil:hermal stringer zinc-silver (lead} veins in
both modem and lU}cient settings [White and Hedenqutst,
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comparison with other caldera-associated ignimbrites
(Figure 5a) suggests that considerable volumes of High
Level Lake Tuff may have been deposited outside the SLCC
from subaerial volcanic plumes.
Subaqueous deposition of the High Level Lake Tuffs in
the western part of tbe caldera is supported by bouuding
facies, the depositional characteristics of the High Level
Lake Tuffs, and the presence of VHMS mineralization
(Table 1). First, HLBX deposits underlying, intercalated
with, and locally, gradationally in contact with the High
Level Lake Tuffs are interpreted to be deposits from a series
of subaqueous cohesive mass flows and associated high- to
low-density turbidity currents as described by Bouma
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Figure 5. Comparison of estimated eruption volume and caldera
diameter for modem subaerial and subaqueous caldera-assoc.iated
eruptions (after Cas and Wright, 1987) and the caldera-Conning
emptions associated with the Sturge-0n Lake Caldera Complex. The
combined estimated volumes for the Jackpot Lake and High Level
Lake eruptions (associated with initial SLCC formation) are shown
on Figure A, whereas the estimated eruption volume of the Mattabi
eruption and the diameter of the intel}lreted nested caldera between
the Darkwater and Lac David faults arc shown in Figure B.
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aqueous density currents (discussed below), and are the host
for small, non-economic VHMS deposits. Second, the High
Level Lake Tuffs in the P-Group area arc characterized by
vaguely normal graded basal lapilli tuffs (which are crystal
enriched relative to the lapilli tuffs in the eastern two-thirds
of the SLCC) that are overlain by non-graded to normal
graded, plane parallel laminated tuff deposits. These
deposits are interpreted to be the products of deposition
from low- to high-concentration submarine mas..'> flows and ·
subsequent suspension sedimentation. That these deposits
represent primary deposition of pyroclastic material, rather
than remobilized unconsolidated tcphra, is supported by the
homogimous compositio.n of the lapilli, the dominance of
vitric grains over lithic grains [Cousineau and Mueller,
1993], crystal enrichments which are generally not excessive [2-4 times, .rarely 10 times], and the presence of
caldera-associated breccia. that underlies and is intercalated
with the deposits. Third, the F-Group VHMS ore body,
which is hosted in the High Level Lake Tu:tfs, fonned subaqueously where sufficient water depth to prevent extensive
boiling of metalifcrous hydrothermal fluid (at least several
hundreds of meters) existed (cf. Herzig and Hanning/on ,
1995]. The confinement of the VHMS mineralization (western SLCC) and epithennal-style stringer mineralization
(eastern SLCC) to the High Level Lake Tutfs (and not the
overlying Bell River lavas), suggests a direct connection
between physical, chemical, and temporal processes in. an
evolving magma chamber, volcauic eruptions; mineralizing
fluids in subaerial and subaqueous environments, and water
depth.
Northeast-trending rbyo1ite dikes lkm southeast -0f .Bell
River Lake (Figure 1) may indicate proximity to vents associated with the eruption of the High Le.vel .Lake Tull's.
Eruptive vents in the weste.m part of the SLCC have not
been positively identified·because: a) intense hydroth.ermal
alteration bas destroyed .original textures in the tutfs, precluding detailed facies analysis; b) .the western ·margin for
the caldera complex .is poorly defined (due to post-volcanic
structural deformation associated with the Sturgeon Lake
Shear Zone); and c) sufficient outcrop or diatµond drilling
for volcanological analysis is not available. Within the western part ofthe,SLCC, the lowermost High Level Lake Tuft's
may represent initially subaerial pyroclastie flows which
entered and mixed with water ,to become bigh....t-0 low-concentration turbidity curre.n.ts. The increased abundance of
quartz crystals in the High Level Lake Tuffs relative to the
eastern two-thirds ofthe SLCC, the high pr-0portion ofbedded tuff to massive tuff and lapilli tu:ff, and the presence of
inversely graded pumice are consistent with the distal facics
of a subaereal pyroclastic flow which was deposited sub-
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aqueously [Cole and DeCelles, 1991]. During caldera collapse, subaerial vents may have evolved into subaqueous
vents along the caldera ring fracture. The uppermost High
Level Lake Tuff units may have been deposited from subaqueous eruption-fed high- to low-concentratic,n 11.qucous
density currents and suspension fallout as discussed by
Smellie (2000] and White (2000].
5. 2. Interpretation of the Mattabi .Thjjs

The Mattabi Tuft's represent the most voluminol.L<; eruptive event associated with the SLCC (fable J). This eruptive
event apparently formed a nested caldera between the
Darkwater and Lac David faults (Figure 1). Modem analogues may be the Myojin Knoll caldera of the Izu-.Bonin
arc [Fiske et al., 2001), or the Healy Caldera of the southem Kennadec arc [Wright and Gamble, 1999).
Within this volcanic edifice, the Mattabi Tutfs are example~ of deposits.which appear to be subaqueous pyroclastic
flows, but cannot be unambiguously interpreted as such due
to a lack of heat retention fealnres (e.g. welding) or-reliable
paleomagnetic signatures [Kokelaar and Busby, 1992:
White, 2000]. This interpretation is supported by: a) the similar morphology, composition, and ge-0ehemical cyclicity of
the bedded quartz crystal units across the caldeta, whicl1
appears to preclude significant mixing with water; b) the
thick,.massive, poorly S<rrted nature of the basal beds wbich
arc overlain by bedded and laminated ruffs; c) the presence
of abundant, well 0 vesiculated, commonly amoeboid-shaped
pumice in the MLT deposits; d) the lack of fines-depletion
in the MLT deposits; e) th.e local presence ofspherulites and
lithophysae where •the·tuffs have escaped intense syn- and
post-depositional hydrothermal al:teration; f) immediate
deposition upon subaqueo.usly deposited sedimentary rocks;
and g) the occ:un:ence of VHMS and quartz..pyrite exhala•
tive deposits throughout the ru1it and, locally, subaqueous
debris flow deposits separating fl.ow units. As well, comparisons of our volume calculations with other ca.Idem•
fonning ignimbrites suggest that nearly all the Mattabi tuft's
were deposited within the SLC-C (Figure 5b). Although a
vent or vents for the Mattabi eruptions have not been identified, theyJikely occur .along the margins of, or within. the
nested ca.ldera between the Darkwater an.d Lac David
Faults. Intense subaqueous hydrothermal alteration [Holk et
al., in press] in this area suggests proximity to vent-sites
[Kokelaarand Busby, 1992; Gibson et al., 1999].
Deposits of the Mattabi Tuffs in tbe vicinity of tbe f.
Group VHMS ore body are interpreted to be outflow sheets
of the MTQ d.ep-0sits east of the Darkwater Fault These out,.
flow sheets were deposited by high- and low-concentration

The massive MMT deposits in the upper part of the
Mauabi Succession arc interpreted to represent continuous
deposition from eruptions in a shallow subaqueous environment, one where hydrostatic pressure ha.d little eftect on the
eruptive process. The bedded units overlying the massive
basal beds were depositt.'<l by syn- to post-eruptive, low particle concentration aqueous density currents as well. as
water-settled ash. In morphology, the MMT deposits are
similar to tuffs described by Busby-Spera [1984] from the
Mineral King roof pendant, and by Morton and Nebel
( 198.3, 1984] from the Wawa area of nortbwestem Ontario.
All known VHMS mineralization in the Mattabi
Succession occurs as replacement bodies within the MTQ at
contacts between bedded tuff in the footwall and massive
.tuff in the hanging wall. This spatial and temporal relationship suggests a correlation between processes in the magma
chamber, the evolution of hydrothermal fluids. and VHMS
ore formation.

Group II [White, 2000] eruption-fed aqueous density currents and water-settled ash. TI1is is su1}ported by a) the dramatic thinning of the Mattabi tuffa cast of the Darkwater
fault; b) the Jack of distinctive geochemical .zonation within
individual flow units in this pa.rt oftbe SLCC; c) the 11om1al
graded lapilli tuft' and tuff deposits; d) the abw1daoce of
shattered crystals in the deposits; e) the homogenous compositfon of the vitric-domioated lapilli; and f) the presence
of small VHMS deposits.
The subaqueous explosi.ve eruptions that fonned the
Mattabi ash flow tulfa are envisioned to have produced high
concentration, latemlly directed, subaqueous pyroclastic
flows similar to those described by Kokelaar and Busby,
[1992] and White [2000]. Hydrostatic pressure above the
subaqueous vent was sufficient to suppress the eruption colmnn, leading to laterally directed "boiling-over" or "frotJ1ing'' of magma from fissures. The fine. vitric material produced during the eruption allowed little interaction of the
tephra with water, except along the margins of the How
(flow top stripping), in the eastern two•tlti:rds of the SLCC.
Sustained, high concentration, high density particulate
flows produced the massive basal beds. Processes iliat
fonned the overlying plane-parallel Jamfaated to mediumbedded; typically normal graded tuff deposits include; a)
deposition of materials stripped from flow tops by dilute
aqueous turbidity currents; b) suspension sedimentation
from material elutriated from the flows by flow stripping;
and c) ingress of water into the vent during the waning
tages of the eruption which produced low-concentration,
eruption-fed density currents.
The explosive emptions associated with tJ1e formation of
the Mattabi tuffs were episodic, giving rise to the formation
of numerous alternating massive quartz-phyric tnff and
lapiUi tuffunits. The time period between eruptions was sufficient to allow VHMS deposits to form and, as the geochemical evidence suggests [MJJrton et al., 1991], to enable
compositional resttatification of the source magma chamber. The episodic explosive eruptions were likely a manifestation of the balance between volatile content of the
evolving magma and hydrostatic pressure as constrained by
water depth [Morton et al.,. 1991}. Eruptions with .high
volatile contents may have been relatively long-lived and
gave rise to the formation of thick: basal beds; 1hose with
lower volatile contents were shorter lived and produced
thinner basal beds. As volatile contents decreased the nature
of the eruption changed, and magmatic effusion was insufficient to produce high concentrntion flows . .Eventually, as
volatile contents decreased, the hydrostatic pressure eventu·
ally exceeded the volatile pressure of the magma and effectively terminated the explosive eruption.

5.3 lnte,preia.tion of the Middle L Tuffs

The Middle L Tuffs, like the Mattabi Tuffs, a.re interpreted to have been erupted and deposited in a subaqueous environment (Table l ). A possible subaqueous vent for these
deposits may be located in proximjty, to the volcanic breccia
deposits which occur at or near the base of the Middle L
Succession. The association of jigsaw puzzle-fit Java fragments, massive sulfide clasts, and pumice suggests that this
volcanic breccia formed by the dissection of an active subaqueous lava dome which bad associated VHMS mineralization. The gradational contact between the volcanic breccia and the overlying Middle L Tuffs suggests that these two
units .are genetically related. Ingress of water into the subaqueous dome during dissection may have led to the explosive fragmentation of magma which produced the Middle L
Tuffs, varticularly in the eastern part of the SLCC. The
Sturgeon Lake VHMS deposit occurs less than 1km east of
this dome, and :reflects a region of anomalous thennal activity which is consistent with a vent-proxirnal setting. The
relatively high proportion of MLLT deposits relative to
MLBT depo.sits in the western part of the SLCC may also
indicate the presence of subaqueous vents in the western
SLCC. To date, however, specific vents have not been identified. The thick Middle L deposits in the eastern and westem parts of the SLCC, and th.e thin nature of the deposits in
the central part of the SLCC, suggests a palaeo-topographic
high in the vicinity of the MartabiVHMS deposit at the time
of Middle L volcanism.
Water interacted with th~ Middle L tephra during both its
eruption and deposition. The MLLT genemlly exhibit a pro-
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access to magma or hot, recently cooled intrusive rocks.
This would promote the development of high temperature,
metalliferous evolved hydrothermal fluids.
Our present understanding of the SLCC hydrothermal
system indicates that the ore compositions, alteration mineral assemblages, and oxygen isotope evidence [Holk et al. ,
in press} are consistent with the formation of the VHMS
deposits from. a sub-volcanic, intrusion-driven. seawaterdominated convective bydrothennal system [Hudak, 1989,
1996; Jongewaard, 1989; Walker, 1993]. The role of magmatic fluids in the genesis of the VHMS deposits in the
SLCC remains poorly understood. It is well established,
however, that caldera-forming eruptions represent tremendous magmatic degassing events [Christiansen, 2001).
Several studies from possible modem analogues to Sturgeon
Lake have documented magmatic inputs into ~hallow water
VHMS systems [Yang and Scott, 1996, 2002; Gamo et al.,
1991; Marani et al., 1997; Hannington et al., 1999]. Thus,
the five components described above appear to be the key
factors which relate VHMS. mineralization to subaqueous
explosive volcanism.
In summary, the Archean SLCC contains deposits characterized by various degrees of water-tephra interaction., and
mineralization in an environment evolving from initially
subaerial and subaqueous to entirely subaqueous. The spatial and temporal relationships between the production of
voluminous, explosive, caldera-forming subaeria.l and subaqueous eruptions, and the subsequent fonnation of subaerial and shallow \Vater epithennal-like stringer mineralization and deeper water VHMS deposits, suggests a link
between explosive felsic volcanism, evolution of near-surface magma chambers and their associated hydrothennal
systems, and the fotmation of VHM.S ore deposits.

nounced grading of quartz crystals and pumice lapilli. The
grading in the basal units, combined with the relatively coarse
matrix of these tufts, suggests that significant amounts of fine
teph:ra may have been elutriated from a subaqueous eruption
column and/or eruption-fed mass flows. Fades characteristics suggest d~sition from Group ll [White, 2000] aqueous
density currents. Effusion rates may have been insufficient to
produce the volumes of extremely fme-grained tep.hra needed to prevent mixing and entrainment of water in the erupting
tephra [Kokelaar and .Busby, 1992; White, 2000].
5.4 Relationship Between SLCC Subaqueous Eruptions

and VHMS Mineralization

The presence of VHMS deposits at specific horizons
which cotrespond to voluminous .pyroclastic eruptions suggests a direct link between subaqueous explosive volcanism
and VHMS genesis in the SLCC. In modem caldera systems, such large eruptjons tend to be dominantly driven by
magmatic processes [e,g. Self, 1992; Worthington et al.,
1999], although. inputs from hydrovolcanic eruptions have
been documented in many subaerial to subaqueous calderaforming events (Druitt and Franc.aviglia, 1992; Robin et al.,
1994; Nairn et al.• 1995). Subaqueous explosive e.ruptions
of feJsic magma are generally believed to only be possible
under relatively shallow(< 1000m) sub-aqueous con4itions
[Cas, 1992; Gibson et al., 1999] due to the limiting·effeets
of hydrostatic pressure. At Sturgeon Lake, evidence suggests that the subaqueous ·explosive eruptions were essentially throttled by hydrostatic pressure [Morton et al., 1991].
This being the case, the .felsic explosive e.ruptions that
occurred may well have terminated while the subvolcanic
magma chamber still contained mote ,volatiles than would
be present if,. the same magma had erupted subaeriaUy
(assuming shallow intrusions emplaced under similar 1- 3
km lithostatic loads). Thus. immediately following calderafonning subaqueous eruptions, five important components
would be present which: together, would promote a link
between large expfosi".e ei-uptions in the subaqueous envjronment and the formati9n of VI:IMS deposjts: . a) newly
developed. hlgh peJ;l!l\?abiJity syn-volcanic faults zones; b)
an abundance o( hot, possibly metal-rich magmatic
hydrothermal fluid (the addi,tional amount offluid would be
the difference between the volatiles tha.t shut off similar
subaerial and subaqueous eruptions); c) penneable, chemically reactive glassy volcaniclastic strata that can be easily
replaced by sub-seafloor VHMS deposition; d) an abundance of seawater; and e) assuming that the upper parts of a
magma chamber can be breached by caldera formation,
deep ciroulating convecting hydrothermal fluids could have
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Abstract
The sQuth Sturgeon Lake area ofrtotthwestemOntario-is underlain by an Archean submarine
caldera cotnplex which is host to. six massive sulfide deposits, The complex is approximately
30 km in strike lengtl1 and is partly filled by mesobreccias, subaqueous debris-flow deposits
and other epiclastic rocks, as well as five major ash,.,flow ~uff units. The most voluminous of
these, tl1e Mauabi ash-flow tuff, is up to 800 m in thiclmess and call be traced for more than
15 ,km.across the caldera complex.
·
Based on fiow morphology and composition, tl1~ Mattabi ash-6.ow tulf is divisible into two
distinct units: a bedded quartz crystal and pumice-rich uoit (150- 650 m thick), and a massive
to poorly bedded a.~h unit (20-150 m thick) , The bedded unit is host to the Mattahi mnss1ve
sulfide deposit, as well as numerous other 1nassive suHJde occurrences. In addition., this unit
exhihits a pronounced stratigraphic a11d geochemical cyclicity. Individual beds {flow unjts)
,can be subdivided frito, ba:;at &;uarb- and pu~ice-rich low.er sections which are overlain by
bedded ash tops; thicknesses oflndi"1!dual beds vary from 14 to 155 m. Each bed also exhibits
a pronounced zonation o(ti:itce eleme nt~ with high concentrations ofZr, Y, and Nb at and/or
near tlle base gradttally decreasing '1PW!lfd into the ash tops. The over.lying massive ash unit
contains no known massive sulfide,miiieralizatfon and lacks any pronounced geocl1emkal
zoulug.
The bedded nature and geochemical zonation of individual flow units can be explained by
periodic eruptions from a zoned Of laye,roo, rechargoo ~i~ce?\1$ magma chamber. The difference
in flow morphology between. the 'b edded unit and the overlying massive ash.flow tuff most
likely reflects the deeper subm!Uine ·natu:re of the eru~tive vents assocfated with·the bedded
deposits. The pei:iodic aud subaqueo:us. nature ofthe. Mattabi eruptions is .indicated by the
presence of exhalite s and massive. $UUide lenses between flow units. The ore lenses, w'hich
comprise the Mattabi deposit, formed between eruptive events from high temperature fluids
whose origin may be related to processes within the ·magma chamber.

Introduction

Tim south Sturgeon Lake area of northwestern Ontario (Fig. 1) is underlain by a well-preserved, though
partially eroded, Archean submarine volcanic cald.era.
This caldera is host to six massive sulfide orebodies
(Mattabi; F-Oroup, Sturgeon Lake Mine, Lyon Lake,
Creek Zone, and Sub-Creek Zone) as well as,·numerous subeconomic massive sulfide occurrences. The
Sturgeon Lake Mine, F-Group, Creek Zone, and Mattabi deposits were depleted of reserves in 1981, 1984,
1985, and 1988, respectively. The Lyon Lake and
Sub-Creek Zone deposits are currently being mined.
The combination of well-preserved volcanic textures, a variable 55° to 90° dip of a north-facing, essentially homodinal volcanic sequence and more than
600,000 m of diamond drilling over an apparent
4,500-m stratigraphic interval presents an opportu-
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nity to examine successive stages of caldera evolution.
this indudes initial subaerial-shaUow subaqueous
collapse, subaqueous silicic explosive volcanism. ~nd
ore formatio11, and terminal dome building with lava
Oow and sedimentary fill and burial.
The regional geology and the precaldera rocks have
been described by Groves et al. (1988) and by Morton
et al. (1990); the ttlteration and associated volcrtnic
rocks of the Mattabi deposit have been classi:lled by
Morton and Franklin (1987). This paper briefly describes the major characteristics of the Sturgeon L'lke
Caldera Complex through the eruption and deposition
of the submarine Mattabi ash-flow tuff and the relationship of this unit to the Mattabi massive sulfide
deposit.
The pyroclastic rocks which host the Lyon Lake,
Creek Zone, Suh-Creek Zone, and Sturgeon Lake
Mine deposits are stratigraphically higher than the
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FIG. 1. Location map.

Mattabi and F-Croup deposits (Fig. 2; Morton et al.,
1990) and are not discussed in this paper.
Ceofogfo Characteristics of the
Sturgeon Lalce Caldera
'Detailed faci:es mapping of the volcanic rocks in
the south Sturgeon Lake area, coupled with the relogging of200, 000 m of diamond drill core (with emphasis on the ph)'sical vokan.ology of the rocks), has
led to the recognition of a well-preserved Archean
submarine caldera complex which has been natned
tJie Sturgeon Lake caldera complex (Morton et al.,
1988, 1989). It is approximately 3() km in strike
length and contains up to 4,500 m of caldera fill material. Five separate major ash-flow tuff units have
been defined and e"3ch can be traced for several kilometers across the complex wi.tb individual thicknesses ranging from 100 to more tban 800 m {Fig.
2). Based on the stratigraphic distribution and thick•
nesses of the 6ve ash-flow tulf units and associated
debris flow deposits, it has been interpreted by Mortoo et al. {1990) that the Sturgeon Lake caJdera represents a series of smaller nested or overlapping calderas and that each ash-flow unit is associat.ed with a
collapse event.
·

Based 01\ detailed stratigraphic mapping and core
logging numerous synvolcanic faults have been defined, maiuly on the criteria that overlying volcanic
units can be traced across the structures with no apparent offset, and that the structures are filled by alteration mineral assemblages and/or intrusive tocks.
Those with major stratigraphic displacement (> 150
m) may represent individual (nested?) caldera
boundaries. A series of postcaldera,, north-southtrending faults have broken the complex into a number of blocks which now allow the caldera to be observed at different erosional levels. Individual volcanic
and intrusive rock units can be traced acro.ss the faults,
but the thicknesses of these units change dramatically
(Fig. 2). As well,late east•west• and northwest-trending faults, coupled with an east-west folding event
have, along caldera margil).s, affected the upper part
of the sequence, causing minor displacement of the
upper pyroclastic flow units and the Sturgeon Lake,
Lyo11 Lake, ancl Creek Zone orebodies; most of this
deform;1tiQn has heen talteo up by caldera. .fill sedimentary rocks. Zircon ages of the ash-flow tuff deposits and late dome lavas yield a similar age of 2735.5
± 1.5 Ma (Davis et al., 1985). A large, dominantly
trondhjemitic, sill-like intrusion (Beidleman Bay plu-
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ton, Fig. 2) ha.~ a11 age similar to the felsic volcanics

and represents, in part, the magma chamber for tbe
eruptive material. The .B eidleman Bay Complex also
hosts minor occurrences of porphyry copper-molybdenum-type mineralization, and the upper parts locally contain stringers of zinc-silver mineralization
(Franklin et al., 1976; Morton et al., 1990). A mime
(gabbroic-quartz dioritic) dike to locally sill-like in•
trusion occurs across the length of the caldera complex
(Fig. 2).

Precaldera volcanism
Precaldera volcanic rocks (Darkwater succession,
Fig. 2) have been interpreted to represent part of a
large subaerial-subaqueous shield-type volcano composed of a thick sequence of basalt lava flows, scoriatuff cone deposits, and debris-flow deposits, with minor amounts of interlayered rhyolitic lava flows and
pyrodastic fall deposits (Groves et al., 1988). The
basaltic lavas beneath and lateral to the caldera complex are composed of amygdaloidal to massive flows
which commonly exhibit brecciated and scoriaceous
tops; pillow lavas and hyaloclastite beds have been
identified only aJong the ea.~tem,mart:,riJ1 of the caldera
leading to tbe interpretation that the mafic lavas are
dominantly subaerial (Groves et al ., 1988). The scoria
and tuff cone deposits represent part of a field of small,
monogenic volcanoes which formed on the upr,er
:llanks of the major shield edifice. One of these has
been described in detail (Groves e t aL, 19$8) and aU
are interpreted as subaerial to shallow subaqueous
deposits formed from magmatic and phreatomagmatic
eruptions.

Ctlldera collapse caused large hlocks and smaller
clasts of these favas and scoria-t·uff cone deposits to
slide into the calde1·a, where they now form a major
component of the vnri:ous- mega- and mesohreccia
units (Fig. 2, units 4a and 5).

Eo,rly caldera t,okanis-m
Jackpot Lake s11ccession: Pyroclastic flow and fall
deposits of the Jackpot Lake succession overlie tbe
precaldera Darkwater rocks and r.e present the initial
pyroclastic eruptions that led to the fi rst caldera collapse event. These pyroclastic rocks vary from 50 to
300 m thick and are most abundant in the western
part of the complex; they thin eastward
appear
to terminate north of l)arkwater Lake (Fig, 2). The
extent of these rocks westward, beneath Sturgeon
Lake, is not known. These rocks vary from massive
to well bedded and are compQsed predominantly of
fine-grained aphyric ash tuff. Sr:nall quartz crystals ( <l
mm, l %) occur locally and are typically angular artcl
splintered; subround to irregular-shax,~d pumice
comprises from l to 50 percent of the rocks and is
typicolly recrystallized to small quartz mosaics. Locally these deposits are separated by thin debris How
units lilld assocfated epicuu;tic rocks indicating that
the eruptions were episodic.
H-igh Level u,ke suc<;essio»: The High Level Lake
succession has been divided into two units (Figs. 2
and 3): l mesobreccia (unit 4a) and 2 quartz crystaland pumice.rich pyroclastic flow deposits (unit 4b).
Precaldera volcal)ic rocks and the Jackpot Lake pyroclastio units are immediately overlail) by units of

and
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COar$e heterolithic breccia (unit 4a, Figs. 2 and 3)
which are interlayered with. and grade upward into,
quartz crystal iuh-flow tuff deposits (unit 4b, Fi:gs. 2
and 3). The breccias have a strike length of at least
16 km and exhibit rapid changes in thickness from 80
to more than 900 m (Fig. 3).
The breccia deposits are composed of block- to ashsized clasti; of ma6c and felsic volcanic rocks (Fig. 4A)
which are mineralogically and chemkaUy similar to
underlying pi:ecaldera and Jackpot Lake.units. Clas ts
are poorly- sorted and vary from measu.rable·block$,
some 70 by 40 m (Fig. 4b), down to matrix:~sized material; the typical size is 3 to 25 cm. Detailed mapping
and core logging also indicates that tbere are larger
blocks of the Darkwater scoria-tuff cone deposits
which measure more than I 00 rn in length and thickness (Morton et l\l., 1990). Matrix material for the
clasts varies from abundant alteration and metamor•
phosed alteration minerals (chloritoid, iron carbonate,
andalusite, pyrophyllite, sericite, chlorite) to matei:ial
very similar to the interlayered and overlying ashftow tutf. fo the upper 5 to 50 m the breccias contain
sparse quartz crystals and lapilli-sized pumice;
These breccia deposits are similar to heterolithic
hre«ias (mesobreccias) described by Lipman (1976,
1989) from calderas in the San Juan Mountains. In
the Sturgeon Lake caldera complex coarse heterolithic brecci8$ are believed to represent debris deri.v ed
from caldera walls as collapse occurred; collapse and
hreccia formation were simultaneous with eruption
and deposition of the quartz crystal ash-6ow tuff (High
Level Lake pyrodastic llow deposits). Thick deposits
of mesobreccia have been related to catastrophic cal•
dera subsidence of a kilometer or more (Lipman,

1976, 1989). Such catastrophic collapse could have
moved the floor of the Sturgeon Lake caldera from
an initia,I subaerial-shallow subaqueous to a deeper
submarine envii:omnent.
The High Level Lake pyroclastic flow deposits
represent the second.pyroclastic event asso<:iatedwith
t.he ,caldera complex and can be subdivided into two
separate units: a lower quartz crystal-rich rhyolite (avg
Si0 2 = 74%) and an upper pumice-rich dacite (avg
SiO~ "" 679<1),':The qul).rtz crystal ash-flow tuff (unit l)
forms•tense:~ (up to 1,000 m in stdke length by l 00
m thick) within deposits of mesobreceia and a 100to 300-m-thick unit which ove rlies the mesobreccia
(Fig. 2), The co11tact between the n:iesobreccia deposits and the quartz crystal ash-flow tuff is gradational
and is marked by a gradual upward increase in the
size, and percentage of quartz crystals and a marked
decrease in the number of lithic clasts (<5%). The
ash-flow deposits are composed of 3 to 25 percent
broken and angular quartz crystals (0.8-2 mm), wbich
locally are enclosed by 0.1 - to 0.8-mm-tbick ash rims
and 5 to 30 percent si.Jicified ar1d/or carbQnatized fo.
pilli-s.izec:l pumice. Tbe ash rims surrounding tlu1
quartz crystl.lls suggest tile presence of water in the
en)ptive environment The F-Group massive sulfide
deposit occurs close to the top of these quartz crystal
pyroclastic .flow depo~its (Hudak. 1989).
These quartz crystal-rich ash-0.ow tu.ff units (unit
1) grade ·upward into quartz crystal-poor, pumicerich, dacitic ash flows (unit .2) which vary from 50 to
400 min thickness (Fig. 2). These massive deposits
are composed of 35 to 75 percent silicified, and more
rarely, carbonitized lapilli-sized pumice (Fig. 4C) and
5 to 25 percent mafic and chlorite-caibonate-rich
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Fm. 4. A'thtough C:_Hlg;h :Level :Ln'ke $tu:cessio11. A. M<'~i;Cibrecdn unit with fapilll- Md bfock-si.w d

clasts -0f folsic ,md siliciflt.'<l maftc vofoanlc rook)111d :pumfoe {l<,ft). B. Large hloc:ik (leJ\) it) the m<l$ohre~ iJ1
unit. C. Upper J>Umfoij.'fich dacltic asli .flow. Llght <:olored JnplUi ·nre$ilicilled pumice. D. Tailings JAk<•
su~Jon. &di.led secti<>l:I with pih ofwcathered-otl.l lapilli-si:ted m~c frngmcots.

lithic fragments set in a line-grained quartz~rich mat,rix. n1e upward change in composition o£the High
Level Lake pyroclastic 8owdeposits from rhyolite to
daciJe, the upward decrease in the abundance of
quartz crystals, the massive nature of the deposits,
and the presence of abundant pumice can be interpreted to represent eruption of magma from a .z oned
<>-r layered, gas-rich silicic !Jl.a gma chamber.
:.the CJ,U~Z crystal up.it <iatl be t,-~-ed for m<;>re than
16 km across the ca.ldera, whereas the pumice-rich,
dacitic unit is :n ot observed west of a major northeasttrending synvofoanic fault (Darkwat.er fault, Fig. 2).
This fault has an a1>parent offset of 400 m and forms
one side of a major topographic depression which
hosts the ore lenses of the Mattabi massive ~ul6de
deposit. The pumice 8ow p()nded within but did not
Jill this depression.
Taaings Lake succession: The High Level Lake
pumice flows represent the end ofthe second eruptive
cycle and are-overlain by-60 to 500 m of subaqueous
debris-flow deposits and bedded sedimentary rocks

of the Tailings Lake succession (uni:t 5, Figs. 2 and
3).Like the High Level Lake pumice flow, these rooks

are not found west oft:he Darkwater fault {Fig. 2) but
can be ·traced eastward from this structure for more
than 8 km. The debris-flow deposits form bedded sequences (Fig. 4D) composed of thick (5- 120 m) massive basal units overlain by well-bedded sedimentary
material which may e:xhibit grading and scour features. 1'.he debris flows are composed <>f clasts derived
from the underlyJng ash-flow tuJf units a,nd from pre..
caldera rocks. The size and percentage of these clasts
increase westward. Locally the de_bris Jlow deposits
and associated sedimentary rocks are separated by
dacitic ash tuffs and by dacitic to andesitic lava flows,
The ash tuffs are aphyric and 6ne grained, have SiO2
contents that range from 65 to 77 percent, and TiOe
contents that are consistently greater than 0.6 percent; they have undergone locally intense hydrothetmal alteratloo. These rocks range from 5 to 80 m
in thiclmess and are the host rocks to the Mattabi pyrite-rich E ore lens. The lava flows vary from 10 to
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CENTIMETRES
Fie. 4. (Cont) E through H: Mattabi succession. E. Lower bedded quartz crystal-rich unit. Dark
pits are wenthered quartz- and su16de•filled purni<!e. Rare light colored lapilli a.re lithi<: fragments.
Smlll.l quartz <:rystnls 11re present ~0%) but do not contrast welt with the matrix , except wliefe surro1_mded
by silic.ified rims. F. Up1>.ur bedded ash section of o bedded quartz crystal ash-Row unit. C . Massive ash
unit in drill co.re. fl. Finely bedded nsh above m,1ssive ash unit.

50 m in thickness and are massive to amygdaloidal
and brecciated; locally they are feldspar porphyritic.
The debris-flow deposits represent the periodic
avalanching of material from caldera walls, whereas
the ash tuffs indicate sporadic eruption of felsic material. The uppermost debris-flow units contain mor
than 60 percent precaldera mafic vqlcanic and High
Level Lake a.,;h-f:low tuff clasts interlayered with
abundant .ash deposits. TJ1ese units appea.r to .represeut_renewed activity itt caldera margins which .imme<lfately preceded the eruption of the overlying
Mattabi ash-flow tulf.
Mattahi succession: The MaU-abi succession represents the third and most voluminous eruptive event
witl,in the caldera. This eruptive event formed deposits that exceed 800 m in thickness. The deposits
can be traced across the caldera complex for more
than 15 km and directly overlie debris-flow and ash
deposits of the Tailings Lake succession east of the
synvolca11ic Darkwater fault; they overlie the High
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Level Lake quartz-rich ash-flow tuff and mesobreccia
deposits wtist of this structure (Fig. 2). East of the
Darkwater fault. the Mattabi ash-Rowtuffs range from
150 to 800 m thick; they thin rapidly west of this
structure (with the notable exception of the F-Group
area) ranging in thick11ess from 20 to 80 m.
It is believed that the Darkwater fault represents
one segment of the caldera wall for the Mattabi eruptive event and that deposits west of this structure represent. outOow units. 1n the vicinity .of the F-Group
ore deposit the Mattabi ash-flow luffs are 125 to 200
m thick and are helieved to have ponded in, and filled,
the fault-hounded basi.n which hosts this small m.assive
sulflde deposit (Hudak, 1989).
Based on Oow morphology and composition the
Mattabi t\Sh-.flow tuff may be divided into two distinct
units: a lower bedded quartz crystal-rich unit, and an
overlying massive to poorly bedded ash unit with an
upper, finely bedded section. The lower bedded
quartz.cryshtl-rich unit varies from 150 to 700 m thick

east of the Darkwater fat1lt and 20 to 75 mthick west
900 ~·
?
H
of the fault; it is 125 to 200 m thick in the vicinity of
G
800
,.
the F-Croup deposit. These bedded quartz crysta.l ash700
8.ow tuffs have an average Si02 content of75 percent,
600
always contain.less than 0.6 percent Na20, and exhibit
?
a pronounced cyclicity within bedded sections. Insoo
dividual beds are subdivided into basal quartz crystal,oo
rich (5-35%) and pumice-rich (5-45%) lQwer sections
(Fig. 4E) overlain by bedded ash deposits (Fig. 4F)
.lQO
G'
which contain sparse.quartz crystals (1-4%) and rare
H'
?00
pumice. The lapilli-sized pumice in the lower sections
r
is well vesiculated (40-75% amygdules) and~ with E
y
subangular t.o irregular shapes; exhibif no .evidence a.
a.
of 8attening indicative of welding. Lapilli-slzed lithic
fragments compose from O to 4 percent of the basal
units and vary from nne-grained rhyolite to mediumgrained t.-ondhjemite. The lo,? er unlts,<obsei:ved in
oore from relatively deep diamond drill holes that approach the eastern margin of the caldera, contain up
Nb
to 20 percent precaldera mane and felsic volcanic
fragments. The presence of these fragments may indicate mixing, close to caldera margins, with debris
derived from the caldera walls.
Detailed core l~gging in the eastern part of the
Stratigraphic He_ight (m)
area (Fig. 2, section-D) has defined 13 bedded quartz
Fie:. 5. Plot of selected trac:e elemeut.s . versus stratigrapl1ic
crystal ash-flow units within the Mattabf succession
(unit 1). The basal sections vary 14 to 155 min thick- height through the ~ath1bi ash-flow tut£ in the e4Stern .part or the
lndMdual beds (flow units) are indicated on the diagram
ness whereas the upper bedded ash component is l oodera.
with "A," ''B-,.'' ete. "A," "B," etc. = the quartz• and pu1J1i.ce•
to 13 m thick. lhdMdual flow units were defined in l'lch bMe. "A!," "B'." etc ... tlie l\$h top.
drill core by the presence of quartz- 'llnd pumice-rich
basal sections which grade upward into bedded liShy
tops; the total section extends from tbe Tailings Lake
debris flow deposits to the massive Mattabi ash ut1.it throughout _the lateral and vertical extent of tbe Mat(unjt 2), a: stratigraphic thickness of 820 m. These, 13 tabi quartz crystal ash-flow tuff making it a prime exbedded quartz crystal units exhibit a pronounced in- pforation target.
The interpretation that the bedded Mattabi quartz
ternal geochemical zooation, Figure 5 is a plot of selected . trace elements · versus stratigraphic . height crystal unit$ are primary subaque.ously erupted and
t.hrough these 13 flow units: More than 110 chemical emplaced ash-flow luffs. and not redeposited material,
analysis (major oxides and selected trace elements) is supported by (a) the distribution and thickness of
have thus far been completed, with one sample col- the unit as a whole, (b) the lateral and vertical holected for about every 8 m of stratigraphy. The results mogeneity ofthe unitsover more than 15 km ofstrike
show that individual flows {bed sets) have high Zr length and 800 m of stratigraphy, (c) the lack of ep(450-850 ppm), Y (80-100 ppm), and Nb (20--54 iclastfo rocks associated With the quartz crystal units
ppm) concentrations at and/or near their base and over their eutire stratigraphic thickness-the only
that the'se concentrations gradually decrease upward rock types separating Sow units are exhalites and
to the ash beds whicb have lower Zr (130-380 ppm). massive sulfides, (d) the very small percentage oflithic
Y (33-56 ppm), and Nb (l-3 ppm) contents. This fragments within the quartz crystal units as well as
zoning pattern holds true regardless of the size or the occurrence of trondhjemite fragments which are
percentage of quartz crystals found in the basal beds most likely derived from the crystalline top of the
or the thickness of the beds; the recrystallized matrix Beidleman Bay magma chamber, and (e) the prois consistently very fine grained. At the Mattabf mas- nounced geochemical zona~ion exhibited by individsive sulfide deposit individual bedded flow units ex- ual bed sets (flow units). This zonation occurs over
hib•t a similar tb}ckness, composition, and chemical the stratigraphic thickness of the qua.t'tz crystal unit
zonation with the B, C, and D massive sulfide ore regardless of die thickness of individual beds or the
lenses situated at breaks between quartz-rich beds in size and percentage of quartz crystals; the very fine
the hanging wall and ash beds in the footwall. Nu- grained matrix. is similar for all beds. This geochemical
merous other massive sulfide occurrences are found zotiation is currently being studied in deta.il; bowever,
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the above suggests that it is inherited &om the magma ore deposits; the structure, distribution , physical volcanology, alteration, and massive sulfide mineralizaand is not a flow-.r elated phenomena.
Though variable in thickness, the similar mor- tion associated with these units are currently being
phology and composition of the bedded quartz crystal. studi.ed.
units across the caldera, the occurrence of massive
Discussion
sulfide deposits throughout the unit, and deposition
on subaqueous debris flow deposits and other epiThe bedded nature, the geochemical zonation of
clastic rocks (Tailings Lake succession) denote cal- · individual flow units, and the presence of well-vesicdera-wide subaqueous deposition. The presence of ulated pumfoe and abundant quartz crystals within
well-vesiculated and variable quenched pumice (40- the bedded Mattabi ash-flow tulf can be explained by
75%) throughout the bedded quartz crystal ash-flow periodic explosive eruptions from a zoned or layered
tuff units indicates subaqueous eruptions and rela- silicic magma chamber. The periodic nature of the
tively shallow water depths {to allow vesiculation and eruptions is also indicated by the presence of exhalites
instantaneous expansion of volatiles) ove.r the duration and massive sulfide deposits -and occurrences between
of the explosive activity. As pointed out by Cas et al. individual Aow units. This also implies that the massive
(1990) ambient water prnssures must be significantly sul6de deposits formed relatively rapidly between
lower than the critical point pressure (315 X 105 Pa, eruptive episodes. The bedded Mttttabi ash-flow tuff
or between 2- and 3-km water depth) in o.r der to ini- differs suhstantially from younger massive deposits
tiate a subaqueous pyroclastic eruption. Practical wa- associated with subaerial to shallow sul>aqueously
ter depths for subaqueous felsic explosions therefore erupted ash-How sheets of similar thickness and lateral
must be less than 1 km and more probably in the 500- extent. Such ash flows have been well described
to 800-m range (McBjmey, 1963; Morton and Frank- (Smith and Bailey, 1968; Fisher, 1982; Busby-Spera,
lin, 1987; Cas et al., 1990).
1984; Fisher and Schmincke, 1984; Lipman, 1984;
The bedded quartz crystal units are overlain by a and many others) and represent the relatively continmassive, very fine grained ash-.Oow unit (unit 2) which uous eruptio,1 and rapid deposition of pyroclastic mavaries from 10 to 150 m in thickness. This unit is terial from a silicic magma chamber. The difference
composed of l to 2 percent small broken and sliverlike in Oow morphology between these younger massive
quartz crystals. in a very fine grained quartz-rich ma- units and the bedded Mattabi11sh-flowtu£f most likely
trix (Fig. 4G); it is common for this unit to be intensely reflects the greater water depth of the eruptive vents
silicified and iron metasomatized. It is overlain by 5 of the latter. If the bedded ash-flow units were exto 35 m of finely bedded, fine-grained ash material plosively erupted at water depths of approximately
(Fig. 4H) which is compositionally and chemically 500 to 800 m, then it is possible that th~ main effects
similar to the underlying massive material. The.mas- of the confining pressure were to throttle and limit
sive unit contains no known massive sulfide deposits the eruptions at the depth of origin and to suppress
and lacks the pronounced geochemical zoningcexhib- the height of the ~tuptive column. Tpis would pro'·ited by the bedded deposits. In morphology these duce periodic eruptions with low eruption columtis;
units are similar to the massive ash-How units de- the pyrocfastic material might have simply flowed discribed by Busby-Spera (1984) from the Mineral King rectly from the vent onto the sea Boor, thus limiting
roof pendant and by Morton and Nebel (198:3) from the degree of mixing with seawater and possibly also
the Wawa area; they appear to represent Jlow units limiting the lateral distribution of the ash-flow tuff
that were deposited rapidly in a relatively shallow units.
subaqueous environment. The bedded material probWith the Mattabi ash-Row tulf erupted. from a
ably represents ash that settled out of the water col- . zoned magma chamber, the periodicity of the erupumn after the cessation of expJosive activity.
tions may be related to tbe rate at which the magma
Late calclera oolcanism: Late (post-Mattabi) caldera chamber was rezoned, and thus, the rate of cooling
volcanism (unit 7, Figs. 2 and 3) is represented by a of the magma. In the case of the Mattabi erupt:ions,
complex succession of rocks which range from quartz- and possibly, in other submarine magma chamhers,
and quartz-plagioclase-bearing pyroclastic flow de- rapid cooling of the magma may have occurred by
posits through plagioclase-porphyritic Java flows and the transfer of heat 'to a hydrothermal fluid (Cathles,
domes to sedimentary sequences. The entire succes- 1977; Gr.oves et al., 1988). Such heat loss may bring
sion ranges from 250 to 1,000 m thick with the cfomes, about resurgent boiling within the chamber leading
lava flows, and dome-related sediments making up to the brittle failure of the roof of the chamber (Burnthe bulk of the stratigraphy. The pyroclastic fl-0w de- ham, 1983). Such failure of the roof rocks would bring
posits form two distinct units_, each of which ffi(tY rep- volatile-rich, vesiculating magma into direct. contact
resent a major pyroclastic eruption (caldera forming?) . with hot hydrothermal fluid leading to bulk .fluidThe second of these pyroclastic units is the host for magma.interactions of the type described by Kokelaar
the Sturgeon Lake Mine, Lyon Lake, and Creek Zone ( l 986). This could increase the volatile content of the
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magma and lead to additional fragmentation. The re
is thus a period of time over which the silicic magma
rezoned itself~ and eventually by cooling through heat
transfe r to a hydrothermal fluid and by resurgent
boiling, initiated explosive activity. This may have
happened several times during the formation of the
Mattabi ash-flow tuffs.
The transfer of heat from the magma chamber to
seawater within the overlying volcanic rocks would
elevate temperatures within the Buid caus-iilg increased leaching and mobility of base metals (Seyfried
and Janecky, 1985; Franklin, 1986). This would be
especially true within the so-called cracking zone immediately above the magma chamber. As well, resurgent boiling coupled with fracturing of the chamber walls, may have allowed a magma-generated,
metalliferous hydtothe,rmalJluid to rise directly from
the chamber to the sea floor with little modification.
It is therefore possible that periodic, resurgent boiling
is directly linked to the episodJc ventJng of high-temperature ore fluids and that massive sulfide formation
is dependent on processes within magma chambers.
The massive ash-flow unit, which overlies the bedded deposits, represents products of explosive eruptions triggered in a manner similar to those that
formed the bedded deposits. However, these eruptions occurred in sballowerwater (<100 m?) and thus
under conditions of lowe,r hydrostatic pressure. The
decrease in watet depth is most likely clue to filling
of the caldera by the bedded quartz crystal ash-.llow
tu Ifs. Opce initiated. the eruptions that led, to tl1e deposition of the . massive material followed a cotrrse
closer to those in subaerial envi,ronments, with the
eruption continuing until the volatile-rich Part of the
magma was essentially e~austed. This produced
quick withdrawal of silicic magma from the chamber
and rapid deposition of pyroclastic,material onto .the
sea floor. The rapid nature of eruption and depos.i tion
the ash flows aUQwed little or no, repose time for
rezoning of the chamber or for formation of massive
sulfide deposits. ln this scenario, water depths would
appear to be too shallow to, permit.massive. sulfide
formation (Franklin, 1986).

of

Condusions
The physical volcanolog,y and e~ly development
of an ore-hosting, subaqueous, Archean caldera comple.x (Sturgeon Lake caldera) has been described from
(1) initial subaerial-shallow subaqueous pyr<>clastic
How and fall depotits (Jackpot µke succession)
through (2) initial collapse and 611.deposits represented by the mega- and mesobreccias and pyroclastic
flows of the High Level Lake succession to (3) the
submarine eruption and depositipn of the Matt11bi ash£low tull's. The Mattabi succession is divisible into,
first, bedded , deeper water (500-800 m) subaqueously erupted and deposited pyroclastic flows. and
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more massive, shallower water (<100 m?) ash-fiow
tuffs. The bedded Mattabi ash-flow tuff represents the
third and most voluminous pyroclastic e ruptive event
within the caldera and is host to the Mattabi massive
sulfide deposit as well as numerous other massive sulfide occurrences. The massive ash-flow tuff deposits
overlie the bedded unit and contain no known massive
sulfide mineralization. From studying the Mattabi ashflow tutfs, it can be concluded that there is a direct
connection between the cooling and rezoning of a
submarine silicic magma chamber (Beidleman Bay).
evolution of high-temperat,ure hydrothermal fluids,
periodic explQsive eruptions leading t.o the formation
of bedded, quartz crystal ash-ff ow tuffs and massive
sulfide deposits of the Matta.hi type. In terms of exploration the oc:currence of bedded crystal-rich ashflow tuffs, especially if they exhibit ge ochemical zoning, may well indicate the periodic presence of hightemperature hydrothermal Buids and thus associated
massive sulfide deposits.
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The following text was taken from Rainy River Resources Ltd. Web site, which can be accessed
at http://www.rainyriverresources.com/s/home.asp.

The Legacy
Rainy River's story begins with prospector Walter Baker in the 1920's. Walter Baker had great
discovery success and has had considerable impact on the mining industry, especially in the
Hernlo and Thunder Bay areas of Canada. This success sparked the interest of the eldest of his
two sons, Nelson Baker, who began by helping his father during his summer holidays at the age
of fourteen. Just like his father, Nelson acquired a deep love for mineral exploration. Spurred by
a keen desire to find the next "big" mine, Nelson acquired a degree in geological engineering and
started working in the field.
Nelson Baker first met Stuart Averill in 1969 at Setting Net Lake and they quickly became
friends whose careers would intertwine for the next 30 plus years. Since the early 70's, Stu as a
contractor and Nelson as a consultant, conducted several reverse circulation heavy mineral till
sampling programs for various junior resource companies throughout the Yukon, Manitoba,
Ontario and Quebec. Since the acquisition of the Rainy River project, Nelson Baker became the
President of Rainy River Resources and he asked Stu Averill to join the team.
The second of the two sons of Walter Baker, C.J. Baker, like Nelson began his career in the field
by helping his father. After working for a long period in Australia, he came back to Canada and
was a natural fit to join the Rainy River team as Project Manager.
The third generation of the Baker family, Nelson's son naturally developed an admiration for his
father and his grandfather in their quest for exploring mining opportunities. Brad Baker worked
for several junior mining companies and gained an understanding about discovering new mineral
deposits. He has now joined the Rainy River team along with his father and uncle. The three
generations of the Baker legacy and experience continues to grow strong as they join forces to
form the team to discover the hidden deposits in the Rainy River greenstone belt.

Message from the President
Rainy River Resources Ltd. is a well financed junior exploration company that trades on the
TSX-V venture exchange under the symbol RR. The Company's experienced management and
exploration team has over 200 years of combined gold exploration experience ranking among the
best in the Canadian mining industry. Our mandate and focus is to search for large scale gold
and/or base metal deposits using the latest techniques primarily in Archean-age Precambrian
rocks of the Superior Province located mainly in central Canada.
Archean-age Precambrian rocks globally represent only 14% of total exposed continental crust,
yet they also host around 50% of the giant gold deposits (> 100 t gold). Canada's Superior
Province, which occupies most of the province of Manitoba, Ontario and Quebec, hosts 30 giant
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gold deposits alone and represents an important global source of gold and base metals. Rainy
River's technical staff considers the Superior Province to be highly prospective and underexplored for other giant gold deposits, especially under the large areas of glacially transported till
cover which blankets over 70% of highly prospective metal-rich rocks.
Our corporate strategy is to explore the vast areas of till cover in the Superior Province for giant
gold deposits using the highly successful reverse circulation heavy mineral till sampling
techniques developed by Stuart Averill, the president of Overburden Drilling Management
Limited and a valued director of Rainy River Resources Ltd.
In December 2004, the Company signed an agreement with Nuinsco Resources Ltd. to purchase
a 100% interest in a 26,000 hectare property centered in Richardson Township in the Rainy
River District and located approximately 80 kilometres south of Kenora, Ontario. Between 1993
and 1999, Nuinsco undertook a $11 million exploration program covering 13 townships located
along the poorly exposed Rainy River greenstone belt. Employing a combination of reverse
circulation till sampling and standard diamond drilling methods, Nuinsco were successful in
discovering two "blind" gold deposits and one small but rich nickel deposit in Richardson
Township. All of the above deposits occur near the eastern edge of the largest (600 hectare) gold
in bedrock anomaly ever recorded in Canada's Superior Province.
In 1998, while under contract for Nuinsco, Dr. Lome Ayers, a noted volcanologist and Dr. James
Franklin, former head of the Geological Survey of Canada concluded that the 6 square kilometer
gold anomaly was associated with a Caldera Structure and that the polymetallic mineralization
was deposited as a gold-rich, shallow water VMS deposit. As well, Dr. Franklin observed that,
geologically and geochemically, the Caldera Structure was similar to the Bousquet, Noranda and
Sturgeon Lake deposits. Although considered to be base metal deposits, the Noranda and
Bousquet area deposits collectively host over 25 million ounces of gold. The Bousquet area
deposits alone are estimated to have a gross metal value exceeding $30 Billion.
Following a 6-month program of due diligence in the first half of 2005, the Company has spent
over $7 million on the Rainy River Project with much of that expenditure focused on diamond
drilling in Richardson Township. To date, over 155 drill holes totaling about 50,000 meters have
been drilled in Richardson Township with no less than four new gold zones ( 6 in total now)
discovered within the large gold in bedrock anomaly. Systematic drilling along the 17 Zone at
30-metre centers has been successful in defining a number of high grade gold shoots over a 1.2
kilometer strike length. A strong gold interval over one (1) kilometer below surface confirms that
the gold system persists to depth.
Project Overview

Location:

80 kilometres south of Kenora in northwestern Ontario.

Ownership:

100% Rainy River Resources Ltd.

Size:

26,000 hectares (64,220 acres) in unpatented mining claims, purchased
patents (mining and/or surface rights), mining lease.
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Highlights:

•

•

•
•

•
•

Current Work:

When purchased by the Company, the Rainy River Project hosted
three "blind" deposits, the largest "gold in bedrock" anomaly (6 sq.
km) in the Archean and an excellent geological environment for
_
Bousquet-style VMS deposits.
After assembling a very strong technical team and conducting a 6month due diligenc;e program consisting of re-logging core and
assembling a GIS database, Rainy River, since September 2005,
drilled 155 drill holes totaling 47,000 metres. Seven new gold zones
have been discovered and the 17 Zone has been drilled to -300 mat
30 m centres.
17 Gold Trend, a gold bearing pyroclastic flow unit, has been traced
for 3 .1 kilometers.
The Company's most recent gold discovery, the ODM Zone , has
recorded the richest gold values to date and has now been traced for
100 metres along strike and has been intersected 1,000 metres below
surface. Widths and gold grades compare favorably to other Canadian
deposits.
A new mineralized volcanic centre similar to the Richardson
Township polymetallic mineralization has been identified on Rainy's
Off Lake project 20 kilometers northeast of the 17 Zone.
As well as precious metals, the Rainy River Project offers excellent
potential for the discovery of new, high grade nickel, copper and PGE
mineralization.

Three drills are actively defining the commercial gold potential of the 17
Gold Trend, the 433 Zone and evaluating other high priority gold targets on
the property.

Location and Regional Geology
The Rainy River Project is centered in Richardson Township approximately 80 km southsoutheast of Kenora, Ontario. In June 2005, Rainy River Resources Ltd. completed the
acquisition of 100% interest in the Project from Nuinsco Resources Limited. Currently, the
Project consists of 59 unpatented mining claims, 16 patented claims and one mining lease for a
total land package of approximately 25,000 acres.
The Project is underlain by Archean-aged volcanic and sedimentary rocks of the Rainy River
greenstone belt in the Wabigoon Subprovince, host to the Sturgeon Lake VMS deposits to the
northeast. The Rainy River belt is bounded by the Sabaskong Batholith in the north and the
Rainy Lake Batholithic Complex in the east. The belt is contiguous with the Kakagi-Rowan
Lakes Greenstone Belt to the north, host to the Cameron Lake gold deposit (Nuinsco Resources
Limited). Regional metamorphic grade is greenschist to lower-middle amphibolite facies, and
upper amphibolite facies adjacent to batholiths.
Structurally, the strongest and earliest deformation event produced a well-defined penetrative
fabric commonly observed on a regional scale. Subsequently, major faults, such as the east-west
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trending Quetico Fault which some interpret to extend through the Richardson Township area,
were established.
Raiuv River PrQjec;tLQcati-911: NQrthwcstcrn Ontario
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The Quaternary geology has been interpreted by the Ontario Geological Survey via surficial
mapping and rotasonic drilling programs. In Late Wisconsin time when most of the Quaternary
sediments were deposited, the area lay on the suture zone between Labradorean and Keewatin
ice domes. This juxtaposition resulted in deposition of a basal till layer of northeastern
provenance, which is overlain by at least one horizon of till of western provenance. The basal till
layer is in direct contact with bedrock and has proven extremely effective as a medium for
sampling the heavy mineral content and the discovery of Blind Gold Deposits on the Rainy River
Property. Nuinsco Resources Limited was drawn to the area on the basis of an overburden
sampling program by the OGS which yielded an exceptionally high gold grain result from an RC
drilling program.
Rainy River Proiect: R¢gional Geology & Magnetks
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Exploration History, Mineralization and Geological Model
Due to thick overburden cover and a paucity of outcrop, much of the geological setting of the
Rainy River Project, and the Rainy River greenstone belt, has been based on a combination of
data collected from over 700 reverse circulation drill holes completed by Nuinsco Resources
Limited between 1994 and 1999, the interpretation of aeromagnetic data and geological mapping
carried out by Johns (1988) of the Ontario Geological Survey (OGS) in conjunction with an OGS
rotasonic drilling program completed between 1987 and 1988 (Bajc, 1991 ). This OGS program,
which cost approximately $440,000 resulted in the discovery of a high level of pristine gold
grains in Richardson Township.
,.
Aner assembling a large tract of land along the Rainy River greenstone belt, Nuinsco Resources
Limited began a systematic work program in the region in 1993 designed to follow-up the
Richardson Township "gold-in-till anomaly" reported by the OGS rotosonic drill program. A
series of widely spaced reverse circulation drill holes completed by Nuinsco led to the
delineation of the largest and most intense gold-anomalous till layer ever encountered in Canada,
much larger, in fact, than the anomaly that led to the discovery of the Casa Berardi gold deposits
in the Abitibi greenstone belt in northwestern Quebec. Following this discovery, Nuinsco began
to systematically develop exploration targets within the Rainy River greenstone belt using a
reconnaissance-scale overburden-drilling program.This work proved highly successful in
locating and defining several gold-in-till dispersal trains centered in Richardson Township
overlying the bedrock. In addition, following further detailed reverse circulation till and bedrock
sampling in Richardson Township, Nuinsco were successful in defining a semi-circular 6 square
kilometer "gold-in-bedrock" anomaly averaging 79 ppm gold (illustrated below) ..
Once the "gold-in-till" and "gold-in-bedrock" anomalies were traced up-ice to a potential source,
Nuinsco completed a series of diamond drill programs to assess the mineral potential of the
above anomalies. These drill programs culminated in the delineation of a potential gold resource
in the #17 Zone, the discoveries of a second gold-enriched target area known as the #433 Zone
and a high grade nickel-copper-PGE zone, referred to as the #34 Zone.
Rainy River Project
Regional Magnetic Signature

The above image represents a black and white "shadow plot" of the first vertical derivative of the
total magnetic intensity with the 6 square kilometer gold anomaly superimposed over the
geophysical plot. The area inside the yellow contour intervals averages 79 ppb Au. The dark red
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"gold in bedrock"contour traces the axis of the 3.1 kilometer west-northwest trending 17 Gold
Trend. Since acquiring the property from Nuinsco in January, 2005, Rainy River Resources Ltd.
conducted a due diligence program consisting of re-logging historical core drilled on the
property, creating a GIS database and drilling over 100 reverse circulation holes to better define
high priority, untested gold targets occurring within the "gold in bedrock anomaly. This work
provided guidance to the Company's exploration strategy described below.

#17 Zone
The #17 Zone was the first discovered by Nuinsco and, until the discovery of the ODM Zone by
Rainy River in October 2006, it contained the best gold values discovered within the large gold
anomaly in Richardson Township. It lies within a broad expanse of anomalous dacitic
metavolcanics which average about 100 ppb gold. The mineralized gold zone varies from 40-140
metres wide and currently measures approximately 1.0 kilometre in strike length. Prior to Rainy
River's acquisition of this property, the 17 Zone was tested by Nuinsco by diamond drilling for a
strike length of about 800 metres, with drill holes generally spaced at 50 metre centers to a
vertical depth ranging between 150-200 metres. As a result of this drilling, Nuinsco successfully
defined a mineral deposit containing a potential 10-12 million tonnes grading 1-4 git Au, 0.01 0.30 % Cu, 0.10 -- 0.30 % Zn and 2.0 -- 5.0 git Ag. This potential quantity and grade calculated
and reported by Nuinsco was conceptual in nature because there was insufficient exploration to
define a mineral resource in the 17 Zone. Although the Rainy River technical team was uncertain
that further exploration of this target would delineate a mineral resource, it believed that the
range of gold, silver, zinc and copper grades and the unusual size of the mineralized system were
relevant to the propery's overall exploration potential.
Rainy River Project: Exploration Techniques
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In 2004, Nuinsco (Nuinsco News Release, May, 2004) prepared a 43-101 compliant resource
estimate on the # 17 Zone of:
Indicated resource: 1.736 Mt at 1.558 git Au, 0.030% Cu, 0.212% Zn, 4.0 git Ag.
Inferred resource : 11.025 Mt grading 1.329 git Au, 0.015% Cu, 0.198% Zn, 3.6 git Ag.
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Rainy River is not treating this estimate as a current resource estimate and has not done the
necessary work to verify this estimate. As a result of Rainy's due diligence program, the 17 Zone
potential mineral deposit is currently being drilled at 30 metre centers to a depth of 300 metres to
allow for the generation of a current resource. To date, the 17 Zone has been drilled for a 1.0
kilometer strike length where it trends into the ODM Zone to-the west.
Preliminary metallurgical ·tests conducted for Nuinsco by Lakefield Research on the #17 Zone
mineralization indicate that on find grind, the gold is free-milling and amenable to leaching with
gold recoveries of up to 93% being achieved.
ODMZone
The ODM Zone, named as a tribute to Overburden Drilling Management Limited, occurs within
the same mineralized pyroclastic rocks that hosts the 17 Zone, and, in reality represent the
western extension of the 17 Gold Trend. Compared to the 17 Zone, the ODM Zone appears to be
more silicified (quartz flooding ?) and carries more visible gold. The weighted average of fifteen
drill holes intersecting the ODM Zone between the subsurface and -- 300 m and over a strike
length of 100 metres is 4.65 git Au over an average true thickness of 24.11 metres. Diamond
drilling is continuing to trace the zone westward toward the Beaver Pond Zone described below.
Beaver Pond Zone
Situated approximately 300 metres west of the ODM Zone along the 17 Gold Trend, the Beaver
Pond Zone was discovered by reverse circulation till and bedrock sampling methods. Closely
spaced reverse circulation drill holes, completed by Rainy River in 2005, defined a "gold
dispersal train cut-off' which was subsequently diamond drilled. Drill hole NR05-09 was
successful in intersecting a true width interval of 8.5 metres grading 5.98 git Au. As in the 17
and ODM Zones, the gold bearing interval in NR05-09 occurs in the same mineralized
pyroclastic host rocks. Closely spaced drilling is planned to define the limits of the Beaver Pond
Zone.
WEST Zone
The West Zone is located 1.5 km west of the Beaver Pond Zone near the western edge of the 6.0
square kilometer "gold-in-bedrock" anomaly and extending the 17 Gold Trend to an interpreted
strike length of 3.0 kilometers. Only two widely-spaced drill holes were drilled by Rainy River
in late 2005 to test a gold dispersal train defined by reverse circulation till and bedrock sampling.
For a first pass, both holes intersected elevated gold values in a similar stratigraphy to the Beaver
Pond Zone. Holes NR05-12 and NR05-13 intersected 7.14 git Au over 1.1 metres and 17.04 git
Au over 2.5 metres respectively.
#433 Zone
The #433 Zone is situated approximately 500 metres north of and stratigraphycally below the
#17 Zone. This zone was tested previously by Nuinsco for a strike length of several hundred
metres and to a depth of about 200 metres. In all, including Nuinsco's 11 diamond drill holes, a
total 17 holes have tested this new gold zone. The mineralization, while similar in gold content to
the # 17 Zone, is more copper rich suggesting a possible overall zonation to the immense
mineralized system evident on the property. This 433 Zone remains open in along strike and
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down plunge. A diamond drill program to test the down plunge extension of the 433 Zone
mineralization has been planned for the summer of 2007.

Nickel-Copper-PGE Mineralization (#34 Zone)
During the course of drilling the eastern extension of the #17 Gold Zone in 1995, Nuinseo
discovered massive and disseminated (net textured) Ni-Cu-PGE-Au-Ag-Co bearing sulphides
within a mafic-ultramafic host rock. Economic grades returned from drilling include 2.44 git Au,
0.94% Cu, 1.31 % Ni, 1.25 git Pt and 3.32 git Pd over 4.86 metres (drill hole NR95-34) and 0.54
git Au, 2.26% Cu, 3.81 % Ni, 3.97 git Pt and 9.04 git Pd over 2.47 metres (drill hole NR96-51).
The mineralization has been traced along a ~350 meter strike length. The sulphide zone as
outlined is small and its width has not been determined, however mineralized autoclasts
contained within the sulphide mineralization are texturally distinct from the enveloping host rock
suggesting transport from a separate, as yet undiscovered and potentially larger mineralized
source.
Rainy River Project: Exploration Techniques
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Richardson Caldera Structure -- Geological Model
An important benefit of the widespread overburden drilling (>700 combined rotasonic and
reverse circulation drill holes) was the ability to interpret bedrock geology from the recovered
chips obtained from most holes. All of these samples were analyzed for gold, whole rock
geochemistry and a variable assay suite. These analyses not only resulted in the identification of
a large gold-enriched bedrock anomaly but were employed to enhance the regional geological
framework and to provide insight into th~ type and extent of regional alteration patterns.
In the Rainy River Project area, the reverse circulation campaigns identified a large area of goldenriched felsic to intermediate volcaniclastic rocks measuring approximately 6.0 km2 in size.
This anomalous area marks the limits of a recently interpreted caldera structure which contains
the 17 Gold Trend, the 433 Zone and the 34 Zone the high-grade but small Ni-Cu (PGE-Au)
deposit. The 34 Zone is contained at the base of a sub-horizontal layered maficlultramafic pipe.
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The indirect evidence for the presence of a caldera structure, as indicated by Dr. L. D. Ayres, a
noted volcanologist and a former Professor at the University of Manitoba, includes:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.

The blocky, rather than linear distribution of the stratigraphic horizons.
The abrupt on-strike interruption of major rock types from mafic to dacitic volcanics.
The capping of the dacitic block by rhyolite and felsic fragmental rocks.
The confinement of quartz-feldspar porphyry intrusions and exhalites (iron formation).
Bowing (resurgent doming) of the dacite and rhyolite above the porphyry stocks.
Growth faults suggesting thickening and increased offsetting of the lowermost down'
thrown dacitic horizons.
7. Restriction of strong shear deformation to the dacite and rhyolite units. This suggests
these units were hydrothermally altered and weakened during or shortly after deposition,
thereafter sheared during the southward tilting and regional greenschist metamorphism.
The most convincing evidence is the presence of consistently anomalous levels of
background gold (10 to 300 ppb) in the volcanics, generally accompanied by pyrite.

The following cartoons illustrate the postulated sequence of events that may have taken place for
the Richardson Caldera:
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Proposed Model for Formation of
Richardson Caldera
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News Releases
September 16, 2008
Robust Gold Intersection Recorded On The Bayfield "Burns Block" Another New Gold
Zone Emerging Along Rainy River's 17 Gold Trend Nr08-283 Intersects 4.5 Metres
Grading 7.34 Gff Gold
Nelson W. Baker, President and CEO of Rainy River ,Resources Ltd. (RR.TSX-V) is pleased to
report that another new gold zone is emerging along the 3.5 km long 17 Gold Trend. This trend,
which has been systematically explored for a 1.6 km strike length, hosts the Beaver Pond, ODM
and 17 Zones and now the 17 East Zone. Similar to the new discovery announced in the
Company's September 9th, 2008 release, the 17 East Zone lies in an area of thin overburden and
extensive bedrock outcrops outside the previously interpreted eastern margin of the main caldera
anomaly, one of Canada's largest gold footprints . The first indications of the 17 East Zone were
obtained late last year in hole NR07-189 (news release dated October 15, 2007) but the zone was
not pursued at that time because the surface outcrops are not anomalous in gold. The newest
intersection, in Hole NR08-283, extends the zone further east onto the "Burns Block", 100%owned by Bayfield Ventures Corp. (BYV.TSX-V). Under an option agreement, Rainy River
has the right to earn a 60% interest in the Burns Block property over a 3-year period by incurring
$1 million in exploration expenditures in each year during the term of the option (news release
dated December 3, 2007).
Hole NR08-283, a 42 m step-out east ofNR08-258 (news release July 29, 2008), was collared
near the eastern boundary of Rainy River's property but deviated eastward where, approximately
30 metres inside the "Burns Block" at the -420 m level, it intersected a 4.5 m interval grading
7.34 git Au. Hole NR08-258 intersected 10.5 m grading 2.83 git Au and NR07-189,
approximately 150 m further west, intersected 9.0 m grading 6.64 git Au. The strike length of
the 17 East Zone is now 190 metres and the zone remains open in all directions. The details of
the mineralized intervals for holes NR08-283 , NR08-258 and NR08-189 are highlighted in Table
I below and the hole locations will be posted on the Company's website
www .ramynverresources.com.
Two of the four rigs actively drilling within the large gold footprint have now been mobilized to
the Burns Block. One will be dedicated to the northern part of the property and the second rig
,which is capable of drilling greater than 1000-metre holes, will continue to define the 17 East
Zone both up-plunge and along strike.
Nelson Baker remarked: "This marks the second important new gold discovery for Rainy in the
space of a few weeks. Both occur in an area that was previously thought to be outside of the
large gold footprint. This is truly an unusual gold project with so much upside potential for
additional discoveries".
Rainy River's exploration program is being managed by Project Manager, Wally Rayner, P.
Geo. , a Qualified Person within the meaning of NI 43-101. C.J. Baker, M.Sc., the Company's
regional exploration manager, is responsible for supervising the Off Lake area exploration
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program. Nelson W. Baker, P.Eng., is the Qualified Person for the project and the person
responsible for the contents of this news release. The Company has implemented a rigorous
QA/QC program to ensure best practices in sampling and analysis of drill core. The procedures
of the QA/QC program are detailed on Rainy River's website at www.rainyriverresources.com.
About Rainy River Resources Ltd.

Rainy River Resources is a Canadian precious metals exploration company whose key asset is
the Rainy River gold project. With approximately $33 million treasury, the Company is well
funded to conduct an aggressive, year-round resource definition drilling program and regional
drill testing of high-priority gold targets. The Company's property is extremely well located in
western Ontario near the U.S. border. It is accessed by a network of roads and is close to hydroelectric infrastructure. The Rainy River district has a skilled labour force and is one of the
lowest-cost areas for mineral exploration. Ontario has low political risk and, according to the
annual Fraser Institute global survey of the mining industry, has consistently ranked as one of the
top jurisdictions embracing mineral development.

Nelson W Baker
President
Hole
NR0S-283
NR0S-258*
NR0S-189*

Table I
From To
Width
(m)
(m)
(m)
501.5 506.0 4.5
524.0 528.5 4.5
454 .. 0 458.5 4.5

Au
(g/t)
7.34
4.62
11.91

Level (m)

-420
-400
-375

*Previously released
Note: All intersected widths are estimated to be true width intervals and all gold values listed
above are uncut.

.,
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Feb 28, 2008 10:19 ET
Rainy River Announces Initial Resource Estimate for the 17/ODM, 433 and Cap Zones in
Richardson Township, Northwestern Ontario

VANCOUVER, BRITISH COLUMBIA--(Marketwire - Feb. 28, 2008) - Rainy River Resources
Ltd. (TSX VENTURE:RR) is pleased to announce completion of the first NI 43-101 compliant
resource estimate for the Company's wholly owned Rainy River Property, located in Richardson
Township, approximately 80 kilometres south of Kenora, Ontario. The estimate was performed
by Caracle Creek International Consulting Inc. (CCIC), an independent geological consulting
firm based in Sudbury, Ontario. At a 0.5 g/t Au block cut-off, a total of 1,386,000 million ounces
of contained gold and 2,896,000 million ounces of contained silver has been defined in the
indicated category, in addition to 2,233,000 million ounces of contained gold and 5,109,000
million ounces of contained silver in the inferred category.
The area of influence for the new resource estimate accounts for less than 7% of Rainy River's
Richardson Township land holdings and encompasses the 17/ODM Zones, Beaver Pond Area,
the 433 Zone and the CAP Zone. Validated Nuinsco drill holes as well Rainy River drilling up to
and including drill hole NR-07-210 form the basis for this calculation.
Because of the similarity to comparable deposits currently in production, the broad, near-surface
widths of the gold mineralization and the overall geometry of the five zones in relation to one
another, the Company is pleased to report cut-off grades amenable to a bulk tonnage open-pit
mining scenario:
0.3 g Ault block cut-off:
Cate o
Indicated
Inferred

Tonnes
37,761,000
79,654,000

Au t
1.18
0.94

oz. Au
1,436,000
2,400,000

2.60
2.31

Au t
1.26
1.03

oz.Au
1,386,000
2,233 ,000

2.63
2.35

Au It
1.50
1.25

oz.Au
1,206,000
1,787,000

2.63
2.28

A

oz. A
3,159,000
5,923,000

A

oz. A
2,896,000
5,109,000

0.5 g Ault block cut-off:
Cate o
Indicated
Inferred

Tonnes
34,238,000
67,564,000

0. 7 g Ault block cut-off:
Cate o
Indicated
Inferred

Tonnes
24,959,000
44,391,000

A

It

oz. A
2, 106,000
3,257,000

The mineral resources in this press release conform to the Canadian Institute of Mining,
Metallurgy and Petroleum (CIM) Standards on Mineral resources and Reserves, Definitions and
Guidelines prepared by the CIM Standing Committee on Reserve Definitions and adopted by the
CIM Council December 11 , 2005. The mineral resources reported herein are not mineral
reserves, and, as such, do not demonstrate economic viability.
Technical notes for the estimate:
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•

The database for the estimate was comprised of rigorously validated Nuinsco and Rainy
River drilling totaling 145,630 metres; bulk density values for the 17/ODM, 433 and
CAP mineralized rock averaged 2800 kg/m3 ;

•

An Indicator kriging methodology was employed to model zones of mineralization using
block cell dimensions of 20 by 20 by 5 metres rotated into the axis of the mineralization

•

Grade interpolation was completed using the Ordinary Kriging method, 4 metre down hole
composites cut to a maximum of 50 g Ault, and search volumes determined by variogram
studies; and,

•

The Indicated category was assigned to 17/ODM zone blocks estimated with more than 4
sample composites within 35 by 65 by 15 metres from at least 2 drill holes, a Kriging
variance of less than 0.25, and a position not more than -360 metres below surface.

Rainy River's President and CEO, Nelson W. Baker, comments that, "1.4 million ounces of
indicated and 2.2 million ounces of inferred gold mineralization is truly an outstanding
achievement for our initial resources estimate. In only three years we have increased the
contained ounces an impressive 600% over Nuinsco's resource estimate and based upon
expenditures to date, our exploration costs rank as one of the lowest in Canada at only $8.00 per
contained ounce of gold." He further adds that, "Rainy River Resources continues to demonstrate
the significant gold potential of the mineralized system in Richardson Township as is evident
from our recent high grade gold intersections reported from the 433 and CAP zones. We are
confident that we will continue to expand the resource base as we release results from our 42,000
metre program planned for 2008."
Since purchasing the property in 2005, the Company has drilled 218 holes, of which only four
shallow holes totalling 71 Om do not fall within the resource estimate's area of influence. Rainy
River's principal focus since acquiring the project has been drilling the resource and, in 2008, the
Company plans to systematically assess its extensive land position using the newly acquired
geological knowledge.
Iain Kelso, P. Geo!. , operations manager for CCIC, is the independent Qualified Person in
accordance with NI 43-101 guidelines and has reviewed and approved the technical information
presented in this news release. Mr. Kelso, who is independent of Rainy River, is the author of the
NI 43-101 compliant Technical Report on the Mineral Resource Estimate for the 17/ODM, 433
and CAP deposits, to be filed within 45 days of this news release.
Rainy River's exploration program is bein'g managed by Project Manager, Wally Rayner, P.
Geo., a Qualified Person within the meaning ofNI 43-101. Nelson W. Baker, P.Eng., is the
Qualified Person for the project and the person responsible for the contents of this news release.
The Company has implemented a rigorous QA/QC program to ensure best practices in sampling
and analysis of drill core. The detailed procedures of the QA/QC program are detailed in Rainy
River's website at www.rainyriverresources.com.
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Architecture of an Archean Greenstone Belt: Stratigraphy,
Structure and Mineralization

from

Peterson, D. M. , Jirsa, M.A., and Hudak, G. J., 2005, Field Trip 9: Architecture of an
Archean Greenstone Belt: Stratigraphy, Structure and Mineralization, in
Robinson, L., ed., 2005, Field Trip Guidebook for Selected Geology in Minnesota
and Wisconsin: Minnesota Geological Survey Guidebook, p. 154 - 180.
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FIELD TRIP 9-- ARCHITECTURE OF AN ARCHEAN GREENSTONE BELT:
STRATIGRAPHY, STRUCTURE, AND MINERALIZATION
Co-leaders and contributors:
Dean M. Peterson 1, Mark A. Jirsa2, and George J. Hudak3_
1

Natural Resources Research Institute
Minnesota Geologic~! Survey
3
University of Wisconsin Oshkosh
2

INTRODUCTION
Archean greenstone belts are one of the world's premier geological settings for hosting a variety
of economically important mineral deposit types. These deposits include high-grade iron ore, lode-gold,
volcanogenic massive sulfide, komatiite associated nickel, magnesite, and a number of others. The origin
of these deposits are intrinsically linked to the architecture of the greenstone belt, namely the interrelationships between stratigraphy, structural setting, and multiple generations of hydrothermal fluids.
The Vermilion district of northeastern Minnesota contains one of the classic granite-greenstone
terranes in the United States. This district comprises the south-central part of the Wawa subprovince of
the Superior Province of the Canadian Shield, and has been broadly correlated with the Saganagons
Assemblage of the Wawa subprovince in northwestern Ontario (Peterson et al., 200 l ; Peterson and
Patelke, 2003). In Canada, the Wawa subprovince hosts numerous lode gold (e.g. the Hemlo and Renabie
districts) and volcanic-hosted massive sulfide (VMS) ore bodies (e.g. the Winston Lake, Willroy, Big
Nama Creek, Willecho, and Geco deposits; Fyon et al., 1992). The Vermilion district is well known for
its numerous, previously mined, massive hematitic iron ore deposits. These iron deposits were discovered
in the early 1880s, and virtually all-subsequent exploration efforts in the region were targeted on similar
iron-formation hosted hematite deposits. However, the discovery of world-class ore deposits in Ontario
(the Kidd Creek VMS deposit in 1964 and the Hemlo gold deposit in 1980) led to short periods of both
base metal and gold mineral exploration in the Vermilion district. To date, no lode gold and/or VMS ore
bodies have been discovered in the Vermilion district, although abundant evidence exists that future
exploration may result in the discovery of economically important deposits.

GREENSTONE BELTS

A strong debate continues on the origin, development, and architecture of Archean greenstone
belts, particularly with regard to the roles of subduction, plume magmatism, rifting, diapirism and
autochthonous vs allochthonous development ( e.g. de Wit, 1998; Hamilton, 2003). Studies in the Superior
and Slave Provinces of Canada indicate that strongly contrasting tectonic styles may have been in
operation at the same time. For example at ca. 2.7 Ga, large diapiric batholiths and synclinal greenstone
keels may suggest that diapirism was an important tectonic process in the Slave Province (Bleeker, 2002),
whereas Stott ( 1997) suggests that the linear distribution of belts suggests that accretionary tectonics (i.e.
plate tectonics) may have dominated in the Superior Province. Neither theory precludes the other, and in
developing models for Archean tectonic evolution, no one model will be equally applicable to all areas.
Hoffman (1990) presents a model of greenstone belt formation via arc-trench progradation as an
application of the principle of lateral and temporal equivalence, also known to sedimentologists as
"Walther's Law" . In this model (Fig. 9-1), accretion of the overriding plate in a subduction zone involves
scraping of material off the downgoing plate and arc magmatism. The off-scraped material consists of
sediment and the tops of igneous bathymetric highs (ie. island arcs, remnant arcs, seamounts, oceanic
island chains, submarine plateaus, fracture zones and microcontinents ).
We hope to portray our present understanding of the Vermilion district in the context of its
geological architecture-highlighting the interrelationships between stratigraphy, structure, and
mineralization. The trip will revisit many outcrops on which so many historical discussions, many of
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them heated, pertaining to the regional geologic setting of the Archean occurred. Many of the stop
descriptions in this field trip have been modified from the Field Trip Guidebook of the 50th Annual
Meeting of the Institute on Lake Superior Geology, which was held in Duluth in May of 2004. In
particular, volcanology and hydrothermal alteration within the Lower Ely Greenstone was described in
detail by Hudak et al. (2004), gold mineralization north of the Mud Creek shear zone was described in
detail by Peterson and Patelke (2004b ), and classic outcrops in northeastern Minnesota were described by
Jirsa et al (2004). Readers ohhis guidebook should review these documents for detailed descriptions.

Granite-Greenstone Terranes

Kilometers
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Figure 9- l. Prograding arc-trench model for the generation of granite-greenstone terranes. On the left is an idealized
cross-section of an arc-trench system: AS, asthenosphere; CUP, cumulate underplating; LM, lithospheric mantle;
MA, magmatic arc; MM, magma melting and mixing; PM, zone of partial melting; TR, subduction trench. Fore-arc
accretion is achieved by scraping of sediment and topographic highs off of the downgoing plate. Examples of
bathymetric highs that could be scraped off and eventually form greenstone belts are depicted on the right. Modified
from Hoffman, 1990.

REGIONAL GEOLOGICAL SETTING

Supracrustal rocks in the Vermilion district consist of volcanic-dominated stratigraphic sequences
of the Wawa subprovince of the Superior Province of the Canadian Shield. Rocks of the Wawa
subprovince in northern Minnesota are divided on the basis of stratigraphic and structural setting into: ( l)
the Soudan belt, to the south, and (2) the Newton belt, to the north (Jirsa et al., 1992; Southwick et al.,
1998). The boundary between these contrasting structural panels can be traced geophysically across the
width of Minnesota, and was designated informally as the Leech Lake structural discontinuity (Jirsa et al.,
1992). In the region west and north of the Soudan Mine, the Leech Lake structural discontinuity occurs
along the Mud Creek shear zone (Hudleston et al., 1988), small segments of the Vermilion and Wolf Lake
faults (Sims and Southwick, 1985), and the Bear River fault (Jirsa et al., 1992). The Soudan belt contains
large, broad folds involving calc-alkalic and tholeiitic volcanic strata overlain by, and locally
interdigitated with, turbiditic rocks. In contrast, the Newton belt consists of elongate, northeast-trending,
and mostly northward-younging volcanic and volcaniclastic sequences. Volcanic rocks of the Newton belt
differ from those of the Soudan belt in containing locally abundant komatiitic flows and peridotitic sills.
The two belts are fault-bounded, and the relationship between stratigraphic units within each belt is
largely conformable, although faults obscure contacts locally. In its eastern extension, the Soudan belt is
continuous with the Saganagons assemblage in Ontario and terminates against the Saganaga pluton and
Northern Light Gneiss. The Newton belt extends discontinuously eastward into the Shebandowan District
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of Ontario to form the Greenwater and Burchell assemblages. Intrusive rocks in both belts vary from
gabbroic and felsic porphyries demonstrably related to volcanism, to large plutons emplaced posttectonically. Both districts contain unconformable, Timiskaming-type sequences composed of calc-alkalic
volcanic rocks, conglomerates, and finer grained sedimentary rocks. A simplified regional geological map
of the Neo-Archean terranes of northeastern Minnesota and adjacent Ontario is presented in Figure 9-2 .
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Figure 9-2. Simplified correlation map ofNeoarchean assemblages across the U.S. - Canada border (modified from
Peterson et al., 200 I). Inset illustrates major subprovinces of the southwestern Superior Province.

Lithostratigraphic units in the western Vermilion district include: (l) the Lower member, Soudan
Iron Formation member, and Upper member (Upper Ely) of the Ely Greenstone, the Lake Vermilion
Formation (including the informally named Britt and Gafvert Lake sequences), and the Knife Lake Group
of the Soudan belt; (2) the Bass Lake sequence (Peterson and Jirsa, 1999) and the Newton Lake
Formation of the Newton belt; and, (3) syn- to post-tectonic granitoid intrusions of the Giants Range
batholith, and a suite of post-tectonic alkalic stocks and plutons. Contacts between the different ·units are
typically conformable, although considerable overlap in time and space is documented between volcanic
and sedimentary sequences (Southwick, 1993). Rock types associated with the lithostratigraphic units in
the area are presented in Table 9-1.

STRUCTURAL GEOLOGY

Periods of generally N-S directed compression resulted in three major regional deformation
events in the Neoarchean terranes of northern Minnesota. The earliest deformation event (D1) produced
broad, locally recumbent folds within the Soudan belt and major fault zones throughout the region. In the
Newton belt, D1 was accommodated by thrust imbrication of large crustal blocks, resulting in mainly
northward stratigraphic facing. Field relationships indicate that uplift, faulting, and the deposition of
Timiskaming-type elastic sedimentary sequences in local fault-bounded basins occurred late in D1
deformation (Jirsa, 2000). A large, map-scale structure related to D1 deformation in the western Vermilion
district is the Tower-Soudan Anticline, which is a west-plunging anticline within which the axis and
plunge changes orientation along strike from nearly vertical in basalts to shallow NE plunging in the
western sedimentary rocks. Axial-planar cleavage associated with this early fold typically is lacking,
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although Bauer (1985), Hooper and Ojakangas (1971), Hudleston (1976), and Jirsa et al. (1992) have
described early cleavage (S1) locally.
A second deformation event (02) associated with synchronous regional metamorphism resulted in
foliation development and structures having largely dextral asymmetry. D2 is constrained in the Vermilion
district to the time period 2674 to 2685 Ma (Boerboom and Zartman, 1993), and between about 2680 and
2685 Ma in the Shebandowan (Corfu and Stott, 1998). Because 0 2 deformation affected all of the
supracrustal rocks in the area and is reasonably constrained by geochronology, the regional foliation (S2)
can be used in the field to temporally relate other structural, intrusive, and deformation events. The
relationship between S2 fabric and shear structures indicates that most shearing occurred relatively late in
the D2event. Major shearing that produced the Mud Cree~ and related shear zones is attributed to the late
stages of D2 dextral transpression.
Structures related to the third deformation event (D3) include abundant NE- and NW-trending faults that
dissect the stratigraphic assemblages. Named structures related to 03 include the NE-trending Waasa and
Camp Rivard faults east of the Soudan Mine area, and the WNW-trending, crustal-scale Vermilion and
related faults that form the Wawa-Quetico Subprovince boundary.
Table 9-1. Lithostratigraphic units within the western Vermilion district (from Peterson and Jirsa, 1999).
Intrusive Rocks
Late Intrusions
Vermilion Granitic Complex
Giants Range Batholith
Supracrustal Rocks
Newton Belt
Newton Lake Formation
Bass Lake Sequence
Soudan Belt
Knife Lake Group
Lake Vermilion Formation
Gafvert Lake Sequence
Britt Sequence
Upper Ely Greenstone
Soudan Iron Formation
Lower Ely Greenstone

Plutons and stocks of syenite, monzonite, diorite, and lamprophyre
Granite, schist, amphibolite, and schist-rich migmatite
Granite, granodiorite, monzodiorite, and schist-rich migmatite
Tholeiitic and komatiitic basalt flows, intrusions, and elastic strata
Tholeiitic basalt lava flows, iron-formation, and felsic porphyries
Graywacke, slate, conglomerate, & sheared equivalents
Graywacke, slate, dacitic tuff, and minor conglomerate
Dacitic to trachyandesitic lava flows, tuffs, and intrusions
Tholeiitic basalt lava flows
Tholeiitic basalt lava flows and iron-formation
Layered cherty iron-formation, epiclastic rocks, and tuff
Calc-alkalic & tholeiitic basalt-rhyolite lava flows, tuffs, epiclastic rocks
and minor iron-formations

ECONOMIC GEOLOGY

Since the mid-1860's, numerous mineral exploration programs have been conducted in the
Vermilion district. Most of these exploration programs focused on identifying minable deposits of
massive hematitic iron ores, such as those mined between 1883 and 1962 in the Soudan Iron Formation at
the Soudan Mine. During the 1980s and early 1990s, subeconomic lode gold mineralization was
discovered in close proximity to the east-west-trending Murray shear zone, which dissects the Lower Ely,
and in close proximity to the Mud Creek shear zone, which separates the Soudan belt from the Newton
belt to the north. Four VMS prospects occur within the Lower member of the Ely Greenstone, and occur
in close proximity up-section from a semiconformable quartz-epidote alteration zone that extends for at
least 19km along strike in the north limb of the Tower-Soudan Anticline (Peterson, 200 l ). These VMS
prospects include the Skeleton Lake prospect (drilled by Exxon, 1972), the Eagles Nest prospect ( drilled
by Newmont, 1988), the Fivemile Lake prospect (drilled by Teck, 1994 ), and the Purvis Road prospect
(drilled by Rendrag, 1999). Recent studies of these three types of mineral deposits in the Vermilion
district link stratigraphy and structure, and thus help unravel the architecture of the greenstone belt. Brief
descriptions of hematite, VMS, and lode gold mineralization in the field trip area are presented below.
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Origin o(Massive Hematite from Algoma-Type Iron Formation
Most iron ores mined today comprise the iron oxide minerals magnetite, Fe 3O4 (72% Fe);
hematite, Fe2O3 (70% Fe); goethite, Fe 2O 3(s) * H2O, (63% Fe); and limonite, a mixture of hydrated iron
oxides (up to 60% Fe). The world's most important iron ore resources occur in iron-rich sedimentary
rocks (20% - 40% Fe) known as ban~ed iron-formations (BIFs), which occur on all continents and are
almost exclusively of Precambrian age. In many iron-mining districts, e.g., the Mesabi Range of northern
Minnesota, the BlFs are mined as iron ore with the iron content concentrated into pellets (~65% Fe) in
large on site facilities. In other districts, e.g., the historic Vermilion Range of the Soudan Mine area;
Hamersley District, Western Australia, the B!Fs are the source rocks for large, natural high-grade
concentrations of iron that typically occur as bodies of massive hematite and/or hematite-goethite with
>60% Fe.
The origin of these important natural concentrations of iron minerals remains highly debated.
The Fe atoms in hematite are all Fe 3+, whereas in magnetite they are comprised of two Fe3+ and one Fe2+
atoms. Therefore, the transformations of magnetite to hematite, or hematite to magnetite, in Feconservative systems is always a redox reaction, with the Fe 2+ atoms in magnetite oxidized to Fe3+ atoms,
or the Fe 3+ atoms in hematite reduced to Fe2+ atoms, by reactions such as:
and

2fe3O4(mt) + 1/2O2(g) -

3Fe2O3(hm)

(1)

3Fe2O3(hm) + H2(g) - 2fe3O4(mt) + H2O
(2)
In the past, the study of the transformation of magnetite to hematite ( 1) and conversely hematite
to magnetite (2) in natural systems has largely focused on these reactions, which require either an
oxidizing or reducing agent and an occurrence under specific redox environments. Since virtually all of
the known concentrations of high-grade iron ores are hematite-dominant, the exploration for such deposits
has concentrated on supergene enrichment of magnetite-rich BIFs. In this model, magnetite-rich BIFs are
uplifted and subjected to weathering under oxygenated conditions to form goethite-rich ores; and are
subsequently buried and metamorphosed to hematite-rich ores (Morris, 1985). Problems with this model
have recently been discussed by Ohmoto (2003) for the Tom Price Mine of the Hamersley district, and are
applicable to the origin of the massive hematite ores of the Soudan Mine. Ohmoto (2003) has proposed
an alternative mechanism for the transformation of magnetite-rich iron-formations to massive hematite
ores by the acid-base reaction:
2
Fe3O4(mt) + 2H+ +-+ Fe2OJ(hmJ + Fe + + H2O
(3)
Similar to most acid-base reactions, reaction (3) would be most efficient at high temperatures, and
such hydrothermal fluids are capable of leaching silica as well as Fe2+ from magnetite. In addition, the
conversion of magnetite to hematite by reaction (3) produces a volume decrease of 32%, greatly
increasing permeability of the rocks, which would facilitate further water-rock reactions and enhance
conversion of banded chert-magnetite to massive hematite.

VMS-Associated Volcanic and Hydrothermal Alteration Processes in the Lower Ely Greenstone
Geological mapping by Peterson (2001) has indicated the presence of a regional semiconformable
quartz-epidote alteration zone extending for at least 19 km along strike within the Lower Ely along the
north limb of the Tower-Soudan anticline. This type of alteration is a common feature in many Archean
VMS camps (e.g. Noranda (Gibson, 1989) and Snow Lake (Skirrow and Franklin, 1994)), and is
attributed to silica- and calcium-dumping that occurs in the deep, sub-seafloor as downwelling
hydrothermal fluids are heated to temperatures in excess of 350°C (Franklin, 1986; Franklin, 1993).
Semiconformable alteration zones associated with VMS systems are generally much larger in area than
their associated mineralization, and therefore provide exploration geologists regional areas in which to
concentrate more detailed, follow-up field mapping, geochemical studies, and geophysical surveys for
identifying VMS targets.
The composition and distribution of hydrothermal alteration mineral assemblages in the Lower
Ely is similar to that described in major lava-flow dominated VMS mining districts worldwide (e.g. the
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Noranda Camp, Quebec; Morton and Franklin, 1987; Franklin, 1996; Gibson et al., 1999; Hudak and
Morton, 1999; Peterson, 2001 ; Hudak et al. , 2002a,b). Results of recent studies in the Vermilion district
indicate that not only are the compositions and geometries of the regional alteration mineral assemblages
identical to those present in many lava flow dominated massive sulfide mining districts, but that detailed
alteration mineral chemistrigs (Hocker et al., 2003) are also consistent with those associated with the
VMS ore deposits in these mining camps. These two observations suggest that the processes that formed
the alteration mineral assemblages in the Lower Ely were similar to those that formed equivalent
alteration zones in well-established VMS mining camps.
A general genetic model for the formation of VMS deposits and associated hydrothermal alteration
zone, as recently presented by Franklin et al. (1998), requi,res convective metalliferous hydrothermal fluid
generation in the sub-seafloor environment via heating of down-welling seawater and leaching of metals
from the enclosing volcanic and sedimentary strata (Fig. 9-3). The size of a convective hydrothermal
system is a function of the abundance of heat in the upper two kilometers of the sub-seafloor crust
(Franklin, 1996; Franklin et al., 1998). The intrusion of hypabyssal synvolcanic dikes and/or sills into the
shallow sub-seafloor may vigorously enhance the dynamics of convective hydrothermal cells (Campbell
et al., 1981 ). On reaching a critical reaction temperature of - 350°C, sustained acid pH in the
hydrothermal fluid (evolved fluid) is achieved, and metals are leached from the rocks into the evolved
fluid via primary mineral breakdown by calcium metasomatism, silicification, and hydrolysis reactions
(Seyfried et al., 1999). In basalt-dominated systems (such as that in the Lower Ely), leaching-related
alteration of mafic "source" zones (lower semi-conformable alteration) forms a mineral assemblage
composed of albite-epidote-zoisite/clinozoisite-actinolite-quartz. These zones are variably metal-depleted,
and are characterized by patchy silicification and epidotization associated with areas metasomatically
enriched in silica and calcium.
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Figure 9-3. Simplified schematic model of a convective hydrothermal system associated with the formation of
Noranda- type (Morton and Franklin, 1987) or lava-flow dominated-type (Gibson et al., 1999) VMS deposits
(modified from Franklin, 1996).

In lava flow-dominated stratigraphic sequences, regionally confined discordant "pipe-like", and
more regionally extensive "semiconformable" alteration zones are present (Morton and Franklin, 1987).
The " pipe-like" semi-conformable alteration zones are closely associated with zones of cross-strata!
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permeability (e.g. synvolcanic fault zones), and are characterized by well-defined vertically extensive
alteration zones containing anomalous abundances of sericite, chlorite (both Fe- and Mg-rich varieties),
actinolite/ferroactinolite, quartz, pyrite, and locally, chalcopyrite and/or pyrrhotite. Semiconformable
alteration zones extend for several kilometers to tens of kilometers in the rocks stratigraphically beneath
and adjacent to VMS mineralized horizons (Santaguida et al., 2002a; Santaguida et al., 2002b). [n maficdominated volcanic environments, such alteration typically is associated with regional zones of
spilitization (an alteration assemblage composed of albite + quartz + Mg-rich chlorite ± sericite),
silicification (quartz± albite), and epidote-quartz alteration (epidote + quartz± actinolite ± carbonate)
(Morton and Franklin, 1987; Gibson et al., 1999; Santaguida et al.. 2002a, Santaguida et al., 2002b ).
Regional semiconformable alteration zones in felsic rocks in VMS producing camps such as Noranda
(Quebec) or Sturgeon Lake (Ontario), typically comprise extensive zones of spilitization, silicification,
and sericitization (sericite +quartz± Mg-rich chlorite) (Morton and Franklin, 1987; Gibson et al., 1999).
Both discordant and semiconformable alteration zones have been discovered in the Vermilion
district (Table 1-2), and have been described by Hudak and Morton (1999), Peterson (200 l ), Odette et al.
(2001), and Hudak et al. (2002a). Semiconformable alteration zones in the Lower Ely are dominated by
mineral assemblages containing various proportions of quartz, epidote, zoisite/clinozoisite, Fe-chlorite,
Mg-chlorite, actinolite, ferroactinolite, sericite/pyrophyllite, and albite. Odette et al. (2001a, 2001b) and
Hudak et al. (2002a) have shown via mass balance analysis that semiconformable quartz + epidote ±
actinolite ± albite ± chlorite alteration mineral assemblages in the Fivemile Lake area are metasomatically
enriched in calcium and silica, and depleted in base metals (copper and zinc) by 50-90%. Pipe-like,
northeast-trending disconformable alteration zones in the Lower Ely are largely composed of Fe-rich
chlorite, sericite/pyrophyllite, actinolite and/or ferroactinolite. Pipe-like alteration zones that have been
mapped up-section have, to date, not led to the discovery of economically significant VMS deposits, but
have been instrumental in locating potential base metal sulfide-bearing stratigraphic horizons and
localized chemical exhalites.

Lode Gold Ore Deposit Model and Gold in the Vermilion District
The brief description of Archean lode-gold deposits that follows is presented as both a basic
reference and also to highlight the important features of the model that will be seen during the field trip.
Archean lode-gold deposits are one category of ore deposit classified as mesothermal lode-gold deposits
(Hodgson, 1993). This deposit type has also been called orogenic gold (Groves et al., 2000), greenstone
gold (Robert et al., 1991), Archean lode-gold, mesothermal gold-quartz veins, shear-hosted gold,
low-sulfide gold-quartz veins (Berger, 1986b), lode-gold, Mother Lode veins (Bohlke and Kistler, 1986),
and iron formation-hosted gold deposits (Berger, 1986a; McMillan, 1996; Rye and Rye, 1974; Fripp,
1976; Kerswill, 1993; Thorpe and Franklin, 1984; and Vielreicher et al., 1994).
Whatever the name, they are a widespread group of epigenetic ore deposits that have formed in
similar settings throughout geologic time. In general, the deposits form during compressional or
transpressional deformation at convergent plate margins in accretionary or collisional orogens (Fig. 9-4 ).
They form over a large crustal-depth range (2 to 20 km) from deep-seated, low-salinity H2O-CO 2 ± CH4 ±
N 2 ore fluids, with Au transported as reduced sulfur complexes. The ore fluids are generated during
lower crustal metamorphism from dehydration reactions. Regional structures provide the main control on
distribution of lode gold deposits and mining' camps. In many terranes, first-order faults or shear zones
appear to have controlled regional fluid flow , with greatest ore-ffuid fluxes in, and adjacent to, subsidiary
faults , shear zones and/or large folds. Highly competent and/or chemically reactive rocks are the most
common hosts to the larger deposits. Gold deposition occurs late during the evolutionary history of the
host terranes, normally within 0 3 or 0 4 in a 0 1-0 4 deformation sequence. Absolute ages of
mineralization support their late-kinematic timing, and, in general, suggest that deposits formed
diachronously towards the end of the evolutionary history of hosting orogens.
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Figure 9-4.

Generalized tectonic model for the formation ofmesothennal gold deposits, after Groves et al., 2000.

The late timing of lode-gold deposits is critical to geology-based exploration methods, and hence
mineral potential evaluations for these deposits. The late timing is critical because of the present structural
geometry of: ( 1) the deposits, (2) the mining camps, and (3) the enclosing geologic terranes are essentially
all similar to the structural geometry during gold mineralization. Therefore the interpretation of bedrock
geological maps and cross-sections can be used to discern the physical conditions that existed at the time
of ore deposition. Exploration for mesothermal lode-gold deposits should incorporate various aspects of
the ore deposit model into criteria that can vector into the most favorable areas for hosting such
mineralization. The most fundamental characteristic of this class of deposit is the spatial association of
the deposits to regional structures. Zones of widespread carbonate alteration (adjacent to regional
structures) should be identified and used to focus subsequent exploration. Within carbonate alteration
zones, gold is typically only in areas containing quartz veins, silicification, and/or sericite alteration (with
or without sulfides). Two general structural controls on the orientation of lode gold ore shoots include
deflections and curvatures of shear zones, and where high strain zones intersect favorable geological
elements (Poulsen and Robert, 1989).
A widespread area of gold mineralization occurs in numerous prospects east of Lake Vermilion,
within the Vermilion greenstone belt of northeastern Minnesota. The mineralization occurs in rocks of
the Neoarchean (~2.7 Ga) Bass Lake sequence (Peterson and Jirsa, 1999) of the Wawa subprovince of the
Canadian Shield. This zone of abundant gold mineralization is bounded to the south by the Mud Creek
shear zone and to the north by the Vermilion fault. The main access to these prospects is along the Mud
Creek road (St. Louis County 38). A brief period of mineral exploration for lode-gold deposits in this
immediate area of the Vermilion district occurred in the mid 1980s to early 1990s. These programs
typically consisted of grid-based geologic mapping, bedrock sampling, ground geophysics, and the
completion of soil geochemical surveys. Conversations with many of the people involved in gold
exploration programs in the immediate field trip area (centered on Section 6, Township 62 North, Range
14 West), and compilation of all exploration data from the district as a whole (data from the terminated
lease files of the Minnesota DNR), has led to the conclusion that interpretation of linear structural
elements exposed in outcrops were not used in designing exploratory drilling plans . Therefore, many of
the prospects discovered as a result of these exploration programs remain untested by drilling.
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FIELD TRIP

The generalized map depicting the major roads, field trip stops, and simplified regional geology
of the Arrowhead region of northeastern Minnesota is presented in Figure 9-5.
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Figure 9-5. Simplified field trip route.

All stop locations are given in Universal Transverse Mercator coordinates (UTM), Zone 15, using
the North American Datum of 1983 (NAD83). Section subdivisions read from smallest to largest quarter;
e.g., "NW, SE" should be read "NW quarter of the SE quarter." The small map insets showing stop
locations are taken from USGS 7.5-minute topographic quadrangles listed with each stop. The first day
of the field trip will include stops located between the towns of Tower and Ely. A more detailed
geological map with stop locations is given in Figure 9-6.
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Figure 9-6. Simplified geological map of the field trip stops in the Vermilion district. Geology modified from
Peterson and Jirsa, 1999.

FIELD TRIP STOPS
From Minneapolis, our route north to the Vermilion district will include Interstate 35, Minnesota
Highway 33, US Highway 53, and Minnesota Highway 169 to the junction on Minnesota Highway 135
on the west side of the town of Tower. From the junction of 169/135, drive east approximately 9.5 miles
to County road 128. Tum right and continue approximately 1.6 miles to an outcrop on the east side of the
roadway.
STOP 9-1.
Silicified Fivemile Lake sequence pillow lavas/
Regional semiconformable alteration
Location: T.62N., R.14W. , sec.22 SE, SE;
roadside outcrop along Highway 128 (Bear
Head Lake State Park road)
Eagles Nest 7.5-minute quadrangle
UTM: 567,810E/5,297,800N

DESCRIPTION:
At this location we can observe part of the regionally extensive quartz-epidote alteration zone. The
outcrop contains relatively undeformed bun- and mattress-shaped pillows. Interpillow hyaloclastite zones
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are generally pale to dark green in color, and are chlorite and/or actinolite-rich. Minor red-brown staining
locally occurs in these zones, and is indicative of the presence of trace amounts of pyrite and/or
chalcopyrite. Pillow selvedges commonly contain up to I 0% round to oval, pipe-like quartz-epidote
and/or actinolite chlorite amygdules. The cores of the pillows are typically pale green gray in color due to
nearly wholesale replacement of the original igneous minerals by quartz and epidote. This quartz-epidote
alteration is typical for much of the Lower Member of the Ely Greenstone (Lower Ely), and is one of the
most important components of possible VMS exploration in the district (leaching of Cu & Zn) out of a
large volume of rock due to hydrothermal alteration.
NEXT:
Continue on Highway 128 southeast for approximately 2.2 miles to the Purvis Forest Management Road.
Tum left and continue about 0.4 mile to logging road on the right side (south). Follow logging road
approximately 0. 15 miles to a series of outcrops.

STOP 9-2
Xenolithic hornblende diorite, Purvis pluton
Location: T.62N., R.13W. , sec.30 NE, SW.
Eagles Nest 7.5-minute quadrangle
UTM: 571,805E/5,296855N

DESCRIPTION :
The Purvis pluton is an east-west trending, moderate-sized (~3km3), sill-like multiphase dioritic to
tonalitic intrusion with a strike length of 5. 7 km and a thickness that ranges from 100-1200 meters
(Peterson, 2001 ). This intrusion occurs in the lower stratigraphic section of the north limb of the TowerSoudan anticline (Peterson and Jirsa, 1999; Jirsa et al. , 2001). Recent work by Drexler and Hudak (in
press) indicate that the intrusion has several phases, including 1) xenolithic hornblende diorite; 2)
xenolithic hornblende tonalite; 3) xenolithic leucotonalite; 4) leucotonalite and trondhjemite; and 5)
leucotonalite dikes.
Detailed field mapping by Peterson (200 l ), Hovis (2001) and Drexler et al. (2004) suggest that
the Purvis pluton is a synvolcanic intrusion based on the following characteristics: l) it lacks a contact
metamorphic aureole; 2) its uppermost contact is proximally associated with intense, semiconformable
quartz + epidote alteration zones; 3) 0 2 deformation fabrics occur in both the intrusion and the
surrounding country rocks; and 4) early xenolithic diorite phases are cross-cut by thin, commonly Dideformed dikes of younger tonalite and trondhjemite phases. Galley (2002) and Galley (2003) have
indicated that these characteristics are key features of synvolcanic intrusions temporally associated with
the genesis of many Precambrian VMS deposits. Peterson (2001) has suggested that the Purvis pluton
may have been the heat source that drove hydrothermal systems that produced the Eagles Nest and Purvis
Road VMS prospects.
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This locale offers an opportunity to inve'stigate the xenolithic hornblende diorite phase of the
Purvis pluton. The outcrop adjacent to the road predominately contains four types of xenoliths: l) dark
green xenoliths of amygdaloidal (5-8%) basalt-andesite pillow lavas which locally have preserved
selvedges and interpillow hyaloclastite, and are locally contact metamorphosed along their margins; 2)
pale green epidote + quartz-altered basalt-andesite lava xenoliths that are up to 15 cm in diameter; 3) rare
coarse-grained gabbro/diorite xenoliths up to 3 cm in diameter; and 4) rare < 1-2 cm diameter subangular
chert xenoliths. Large iron-formation xenoliths up to several meters in diameter, and amphibolite
xenoliths up to several centimeters in diameter, may be observed in xenolithic hornblende tonalite
outcrops least of this location.
Iron-formation xenoliths present in outcrops east of here were likely derived from iron-formation
horizons that occur immediately southwest of Purvis Lake. Basalt and altered basalt fragments also were
derived from the surrounding Lower Ely. The presence of epidote-quartz altered mafic xenoliths suggests
that this phase of the Purvis pluton stoped its way upward into an earlier-formed proximal zone of quartzepidote alteration formed from high temperature seawater-rock interaction (e.g. Galley, 2003).
Amphibolite xenoliths are believed to represent contact metamorphosed basalt fragments based on
petrographic similarities (Drexler et al., 2004). Drexler et al. (2004) have shown that coarse-grained
gabbro/diorite fragments likely represent xenoliths of the earliest phases of the pluton.
Studies of ancient VMS deposits has documented that the deposits commonly occur in
depressions on the paleo-seafloor (3 rd -order basins) while modern deposits on the seafloor are found on
high-standing structures, such as ridges. These differences are probably more apparent than real, in that
the modern deposits are generally confined to the axial graben, or depression, of what are otherwise are
high-standing structures. In addition, both ancient and modern deposits occur in areas of anomalously
high heat flow, generally linked to synvolcanic intrusions beneath the hydrothermal systems. The recent
mapping in the Purvis Road area has shown the presence of all of the attributes of typical VMS-forming
hydrothermal systems. These attributes include a synvolcanic intrusive heat source (the Purvis pluton), a
paleotopographic high-standing structure, VMS-style alteration mineral assemblages, and the presence of
Cu and Zn-rich massive sulfide (recent logging in this area has exposed numerous angular boulders of
massive sulfide in the basal till).
NEXT:
Return to Highway 169, tum left (west) and travel approximately 4.4 miles to the junction with the
Murray Forest management road. Turn left (south) and travel approximately 0.2 miles to south verging
·
bend in the road. Get out and walk along the old logging road to the west.

Stop 9-3.
Shallow water volcanic rocks of the
Fivemile Lake sequence. Andesite,
Rhyolite, and Scoria
Location: T.62N., R.15W., sec.25 SW, NE
Soudan 7.5-minute quadrangle
UTM: 560,980E/5,297,025N
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DESCRIPTION:
At this stop, we'll be examining a series of outcrops that display the varied geology of the shallow-water
Fivemile Lake sequence (Peterson and Patelke, 2003). The short traverse will include outcrops of highly
vesicular/amygdaloidal basaltic andesite, rhyolite lava flows and breccias, and a unit of andesitic scoria.
Rocks of similar texture occur throughout the central core of the Lower Ely greenstone.
NEXT: Return to the bus and continue south along the Murray Forest Management road for
approximately 0.6 miles to the junction of the old DM&IR rail line. Get out and walk west along the rail
line for 50 meters to the outcrops on the north and south side of the rail line.

Stop 9-4.
Gold prospect along the Murray Shear Zone
Location: T.62N., R.14W., sec. 30, SW, SW
Soudan 7.5-minute quadrangle
UTM: 56 l ,490E/5 ,296,205N

DESCRIPTION:
This is one of the few gold prospects in the lower member of the Ely Greenstone. South of the old rail
line, intense shearing associated with the north edge of the Murray shear zone culminated with the
formation of chlorite-ankerite-sericite schists. In the mid- l 980s, Newmont Exploration discovered lode
gold mineralization along the northern margin of the Murray shear zone. Gold mineralization in this area,
named the Murray prospect by Newmont, is associated with quartz-carbonate-pyrite-galena-tetrahedrite
veins in strongly sheared and carbonatized rocks. Newmont reported values up to 12.5 git gold during the
course of their exploration.
An estimate of the amount of displacement within the panel of rocks bounded by the Murray
shear zone is given in Table 9-2 (Peterson and Patelke, 2003). These values were calculated
geometrically by using the average plunge of measured lineations (71 °) and two measured lines of
possible correlative stratigraphy offset by the bounding shear zones. The calculated total displacement
values (net slip) are quite large (up to 13.8 km, or 43,000 feet of net slip), but the displaced rocks would
still fall within the range of depth generally a,ssociated with greenschist facies metamorphism.
Table 9-2. Calculated displacement along the Murray shear zone

Calculated Displacement (Kilometers)
Lineation Plunge

71 °

71 °

Strike Slip

4.5

3.0
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Dip Slip

Net Slip

13. l
8.7

13.8
9.2

NEXT:
Return to Highway 169 via the Murray Forest Management Road. Turn right on Highway 169 and travel
approximately 0. 7 miles to the junction of a logging/gravel road on the south side of the highway. Walk
up the road to the southwest to the very large outcrop on the top of the hill.

Stop 9-5.
Central Basalt Sequence Sheet Flows, Pillow
Lavas, and Perlitic Hyaloclastite
Locatiqn: T.62N., R.14W., sec 19, SE, SW,
Soudan 7.5-minute quadrangle
UTM: 562,000E/5,297,800N

DESCRIPTION:
The Central Basalt sequence (Peterson and Patelke, 2003) comprises a steeply north-dipping
(75°- vertical), north-facing sequence of sparsely amygdaloidal pillowed and massive lava flows of basalt
composition that are believed to be correlative with the tholeiitic Armstrong Lake volcanic sequence
mapped in the Eagles Nest quadrangle (Jirsa et al., 2001). Relative to massive and pillowed basalt and
andesite flows in the Fivemile Lake sequence, Central Basalt sequence lavas flows are notably less
amygdaloidal, and lack multiple pillow rind structures. In addition, the Central Basalt sequence lacks the
thick sequences of scoriaceous basalt-andesite lapilli tuffs that are commonly interstratified with lava
flows in the Fivemile Lake sequence. These characteristics of the Central Basalt sequence indicate
eruption and deposition in a deeper submarine environment than the stratigraphically older Fivemile Lake
sequence, and suggest overall increasing water depth during the temporal development of the Lower Ely.
The outcrop comprises two east-southeast striking massive basalt flows, ranging from at least five
to nine meters in thickness, that are separated by a ten meter thick flow unit comprising pillows and
pillow lobes (Fig. 9-6). Flow 1, at the southern part of the outcrop, is composed of a pale- to dark green,
faintly feldspar-phyric (~ 10% 0.5-1 mm laths), sparsely amygdaloidal, basalt sheet flow that locally
exhibits tortoise-shell jointing formed in response to contraction during cooling. The uppermost 10-40
cm of the coherent part of Flow 1 is generally silicified and epidotized. Petrographic observations
indicate that this section of the flow also contains up to 70% <0.1 cm round spherulites. An irregular
contact occurs between the coherent basalt flow and an overlying one- to two meter thick unit of dark
green, exceptionally well-preserved perlitic in-situ hyaloclastite and associate self-peperite (c.f. Batiza
and White, 2000). The hyaloclastite formed from non-explosive fracturing of the basalt glass developed
on the flow top due to quenching by water, whereas the perlite formed following deposition by hydration
of volcanic glass. An irregular contact occurs between the hyaloclastite and Flow 2, which is composed
of north-facing mattress- to bun-shaped pillow lavas and pillow lobes with numerous "neck and knob"
structures. Individual pillows have well developed perlitic hyaloclastite margins that range from 1-4 cm in
width. Pillow buds indicate propagation from east to west, suggesting the volcanic vent was located east
of this location. The coherent pillows and lobes are overlain by up to 2.5 meters of hyaloclastite breccia
that contains 20-40% subround to subangular pale gray green basalt lapilli in a jigsaw puzzle-fit dark
green perlitic hyaloclastite matrix.
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The upper contact of Flow 2 and the overlying basalt sheet flow (Flow 3) is irregular, and is
marked by thin ( 1-8 cm thick), sheet-like basalt fragments that are up to 1.6 meters in length. These
fragments locally appear to be isoclinally folded about an east-west-trending fold hinge. Although the
genesis of this structure is currently not well understood, it may be due to syneruptive deformation of
either !hin slabs of hot, basal flow margin crust from the overlying flow , or thin injections of basalt
magma into the hyaloclastite from either the underlying pillows or the overlying sheet flow. Flow 3
comprises an at least ten-meter thick pale green-gray, slightly feldspar-phyric, sparsely amygdaloidal
sheet flow. Steep, NNE-trending west dipping D3 joints are well developed in this unit, as are lensshaped psuedo-pillows that are up to 50 cm in diameter.
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Figure 9-7. Detailed geological map of sheet flows , pillow lavas, hyaloclastite, and associated "self-peperite".

NEXT:
Return to Highway 169, turn right and travel approximately 3.1 miles to the junction of the Mud Creek
road (County 38). Turn left (north) on 38 and travel approximately 1.5 miles to a series of low-lying
outcrops on the east side of the road.
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Stop 9-6.
Fragmental rocks of the Gafvert Lake
sequence.
Location: T62N., Rl4W ., sec. 10, N E, SW
Eagles Nest 7.5-minute quadrangle
UTM : 567,000E/5,301 ,490N

DESCRIPTION:
The informally named Gafvert Lake sequence (Peterson and Jirsa, 1999) is interpreted to represent an
Archean stratovolcano of andesitic to dacitic composition that stratigraphically overlies rocks of the Ely
Greenstone. The complex includes lava flows , fragmental rocks (tuff, lapilli tuff, tuff breccia, debris flow
deposits) and porphyritic intrusions. The widespread nature of dacitic fragmental rocks of Gafvert
affinity in the Vermilion district indicates that repeated episodes of explosive volcanism (Crater Lake type
caldera formation) occurred in the area. Capping the central portion of the Gafvert Lake sequence are a
number of thick massive pyrite horizons, that have metal signatures associated VMS, epithermal, and
biologic affinity (Peterson, 200 l ). We will examine a series of outcrops of fragmental dacitic deposits
located on the east side of the Mud Creek road.
NEXT:
Continue northwest on 38 for approximately 2.1 miles to the boat landing parking area along Mud Creek.
Walk approximately 100 meters north along road to the outcrop along the east side of the roadway.

STOP 9-7.
Mud Creek shear zone
Location: T.62N. , R.14W., sec. 5, SE, SE;
Outcrop just northwest of Mud Creek near
road.
Chad Lake 7.5-minute quadrangle.
UTM: 564,230E/5,302,800N

DESCRIPTION:
The regional scale Mud Creek shear zone occupies the east-northeast trending valley of Mud
Creek, which is clearly visible at this location. This shear zone separates rocks of the Newton Belt (here
the Bass Lake sequence) to the north and rocks of the Soudan Belt (Gafvert Lake sequence and the Upper
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Ely Greenstone Formation) to the south . Development of this shear zone is a product of largely dextral
transpressive deformation that has been partitioned into discrete zones, presumably late in D2
deformation. It is generally believed that gold-bearing mineralization was introduced during these later
deformation events, and the Mud Creek shear zone and environs continue to attract considerable attention
as a gold target. The Mud Creek shear zone is analogous with major faults (Destor-Porcupine fault) and
" breaks" (Cadillac-Larder Lake break) of major lode-gold mining districts in Canada. Historic gold assays
taken from rocks of the shear zone itself are essentially devoid of gold, as is the case for most major
structures within Archean lode-gold mining camps. This series of outcrops are located within the
northern margin of the internal highly strained zone of the shear, and include outcrops of: (I) ankeritesericite-quartz-green mica-pyrite schist with quartz and tourmaline knots, and (2) highly folded and
compositionally banded phyllites with quartz veins. The protolith for these rocks are unknown, because
of the intense deformation, but could be any of several rock types in the region, including
quartzofeldspathic porphyry, metavolcanic rock, or graywacke.
NEXT:
Drive northwest along County 38 approximately I. I miles to widened portion of the road.

Stop 9-8.
Sheared quartz-feldspar porphyry, basal till,
and detailed mapping interpretations
Location: T62N., R14W., sec. 5, SW, NW.
Chad Lake 7 .5-minute quadrangle
UTM: 563 ,190E/5,303,615N.

DESCRIPTION:
East of Lake Vermilion, the geology of the Bass Lake sequence is dominated by six basic rock
types, which include: (I) Tholeiitic pillowed basalt flows interpreted to have formed in a deep-water
setting based on volcanic textures; (2) Gabbro sills interpreted as synvolcanic in age due to their
stratigraphic continuity and similar deformation as the enclosing pillowed basalts; (3) Felsic porphyries
(feldspar porphyry and quartz-feldspar porphyry) interpreted to have intruded during late stages of D2
deformation based on field relationships and geochronology (quartz-feldspar porphyry from the Pac Man
Pond prospect returned a 207 Pb/2°6Pb age of 2683.0 +/- l.4 Ma (Peterson et al. , 2001)); (4) Algoma-type
iron-formation; (5) Thinly-bedded argillite and siltstone; and (6) Sheared rocks, which are dominated by
chlorite-rich schist, phyllite, and phyllonite. In addition, localized areas of fragmental felsic volcanic
rocks occur stratigraphically below distinct iron-formation horizons.
In the last twenty years, numerous gold prospects have been discovered in the eastern portion of
the sequence. These prospects generally fall into one of three categories;
(1) auriferous quartzcarbonate-pyrite veins and sulfidized zones in iron-formation; (2) auriferous quartz-sericite-ankeritepyrite schists; and (3) felsic intrusive-hosted auriferous quartz veins and stockworks. All of the prospects
are found within areas of moderate to strong iron-carbonate alteration, with the best mineralization
commonly found within sericitic alteration zones. Numerous equigranular and porphyritic felsic
1
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intrusions occur within the areas of alteration and gold mineralization, and are a good guide for locating
mineralized structures. The gold mineralization is generally related to deformation in subsidiary structures
associated with movement along the D2 Mud Creek shear zone.
Widening of the roadbed of County 38 in 2003 exposed a number of new outcrops and cuts into the basal
till in this area. Detailed geologic mapping of gold prospects north of the Mud Creek shear zone by
Peterson and Patelke (2004a) included mapping these new exposures of the Bass Lake sequence. For this
stop, we will traverse along County 38 and look at these new exposures.
NEXT:

Continue northwest along County 38 approximately 0.55 miles to a small yellowish outcrop on the east
side of the road.

Stop 9-9.
The Kerr McGee gold prospect
Location: T63N., Rl4W., sec. 31, SE,SE
Chad Lake 7.5-minute quadrangle
UTM: 562,480E/5,304,61 ON

DESCRIPTION:
The Kerr McGee gold prospect is hosted within an extensive zone of highly strained rocks,
interpreted to be a subsidiary structure associated with the Mud Creek shear zone. Moderate to highgrade gold mineralization at the Kerr McGee prospect occurs within multiple thin (0.2 - 2.0 meter) zones
of quartz-sericite-ankerite-pyrite ± green mica ± tourmaline schist hosted by an extensive zone of
essentially gold-barren chlorite-rich schist. Thin and probably boudined iron-formation horizons occur
locally in the chlorite-rich schist, and locally are strongly mineralized in this area. Mineralized zones
locally contain extensive foliation and shear parallel quartz, ankerite, and/or quartz-ankerite veins, and
may widen in zones of silicification. The style of gold mineralization exposed in the Kerr McGee
prospect is similar to both the Clear Cut(~½ mile west) and Railroad Zone (1 ½ miles east) prospects. In
fact, the sericitic zone that hosts the mineralization may have continuity to both of these other prospects.
Three-dimensional visualization (Fig. 9-8) of the detailed lithological and structural mapping by
Peterson and Patelke, (2004a) within the Kerr McGee prospect area reveals important information that
can be used to design drilling plans that significantly increase the chance of intersecting gold
mineralization exposed in outcrop at the surface. For example, drill hole RC-3, which is located 100
meters east of the main gold showing on the eastern side of this knob, was drilled due north (at a dip of
45°) and targeted to intersect the mineralization exposed in outcrop at the Kerr McGee showing. Chevron
Resources drilled this hole in 1987, at the western boundary of their lease property (the Kerr McGee
prospect was then held by Kerr McGee). Detailed structural mapping in these outcrops reveals that the
rocks within the mineralized zone have moderate to strong elongation and intersection (foliation and shear
planes) lineations trending 60° and dipping northeast at 72°. The best interpretation of the down-dip
orientation of the mineralized zone is this lineation trend and plunge, and drill hole RC-3 never
intersected the mineralized zone.
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Figure 9-8. Three-dimensional view of the relationship between structural boundaries, the mineralized zone
exposed on the surface at the Kerr McGee prospect, and drill hole RC-3. Upward extension to the surface of the two
anomalous zones(> 1,000 ppb gold) intersected in hole RC-3 would place these zones in the black spruce and cedar
swamp located south-southeast of the prospect.

Next:
Return to Highway 169 via County 38. Tum right (west) and travel approximately 7.3 miles to the
junction of Jasper road in the town of Soudan. Tum right on Jasper road and follow road to the Tjunction (~0.5 miles). Tum right, go up the hill, disembark at mine buildings and walk about 150 feet
north and up-hill to outcrop on the right.
STOP 9-10.
Archean Soudan iron-formation member of Ely
Greenstone

No hammering please!

Location: T.62N., R.15W., sec. 27, NE, NE;
Soudan Mine State Park.
Soudan 7.5-minute quadrangle
UTM: 557,120E/5,296,660N
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DESCRlPTION :
This classic exposure of the Soudan iron-formation member of the Ely Greenstone lies on the north
limb of the Tower-Soudan anticline, and at the stratigraphic top of the volcanic sequences known
collectively as the Lower member of the Ely Greenstone. The outcrop displays two generations of ti ght
folding in delicate laminae of chert (creamy white), chert-hematite jasper (red), and magnetite-chert
(black to silver-colored). The second generation of folds (F 2) is tectonic in origin, having subvertical
axial surfaces that trend east, and steeply plunging axes. Most display Z-asymmetry. The earlier folds
(F 0• 1) appear to have been sharply refolded to produce complex interference patterns. Lundy ( 1985)
studied folding at this locality and concluded that some of the apparent interference structures are the
product of early-formed sheath folds that did not inv9-lve refolding by D 2• The F 1 structures are
predominantly intrafolial, and exhibit a great variety of style and orientation; implying they formed by
layer-parallel, soft-sediment slumping.
It is interesting to observe the rhythmic microlaminae ( 1 mm or so thick) in various cherty beds
exposed here and speculate about the paleoenvironment- that is, whether these represent daily
heating/cooling, tidal, climatic, annual, or some other repetitive influence in the depositional
environment. What is known about units of iron-formation in the Ely Greenstone, of which there are
many, is that deposition occurred during periods of relative volcanic and tectonic quiescence by the slow
subaqueous "rain" of chemical precipitates.
The deep excavations in this area are the early workings of the Soudan iron mine, the first in
Minnesota. The mine produced about 16 mt of high-grade hematite ore (60-63 percent iron content) from
1884 until 1962, when the land was deeded to the State of Minnesota and converted to a park. Most of
the production came from underground workings that began here in 1900, and which now can be visited
on guided tours. The mine also houses an underground physics research facility at 2340 feet below the
surface. A massive expansion of that facility is under consideration to create a national underground
laboratory at considerably greater depths (Peterson and Patelke, 2003).
NEXT:
Return to Highway 169 and turn right. Follow 169 through the town of Tower to the large outcrops
immediately west of tons (approximately 3.1 miles).

STOP 9-11
Archean fragmental volcanic rocks
Location: T.62N., R.15W., sec. 32, SW, SW;
Highway 169 road cut, west edge village of
Tower.
Tower 7.5-minute quadrangle.
UTM: 553 ,380E/5,294,430N

DESCRIPTION:
This outcrop consists of fragmental , variably reworked volcanic conglomerate and tuffaceous rocks of
the Gafvert Lake sequence of the Lake Vermilion Formation. The rock is composed of about 85-95
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percent dacitic detritus, 3-5 percent gray clasts of graywacke, slate, and basaltic andesite, and a small
percentage of magnetic and sulfidic fragments. Fragments range in size from a few millimeters to 20 cm .
The generally poorly developed sorting and bedding, together with varied clast composition, implies a
debris-flow origin. Compare these rocks with those of Stop 9-6.
NEXT:
Continue west on Highway 169 approximately 1.5 miles to road cut.

STOP 9-12. Archean dacitic tuff/
Paleoproterozoic or Mesoproterozoic
diabase dike
Location: T.61N., R.16W., sec. 1, SW, NE;
Highway 169 road cut.
Tower 7.5-minute quadrangle.
UTM: 551,160E/5,293,960N

DESCRIPTION:
These road cuts expose outcrops of white, dacitic tuffaceous sedimentary rock, a component of the
Lake Vermilion Formation. Regionally, the formation consists of all compositional gradations between
what appears to be first-cycle tuff, tuffaceous graywacke, and mixed-source graywacke, interbedded on
all scales. In a general way, the tuffaceous component increases in proportion to the east toward the
Tower-Soudan anticline. The presumed source of the dacitic volcanic detritus exposed in this area is
stratovolcanos of Gafvert Lake affinity, which overlie the composite volcanic shield complex of the Ely
Greenstone. Ring plains and irregular basins composed of detritus shed from the high-standing volcanic
complex are now represented by the Lake Vermilion Formation.
The northeast-trending, steeply dipping, seven-meter wide diabase dike that cuts tuffaceous rocks has
been the source of considerable debate. It' s petrographic (olivine-bearing) and geochemical (silica
undersaturated) composition is similar to Mesoproterozoic dikes (Schmitz, 1994); yet it lies nearly along
strike with, though east of, dikes of the Paleoproterozoic Kenora-Kabetogama dike swarm.
NEXT:
Continue west on Highway 169 approximately 0.7 mile to Stop 9-13.
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STOP 9-13.
Multiply folded Archean graywacke
Location: T.61N., R.16W., sec. 2, NE, NE; south
side of Highway 169 just east of CR 526.
Tower 7.5-minute quadrangle.
UTM: 550,0S0E/5,294,000N
,.

DESCRIPTION:
This outcrop at the road and several smaller ones in the bush nearby show the superposition of two
generations of folds in thin-bedded, well-graded graywacke of the Lake Vermilion Formation. The
second-generation folds (F 2) are associated with a regional axial plane cleavage in which sedimentary
clasts are flattened. The earlier F 1 folds have no associated cleavage and tend to be erratic in form, trend,
and distribution. Folds display "eye" and "mushroom" shapes that locally are interpreted to be sheath
folds (Hudleston and others, 1987). These characteristics are consistent with deformation of poorly
lithified sediment. The superposition of deformation events is manifest in the transection of F 1 folds by
cleavage related to D2 • In this area and to the west, one can find anticlinal synclines and synclinal
anticlines, indicating stratigraphic inversion prior to D2 folding.
NEXT:
Continue approximately 1.7 miles to the west to the junction of 77. Tum right on 77 and follow for
approximately 0.6 miles to the outcrop on the left side of the road on the north side of Vermilion Dam.

STOP 9-14.
Archean graywacke at Pike River Dam
Location: T.61N., R.16W., sec. 3, NW, SW;
west side of County Road 77, on N side of river.
[Note that Fortune Bay Casino-the overnight
hotel- lies to the north off of CR 77].
Tower 7.5-minute quadrangle.
UTM: 547,300E/5,293 ,340N

DESCRIPTION
One of the truly classic outcrops of greywacke of the Lake Vermilion Formation is beautifully
exposed at this stop. Prior to about the 1950s, no depositional mechanism could satisfactorily explain the
coincidence in graywacke of; 1) coarse sand derived from a source many kilometers distant and having an
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altered clayey matrix; 2) interbedded black slate; and 3) the lack of evidence for reworking in shallow
water (indicative of deposition below wave base). This was changed when the concept of turbidity
currents was introduced to the geological profession by Kuenen and Mi gliorini ( 1950). Despite
widespread publication on turbidites in more modern geologic settings through the 1950s and I 960s, the
facies model was not refined and applied to ~rchean and Proterozoic strata in the Lake Superior region
until somewhat later (Morey, 1965 ; Ojakangas, 1966).
The geology of field trip stops in the Virginia Horn area is presented in Figure 9-9.
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Figure 9-9. Generalized geologic map of the Virginia horn area (modified from Jirsa and others, 1998) showing
details of field trip stops 9-15 to 9-19.
NEXT:
Return to Highway 169 and turn west. Travel south on Highway 169 approximately 28 miles to

the junction with Highway 53; follow 53 south approximately 0.7 miles to the Laurentian Divide
wayside rest Stop.
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STOP 9-15.
Archean Giants Range batholith at
"Confusion Hill," Laurentian Divide

Location: T.59N., R. I 7W., sec.19 SE, SE;
wayside off Highway 53 .
Virginia 7.5-minute quadrangle.
UTM: 534,337E/5,269,458N

DESCRIPTION:
Exposed near this wayside and in road cuts on both sides of the highway is an array of variably
layered intrusions having both tonalitic (white) and dioritic (black) compositions. A cursory look shows
intrusive relationships that conclusively demonstrate that diorite was emplaced into tonal ite at one
locality, and at another, tonalite was emplaced into diorite. In detail, all compositions intermediate
between the two end members are also present locally. Although the dioritic component is abundant here,
the bulk of the mapped unit is tonalitic. Emplacement of this unit, now known as the Lookout Mountain
tonalite, probably involved some degree of magma mingling. Dikes of tonalite that cut the adjacent highgrade supracrustal rocks of the Minntac sequence contain metamorphic fabrics , yet little evidence of
metamorphic origin can be seen in the interior of the body, implying it is syntectonic with respect to D 2
deformation. U-Pb zircon dates (Boerboom and Zartman, 1993) of two components of the batholith
exposed to the north bracket the age of D 2 deformation between about 2674 and 2682 Ma. Exposures at
Confusion Hill are a small part of the Giants Range batholith, which forms the core bedrock of the
Laurentian (drainage) divide. The batholith is a 40-mile wide belt of intrusions that can be traced on
geophysical maps and outcrop east to the Mesoproterozoic Duluth Complex, and west beyond the western
border of Minnesota. It separates Archean supracrustal sequences in the Virginia horn from those of the
Tower-Soudan area-making stratigraphic correlation between the two districts speculative.
NEXT:
Follow Highway 53 south through the town of Virginia. Take the exit for Highway 135 (east)

approximately 0.5 miles to Bourgin Road. Turn right (south) on Bourgin Road and continue
about 0.4 mile to large cut on left (east) side of road.
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STOP 9-16.
Archean graywacke and slate, intruded by
guartzofeldspathic porphyry.
Location: T .58N., R.17W., sec.21 SW, SW;
road cuts on east side of the Bourgin Road.
Eveleth 7.5-minute quadrangle.
UTM: 536,311 E/5 ,260,659N

DESCRIPTION:
Outcrops along this side of the road expose quartzofeldspathic porphyry (QFP) intruded into variably
deformed graywacke, siltstone, and slate of the Mud Lake sequence. The sedimentary rocks here are
moderately deformed, but much of that deformation is inferred to predate the main cleavage-forming
event D2, and some may be soft-sediment in origin. The QFP is large and continuous to the east, but at
this locality it appears to be segmented into a zone of multiple dikes. Both graywacke and QFP are
intensely altered to some combination of iron-carbonate minerals (ankerite, ferroan dolomite) and sericite.
Regionally, this style of alteration is commonly, though not always associated with QFP intrusionspresumably because the QFP remained more structurally rigid than the enclosing sedimentary rocks
during the shear-related deformation event that accompanied alteration late in D2 . Most gold
mineralization in the area is closely allied to this alteration, yet this outcrop is surprisingly barren.
One of the earliest gold discoveries in Minnesota was made by J. W. Gruner (in Grout, 193 7) in a
railroad cut not far from stop 9-16. The cut exposes graywacke intruded by quartzofeldspathic porphyry,
having visible gold associated with small quartz veins . Despite several episodes of mineral exploration in
this area (most notably be Newmont Exploration in the 1980s) no economic gold deposits have been
discovered.
NEXT:
Follow Bourgin road to the south and west to a frontage road on the east side of Hwy 53. Tum north
(right) on the frontage road and travel about 0.2 miles to first road to right, turn up-hill and continue to #7
Mesabi Lane (Stop 5-3).

STOP 9-17.
Archean conglomerate

Private driveway!
I

Location: T.58N. , R:l 7W., sec.20 SW, SE, No. 7
Mesabi Lane; village of Midway.
Eveleth 7.5-minute quadrangle.
UTM: 535.713E/5.259.459N
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DESCRfPTION:
Archean conglomerate and lithic sandstone that form the driveway here are part of the northeasttrending Midway sequence, containing these strata types locally interbedded with subaerially deposited,
calc-alkalic (trachyandesitic) volcanic rocks. The sequence is inferred to have formed after earliest
deformation (D 1) of the enclosing graywacke and basaltic rocks of the Mud Lake sequence, but before the
cleavage-forming D2 deformation that affected both sequences. The conglomerate contains clasts of
basalt, graywacke, porphyritic trachyandesite, and quartzofeldspathic porphyry (QFP). This provenance
indicates that the older Archean rocks of the Mud Lake sequence were intruded by QFP, deformed, and
uplifted, to provide detritus to what was probably a successor or "pull-apart" basin developed along a
major structure now occupied by the Pike River fault zone,
Midway sequence conglomerate has previously been interpreted as a basal sediment (Sutton, 1963), and
as a proximal turbidite fan deposit (Levy, 1991 ), depositionally transitional with graywacke and slate of
the Mud Lake sequence. Subsequent work (Jirsa, 2000) indicates that the conglomerate is part of a
Timiskaming-type elastic and volcanic sequence that unconformably overlies the older volcanic strata.
Deposition of the Midway sequence required uplift, subaerial erosion, continental volcanism, and
deposition in isolated basins along a major structural break.
NEXT:
Return to Highway 135. Turn right and follow 135 approximately 2.4 miles to a residential street on
the northwest side of the town of Gilbert. Turn right and go 5 blocks and park by the Gilbert Junior High
School.

STOP 9-18.
Archean pillowed and massive greenstone
Location: T.58N., R.17W. , sec.23 NW, SE, SW ;
north edge of athletic fields , Gilbert Junior High
School.
Gilbert 7.5-minute quadrangle
UTM: 539,820E/5,259,750N

DESCRIPTION:
Outcrop of pillowed and massive basalt is part of the Archean Mud Lake sequence, metamorphosed
to low greenschist-grade. Pillow shapes indicate stratigraphic facing is to the northwest, which places this
outcrop on the south side of a major D 1 structure knowh as the Mud Lake syncline. Note also the
presence locally of fractures filled with reddish jasper, presumably deposited in depressions on the rock
surface by overstepping of Paleoproterozoic seas during deposition of the Biwabik Iron Formation.
NEXT:
Follow residential roads to Highway 37 in the center of Gilbert.
approximately 3.3 miles to the on/off ramps onto Highway 53.
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Turn right and travel on 37

STOP 9-19.
Paleoproterozoic Pokegama Quartzite (A) and
Biwabik Iron Formation (B)

Location: T.58N., R. l 7W., sec.32 SE, SE, and
adjacent, junction of Highways 37 and 53.
Eveleth 7.5-minute quadrangle.
UTM: scattered outcrops extend from
535,956E/5 ,256,9 l 3N on the north (stop 9- l 9A), to
536,263E/5,256,200N on the south (stop 9-19B).

DESCRIPTION 5-5A:
Unconformably overlying the Neoarchean rocks of the Virginia Horn area is the Animikie Group
sediments of Paleoproterozoic age. Coarse grain size and massive beds as thick as 1.5 m characterize this
outcrop of the sandy, upper member of the Pokegama Quartzite. Thin beds of shale and siltstone separate
the massive beds. Ojakangas (1993) interpreted the deposition of this facies as within high-energy, lower
tidal or subtidal environment.
DESCRIPTION 5-5B:
This exposure of gently southeast-dipping strata is part of the Lower Cherty member of the Biwabik
Iron Formation. It overlies and is generally in transition with the Pokegama Quartzite at stop 5-5A.
Notice that both formations have sandy textures and cross-bedding, implying a moderately high-energy
depositional environment. The most significant difference between these two units is the abrupt change
in sediment source from the extrabasinal quartz grains in the Pokegama, to recycled, chemically
precipitated chert in the Biwabik. Measurements of cross-bedding in the iron-formation are bimodal,
implying deposition in a tidally influenced marine environment (Ojakangas, 1993).
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FIELD TRIP 1
VOLCANIC STRATIGRAPHY, HYDROTHERMAL ALTERATION, AND VMS POTENTIAL
OF THE LOWER ELY GREENSTONE, FIVEMILE LAKE TO SIXMILE LAKE AREA
George J. Hudak 1, John Heine 2' Mark Jirsa 3 and Dean Peterson 2
'University of Wisconsin Oshkosh
Natural Resources Research Institute, ,University of Minnesota - Duluth
3
Minnesota Geological Survey

2

INTRODUCTION

The Vermilion district of northeastern Minnesota contains one of the classic granite-greenstone
terranes in the United States. This district comprises the south-central part of the Wawa subprovince of
the Superior Province of the Canadian Shield, and has been broadly correlated with the Saganagons
Assemblage of the Wawa subprovince in northwestern Ontario (Peterson et al., 200 l; Peterson and
Patelke, 2003). In Canada, the Wawa subprovince hosts numerous lode gold (e.g. the Hemlo and Renabie
districts) and volcanic-hosted massive sulfide (VMS) orebodies (e.g. the Winston Lake, Willroy, Big
Nama Creek, Willecho, and Geco deposits; Fyon et al., 1992). The Vermilion district is well known for
its numerous, previously mined, massive hematitic iron ore deposits. These iron deposits were discovered
in the early 1880s, and virtually all subsequent exploration efforts in the region were targeted on similar
iron-formation hosted hematite deposits. However, the discovery of world-class ore deposits in Ontario
(the Kidd Creek VMS deposit in 1964 and the Hem lo gold deposit in 1980) led to short periods of both
base-metal and gold mineral exploration in the Vermilion district. To date, no lode gold and/or VMS
orebodies have been discovered in the Vermilion district to date. This field trip will explore recent
research efforts to better understand the potential for VMS mineralization within the Lower member of
the Ely Greenstone (Lower Ely). Peterson and Patelke (2004, this volume) explore new research
regarding the potential for lode gold mineralization within the Newton Belt of the Vermilion district.
Since the mid-l 990's, the Minnesota Department of Natural Resources, the Minerals
Diversification Plan of the Minnesota Legislature through the Minerals Coordinating Committee, the
Permanent University Trust Fund of the University of Minnesota, the Natural Resources Research
Institute (University of Minnesota Duluth), and the University of Wisconsin Oshkosh have provided
funding to support a series of systematic studies to better understand the VMS potential of the Lower Ely.
Early studies (Lawler and Riihilouma (1997); Hudak and Morton, 1999; Peterson and Jirsa, 1999a;
Peterson, 2001) showed that numerous base metal anomalies suggestive of localized VMS mineralization
exist in the soils, rocks, and lake sediments within this region.
Beginning in 2000, research efforts regarding the VMS potential of the Lower Ely have been
focused in an approximately two mile wide corridor extending from Skeleton Lake northward to Sixmile
Lake (Newkirk et al., 2001a, 2001b; Odette et al., 2001a, 2001b; Hudak et al., 2002a, 2002b; Hocker et
al., 2003; Hudak et al., in prep. a). This area was chosen for several reasons: l) there are historical base
metal prospects in the area; 2) lake sediment samples in the area contain the highest copper (Sixmile
Lake) and zinc (Fivemile Lake) anomalies within the state of Minnesota (Peterson, 2001); 3) the area
contains several untested geophysical anomalies that have orientations roughly parallel to the strike of the
strata (Peterson, 200 l ); 4) the area contains regionally extensive quartz-epidote alteration zones (Peterson
and Jirsa, 1999a, 1999b; Peterson, 2001) that may be related to ancient, potentially VMS depositproducing hydrothermal systems; and 5) the bulk of the area comprises state land, and is easily accessible.
These research efforts have been multidisciplinary, and have included several months of detailed field
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mapping (I :50 to I :5000 scale) for stratigraphy and metamorphosed hydrothermal alteration mineral
assemblages, petrographic studies (600+ thin sections), whole rock lithogeochemical analyses (~200), xray diffraction studies and electron microprobe investigations.

REGIONAL GEOLOGICAL SETTING
Supracrustal rocks in the Vermilion district consist of volcanic-dominated stratigraphic sequences
of the Wawa subprovince of the Superior Province of the Canadian Shield. Rocks of the Wawa
subprovince in northern Minnesota are divided on the basis of stratigraphic and structural setting into : (I)
the Soudan belt, to the south, and (2) the Newton belt, to the north (Jirsa et al., 1992; Southwick et al.,
1998). The boundary between these contrasting structural panels can be traced geophysically across the
width of Minnesota, and was designated informally as the Leech Lake structural discontinuity (Jirsa et al. ,
1992). In the region west and north of the Soudan Mine, the Leech Lake structural discontinuity occurs
along the Mud Creek shear zone (Hudleston et al., 1988), small segments of the Vennilion and Wolf Lake
faults (Sims and Southwick, 1985), and the Bear River fault (Jirsa et al., 1992). The Soudan belt contains
large, broad folds involving calc-alkalic and tholeiitic volcanic strata overlain by, and locally
interdigitated with, turbiditic rocks. In contrast, the Newton belt consists of elongate, northeast-trending,
and mostly northward-younging volcanic and volcaniclastic sequences. Volcanic rocks of the Newton belt
differ from those of the Soudan belt in containing locally abundant komatiitic flows and peridotitic sills.
The two belts are fault-bounded, and the relationship between stratigraphic units within each belt is
largely conformable, although faults obscure contacts locally. [n its eastern extension, the Soudan belt is
continuous with the Saganagons assemblage in Ontario and terminates against the Saganaga pluton and
Northern Light Gneiss. The Newton belt extends discontinuously eastward into the Shebandowan District
of Ontario to form the Greenwater and Burchell assemblages. Intrusive rocks in both belts vary from
gabbroic and felsic porphyries demonstrably related to volcanism, to large plutons emplaced posttectonically. Both districts contain unconformable, Timiskaming-type sequences composed of calc-alkalic
volcanic rocks, conglomerates, and finer grained sedimentary rocks. A simplified regional geological map
of the Neo-Archean terranes of northeastern Minnesota and adjacent Ontario is presented in Figure 1-1.
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Figure 1-1. Simplified correlation map ofNeoarchean assemblages across the U.S. - Canada border (modified from
Peterson et al., 2001). Inset illustrates major subprovinces of the southwestern Superior Province.
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Lithostratigraphic units in the western Vermilion district include: (1) the Lower member, Soudan
Iron Formation member, and Upper member (Upper Ely) of the Ely Greenstone, the Lake Vermilion
Formation (including the informally named Britt and Gafvert Lake sequences), and the Knife Lake Group
of the Soudan belt; (2) the Bass Lake sequence (Peterson and Jirsa, 1999a) and the Newton Lake
Formation of the Newton belt; and, (3) syn- to post-tectonic granitoid intrusions of the Giants Range
batholith, and a suite of post-tectonic alkalic stocks and plutons (Fig. 1-2). Contacts between the different
units are typically conformable, although considerable overlap in time and space is documented between
volcanic and sedimentary sequences (Southwick, 1993). Rock types associated with the lithostratigraphic
'
units in the area are presented in Table 1-1 .
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Table 1-l. Lithostratigraphic units within the western Vermilion district (from Peterson and Jirsa, 1998a).
Intrusive Rocks
Late Intrusions
Vermilion Granitic Complex
Giants Range Batholith
Supracrustal Rocks
Newton Belt
Newton Lake Formation
Bass Lake Sequence
Soudan Belt
Knife Lake Group
Lake Vermilion Formation
Gafvert Lake Sequence
Britt Sequence
Upper Ely Greenstone
Soudan Iron Formation
Lower Ely Greenstone

Plutons and stocks of syenite, monzonite, diorite, and lamprophyre
Granite, schist, amphibolite, and schist-rich migmatite
Granite, granodiorite, monzodiorite, and schist-rich migmatite
Tholeiitic and komatiitic basalt flows, intrusions, and elastic strata
Tholeiitic basalt lava flows, iron-formation, and felsic porphyries
Graywacke, slate, conglomerate, & sheared equivalents
Graywacke, slate, dacitic tuff, and minor conglomerate
Dacitic to trachyandesitic lava flows, tuffs, and intrusions
Tholeiitic basalt lava flows
Tholeiitic basalt lava flows and iron-formation
Layered cberty iron-formation, epiclastic rocks, and tuff
Calc-alkalic & tholeiitic basalt-rhyolite lava flows, tuffs, epiclastic rocks
and minor iron-formations

The Lower Ely and Soudan Iron Formation (Morey et al., 1970) comprise the strata we will be
investigating during this field trip. The Lower Ely consists dominantly of volcanic arc-associated,
pillowed and massive basalt and andesite flows of calc-alkalic and tholeiitic composition (Fig. 1-3).
Hypabyssal diabase, gabbro, and diorite sills, isolated dacite, rhyodacite, and rhyolite lava flows, domes,
tuffs, lap ill i tuffs, and tuff-breccias (Fig. 1-4 ), and local chemical, volcaniclastic and epiclastic
sedimentary strata occur throughout the sequence. Pillows in the lowermost sections of the Lower Ely
(named the Fivemile Lake sequence by Peterson and Patelke, 2003) typically are irregularly shaped and
well-vesiculated, indicating moderate to shallow water depths of formation (Schulz, 1982; Peterson,
200 I; Hudak et al., 2002a). Rare massive to bedded scoria deposits interstratified with the pillowed flows
also indicate shallow subaqueous, and perhaps locally, subaerial volcanism (Peterson, 2001; Hudak et al.,
2002a). Pillowed basaltic rocks in the uppermost parts of the Lower Ely (named the Central Basalt
Sequence by Peterson and Patelke, 2003) typically are sparsely-vesiculated and ovoid, and scoria-rich
primary and reworked volcaniclastic rocks are not prevalent (Hudak et al., 2002b; Hudak et al., in prep. a;
Peterson and Patelke, 2003). These features suggest a general subsidence of the volcanic pile to deepwater conditions.
Stratigraphically overlying the volcanic rocks of the Lower Ely is the Soudan Iron Formation,
which consists dominantly of laminated Algoma-type iron-formation, with interstratified basalt lava flows
and volcaniclastic and epiclastic strata derived from basaltic to dacitic volcanic strata. A gradational
contact over several tens to hundreds of meters occurs between the underlying Lower Ely and the
overlying Soudan Iron Formation member of the Ely Greenstone (Hudak et al., 2002b; Peterson and
Patelke, 2003). In general, the exhalative nature of many of the rocks within the Soudan Iron Formation
member represent deep-water chemical depo.sition throughout a period of quiescence, which began during
the latest stages of volcanism associated with the Lower Ely. The stratigraphic thickness of the Soudan
Iron Formation member varies from 50 to 3,000 meters, and averages approximately 700 meters. The
thickest sections occur in the nose of the Tower-Soudan anticline (Fig. 1-2), and probably represent
stratigraphy that is repeated by shearing and thickened by folding.
The time period over which the Soudan Iron Formation was deposited is poorly constrained, as
geochronological data is very limited within the Ely Greenstone. Nevertheless, the size (thickness and
strike length) of the Soudan Iron Formation is much larger than typical Algoma-type iron-formations, and
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its formation probably occurred during a profound break in effusive and pyroclastic volcanism that was
accompanied by a long-lived period of hydrothermal activity. The upper contact of the Soudan Iron
Formation is more diverse; overlying stratigraphic units along strike include the Upper Ely, the Gafvert
Lake Sequence, and the Lake Vermilion Formation .
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Figure 1-3. Lithogeochemical characteristics of mafic and intermediate volcanic and volcaniclastic rocks of the
Lower member of the Ely Greenstone in the vicinities of Fivemile, Needleboy, and Sixmile Lakes (after Hudak et
al., 2002a; Hudak et al., in prep. a). Figures l-4a and l-4b modified from Winchester and Floyd (1977), Figure l-4c
modified from Wood (1980), Figure l-4d modified from Winchester and Floyd (1976), Figures 1-4e and l-4f
modified from Barrett and Mac Lean ( 1999).
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Figure 1-4. Lithogeochemical characteristics of felsic volcanic and volcaniclastic rocks of the Lower member
of the Ely Greenstone in the vicinities of Fivernile, Needleboy, and Sixrnile Lakes (after Hudak et aL, 2002a;
Hudak et aL, in prep. a). Figures 1-Sa and 1-Sb modified from Winchester and Floyd (1977), Figure 1-Sc
modified from Pearce et aL (1984), Figure 1-Sd, modified from Harris et aL (1986), Figures 1-Se and 1-Sf
modified from Piercey et aL (2001) and Barrie et aL (1993).

STRUCTURAL GEOLOGY
Periods of generally N-S directed compression resulted in three major regional deformation
events in the Neoarchean terranes of northern Minnesota. The earliest deformation event (D1) produced
broad, locally recumbent folds within the Soudan belt and major fault zones throughout the region. In the
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Newton belt, D1 was accommodated by thrust imbrication of large crustal blocks, resulting in mainly
northward stratigraphic facing. Field relationships indicate that uplift, faulting, and the deposition of
Timiskaming-type elastic sedimentary sequences in local fault-bounded basins occurred late in D1
deformation (Jirsa, 2000). A large, map-scale structure related to D1 deformation in the western Vermilion
district is the Tower-Soudan Anticline, which is a west-plunging anticline within which the axis and
plunge changes orientation along strike from nearly vertical in basalts to shallow ·NE plunging in the
western sedimentary rocks. Axial-planar cleavage associated with this early fold typically is lacking,
although Bauer ( 1985), Hooper and Ojakangas ( 1971 ), Hudleston ( 1976), and Jirsa et al. ( 1992) have
,.
described early cleavage (S1) locally.
A second deformation event (D2) associated with synchronous regional metamorphism resulted in
foliation development and structures having largely dextral asymmetry. D2 is constrained in the Vermilion
district to the time period 2674 to 2685 Ma (Boerboom and Zartman, 1993), and between about 2680 and
2685 Ma in the Shebandowan (Corfu and Stott, 1998). Because D2 deformation affected all of the
supracrustal rocks in the area and is reasonably constrained by geochronology, the regional foliation (S2)
can be used in the field to temporally relate other structural, intrusive, and deformation events. The
relationship between S2 fabric and shear structures indicates that most shearing occurred relatively late in
the D2 event. Major shearing that produced the Mud Creek and related shear zones (e.g., the Murray shear
zone, Fig. 1-1) is attributed to the late stages of D2dextral transpression.
Structures related to the third deformation event (D3) include abundant NE- and NW-trending
faults that dissect the stratigraphic assemblages. Named structures related to 0 3 include the NE-trending
Waasa and Camp Rivard faults east of the Soudan Mine area, and the WNW-trending, crustal-scale
Vermilion and related faults that form the Wawa-Quetico Subprovince boundary north of the Soudan
Mine (Fig. 1-1 ).

VMS PROSPECTS AND EXPLORATION HISTORY
Since the mid- l 860's, numerous mineral exploration programs have been conducted in the
Vermilion district. Most of these exploration programs focused on identifying minable deposits of
massive hematitic iron ores, such as those mined between 1883 and 1962 in the Soudan Iron Formation
member at the Soudan Mine. During the 1980s and early 1990s, subeconomic lode gold mineralization
was discovered in close proximity to the east-west-trending Murray shear zone, which dissects the Lower
Ely, and in close proximity to the Mud Creek shear zone, which separates the Soudan belt from the
Newton belt to the north (Fig. 1-1 ).
Four VMS prospects (Fig. 1-2) occur within the Lower Ely, and occur in close proximity upsection from a semiconformable quartz-epidote alteration zone that extends for at least 19km along strike
in the north limb of the Tower-Soudan Anticline (Peterson, 2001 ). These include the Skeleton Lake
prospect (drilled by Exxon, 1972), the Eagles Nest prospect (drilled by Newmont, 1988), the Fivemile
Lake prospect ( drilled by Teck, 1994 ), and the Purvis Road prospect (drilled by Rendrag, 1999). The
stratigraphy, hydrothermal alteration, and mineralization associated with the Skeleton Lake, Eagles Nest,
and Fivemile Lake prospects have been recently re-evaluated (Hudak and Morton, 1999; Hudak et al.,
2002a; Hudak et al., 2002b). Detailed studies of the Fivemile Lake, Eagles Nest, and Skeleton Lake
prospects indicate that copper-zinc sulfide mineralization occurs proximal to relatively narrow (!Os of
meters wide) disconformable zones of chlorite and/or sericite alteration within felsic volcanic and
volcaniclastic rocks (Hudak and Morton, 1999; Hudak et al., 2003). Hudak et al. (2003) and Hudak et
al., (in prep. a) have noted that these disconformable alteration zones and associated mineralization
commonly occur near high concentrations of synvolcanic mafic dikes, suggesting that these
disconformable hydrothermal alteration zones occurred within synvolcanic fault zones (c.f. Gibson et al.,
1999).
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VMS-ASSOCIATED VOLCANIC AND HYDROTHERMAL AL TERA TION PROCESSES

The composition and distribution of hydrothermal alteration mineral assemblages in the Lower
Ely (Table 1-2) is similar to that described in major lava-flow dominated VMS mining districts
worldwide (e.g. the Noranda Camp, Quebec; Morton and Franklin, 1987; Franklin, 1996; Gibson et al.,
1999; Hudak and Morton, 1999; Peterson, 200 l; Hudak et al., 2002; Hudak et al., in prep. a). Results of
recent studies (Peterson, 2001; Odette et al., 2001a, 2001b; Hudak et al., 2002; Hudak et al., in prep. a)
indicate that not only are the compositions and geometries of the regional alteration mineral assemblages
identical to those present in many lava flow dominated massive sulfide mining districts, but that detailed
alteration mineral chemistries (Hocker et al., 2003) are also consistent with those associated with the
VMS ore deposits in these mining camps. These two observations suggest that the processes that formed
the alteration mineral assemblages in the Lower Ely were similar to those that formed equivalent
alteration zones in well-established VMS mining camps. Thus, one of the most perplexing questions
plaguing economic geologists is why economically significant VMS deposits have not yet been
discovered in the Vermilion district.
A general genetic model for the formation of VMS deposits and associated hydrothermal alteration
zone, as recently presented by Franklin et al. (1998), requires convective metalliferous hydrothermal fluid
generation in the sub-seafloor environment via heating of down-welling seawater and leaching of metals
from the enclosing volcanic and sedimentary strata (Fig. 1-5). The size of a convective hydrothermal
system is a function of the abundance of heat in the upper two kilometers of the sub-seafloor crust
(Franklin, 1996; Franklin et al., 1998). The intrusion of hypabyssal synvolcanic dikes and/or sills into the
shallow sub-seafloor may vigorously enhance the dynamics of convective hydrothermal cells (Campbell
et al., 1981 ). On reaching a critical reaction temperature of - 350°C, sustained acid pH in the
hydrothermal fluid (evolved fluid) is achieved, and metals are leached from the rocks into the evolved
fluid via primary mineral breakdown by calcium metasomatism, silicification, and hydrolysis reactions
(Seyfried et al., 1999). In basalt-dominated systems (such as that in the Lower Ely), leaching-related
alteration of mafic "source" zones (lower semi-conformable alteration) forms a mineral assemblage
composed of albite-epidote-zoisite/clinozoisite-actinolite-quartz. These zones are variably metal-depleted,
and are characterized by patchy silicification and epidotization associated with areas metasomatically
enriched in silica and calcium.
In lava flow-dominated stratigraphic sequences, regionally confined discordant "pipe-like", and
more regionally extensive "semiconformable" alteration zones are present (Morton and Franklin, 1987).
The "pipe-like" semi-conformable alteration zones are closely associated with zones of cross-strata!
permeability (e.g. synvolcanic fault zones), and are characterized by well-defined vertically extensive
alteration zones containing anomalous abundances of sericite, chlorite (both Fe- and Mg-rich varieties),
actinolite/ferroactinolite, quartz, pyrite, and locally, chalcopyrite and/or pyrrhotite. Semi conformable
alteration zones extend for several kilometers to tens of kilometers in the rocks stratigraphically beneath
and adjacent to VMS mineralized horizons (Santaguida et al., 2002a; Santaguida et al., 2002b). In maficdominated volcanic environments, such alteration typically is associated with regional zones of
spilitization (an alteration assemblage composed of albite + quartz + Mg-rich chlorite ± sericite),
silicification (quartz± albite), and epidote-quartz alteration (epidote + quartz± actinolite ± carbonate)
(Morton and Franklin, 1987; Gibson et al., 1999; Santaguida et al.. 2002a, Santaguida et al., 2002b ).
Regional semiconformable alteration zones in felsic rocks in VMS producing camps such as Noranda
(Quebec) or Sturgeon Lake (Ontario), typically comprise extensive zones of spilitization, silicification,
and sericitization (sericite + quartz± Mg-rich chlorite) (Morton and Franklin, 1987; Gibson et al., 1999).
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Table 1-2. Greenschist facies metamorphosed hydrothermal alteration mineral assemblages recognized in the Lower
Ely (Hudak et al., 2002a; Hudak et al., in prep. a) .
Alteration Mineral Assemblage
No apparent alteration (unaltered)
Least altered
Silicified
Quartz+ Chlorite (chlorite > 15%)
Epidote + Quartz ± Chlorite ± Al bite (Epidote > I 0%, Actinolite < l 0%, Fe-chlorite

Geometry
Not applicable
Semiconformable
Semiconformable
Semiconformable
Semiconformable

Epidote + Quartz ± Chlorite ± Albite (Epidote > I 0%, Actinolite < l 0%, Fe-chlorite
>20%)
Albite +Quartz ± Epidote ± Actinolite ± Chlorite (Epidote < 10%, Actionlite < I 0%)
Secondary Plagioclase Feldspar± Chlorite ± Sericite
Biotite ± Fe-/Mg-chlorite
Iron Oxide / Hematite

Semiconformable

Epidote + Quartz + Actinolite ± Chlorite ± Al bite (Epidote> I 0%, Actinolite > 10%)
Mottled Epidote +Quartz± Actinolite ± Chlorite ± Albite ("Patchy Epidosite")

Semi/Disconformable
Semi/Disconformable

Actinolite ± Fe-chlorite ± Epidote ± Albite (Actinolite > 10%, Epidote <10%)
Fe-chlorite + Sericite (Fe-chlorite > I 0%, Sericite >5%)
Fe-chlorite + Seri cite (Fe-chlorite > 10%, Seri cite< I 0%, Fe-chlorite + Seri cite >25%)
Fe-chlorite +Fe-carbonate± Sericite ± Actinolite ± Epidote (Fe-chlorite >25%, Fecarbonate > 5%, Actinolite, Sericite, Epidote < 5%)
Sericite ± Pyrophyllite ± Fe-chlorite (Sericite/Pyrophyllite >5%, Fe-chlorite < 10%)
Sericite ± Carbonate (Sericite > 5%, calcite/dolomite/ankerite present, chlorite absent)
Mg-chlorite ± sericite

Disconformable
Disconformable
Disconformable
Disconformable

Chlorite + Fe-carbonate± Sericite
Sericite + Green Mica± Carbonate

Shear Zones
Shear Zones

Tourmaline + 9.uartz

Veins

,

<W~

Sem iconformable
Semiconformable
Semiconformable
Semiconformable

Disconformable
Disconformable
Disconformable

Both discordant and semiconformable alteration zones have been discovered in the Vermilion
district (Table 1-2), and have been described by Hudak and Morton ( 1999), Peterson (2001 ), Odette et al.
(2001), and Hudak et al. (2002a). Semiconformable alteration zones in the Lower Ely are dominated by
mineral assemblages containing various proportions of quartz, epidote, zoisite/clinozoisite, Fe-chlorite,
Mg-chlorite, actinolite, ferroactinolite, sericite/pyrophyllite, and albite. Odette et al. (2001a, 2001b) and
Hudak et al. (2002a) have shown via mass balance analysis that semiconformable quartz + epidote ±
actinolite ± albite ± chlorite alteration mineral assemblages in the Fivemile Lake area are metasomatically
enriched in calcium and silica, and depleted in base metals (copper and zinc) by 50-90%. Pipe-like,
northeast-trending disconformable alteration zones in the Lower Ely are largely composed of Fe-rich
chlorite, sericite/pyrophyllite, actinolite and/or ferroactinolite . Pipe-like alteration zones that have been
mapped up-section have, to date, not led to the discovery of economically significant VMS deposits, but
have been instrumental in locating potential base metal sulfide-bearing stratigraphic horizons and
localized chemical exhalites. The mineralogy (Hudak et al., 2002a) and chemical compositions of the
alteration minerals (Hocker et al., 2003) in these disconformable zones are consistent with those
associated with economic VMS deposits in both Canada and Scandinavia (c.f. Hannington et al., 2002).
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Figure 1-5. Simplified schematic model of a convective hydrothermal system associated with the formation of
Noranda- type (Morton and Franklin, 1987) or lava-flow dominated-type (Gibson et al., 1999) VMS deposits
(modified from Franklin , 1996).

Water depth controls aspects of associated VMS deposit composition (metal ratios) and alteration
assemblages (Franklin, 1986; Franklin, 1993). Field evidence from the recent studies in the Lower Ely
(Peterson, 2001; Hudak et al., in press) indicates that both shallow and deep subaqueous environments
were present in the Vermilion district, as represented by the Fivemile Lake and Central Basalt Sequences.
Such environments are not only associated with base-metal VMS deposits, but may also contain precious
metal-rich (e.g. gold, silver) VMS deposits (Sillitoe et al., 1996; Hannington et al., 1999). Thus, the
Vermilion district, and in particular, the rocks within a few kilometers of the area we are investigating on
this field trip, may contain VMS deposits with a variety of base- and precious metal compositions.
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FIELD TRIP STOPS - DAY 1 (MAY 4)
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Figure 1-6. Field trip stop locations for Day I of the Vermilion district field trip.
STOP 1-1:

ARCHEAN SOUDAN IRON FORMATION No hammering please!

Location:

(NE, NE, S. 27, T.62N., R.lSW., NAD83 UTM 557120E, 5296660N)

Description: This classic exposure of the Soudan Iron Formation (Fig. 1-6) lies on the north limb of
the Tower-Soudan anticline, and at the stratigraphic top of the volcanic sequences known collectively as
the Lower member of the Ely Greenstone-the focus of this field trip. In a general way, the upper
kilometer or so of strata assigned to the Lower Ely displays an upward-stratigraphic progression marked
by increasing numbers and thicknesses of iron-formation-rich units, and corresponding decreasing
thicknesses of the interleaved basaltic flows. This represents a general cessation of volcanism over some
time. It is interesting to observe the rhythmic microlaminations (1 mm or so thick) in various cherty beds
exposed here and speculate about the paleoenvironment-that is; whether these represent daily
heating/cooling cycles, tidal, climatic, annual, or some other repetitive influence in the depositional
environment. What is known about iron-formation units in the Ely Greenstone is that their deposition
occurred during periods of relative volcanic and tectonic quiescence by the slow, subaqueous "rain" of
chemical precipitates. The Soudan marks an abrupt transition from a period of waning basaltic volcanism
in comparatively deep water, to one of mixed, locally emergent volcanic and associated sedimentary
deposition represented by exposures to the north and west. The latter include dacitic rocks of what is
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known as the Gafvert Lake sequence, and tuffaceous graywacke of the Lake Vermilion Formation.
Whether the transition at Soudan represents a significant unconformity remains enigmatic.
This exposure also represents a microcosm of deformation in the western Vermilion district. It
displays two generations of close folding in delicate laminations of chert (creamy white), chert-hematite
jasper (red), and magnetite-chert (black to silver-colored). The second generation of folds (F 2) is tectonic
in origin, having subvertical axial surfaces that trend eastward, and steeply plunging axes. - Most display
Z-asymmetry. The earlier folds (F 0_1) appear to have been sharply refolded to produce complex
interference patterns. Lundy (1985) studied folding at this locality and concluded that some of the
apparent interference structures are the product of early-formed sheath folds that did not involve refolding
by D2 • The F I structures are predominantly intrafolial, and exhibit a great variety of style and orientation;
implying they formed by layer-parallel, soft-sediment slumping. Work by Hudleston (1976) and Jirsa et
al. ( 1992) extends these types of observations to regional tectonic interpretations of an early (D 1) folding
that included the development of the Tower-Soudan anticline in rigid volcanic complexes, and associated
large nappe structures in the more ductile marginal sedimentary strata, followed by D2 metamorphism and
transpressive deformation.
STOP 1-2:

XENOLITHIC HORNBLENDE DIORITE, PURVIS PLUTON

Location:

(NE, SW, S. 30, T.62N., R.13W., NAO 83 UTM 571755E, 5296815N)

Description: The Purvis pluton is an east-west trending, moderate-sized (~3km3), sill-like multiphase
dioritic to tonalitic intrusion with a strike length of 5. 7 km and a thickness that ranges from 100-1200
meters (Peterson, 2001 ). This intrusion occurs in the lower stratigraphic section of the north limb of the
Tower-Soudan anticline (Peterson and Jirsa, 1999a; Jirsa et al., 2001 ). Recent work by Drexler and
Hudak (in press) indicate that the intrusion has several phases, including 1) xenolithic hornblende diorite;
2) xenolithic hornblende tonalite; 3) xenolithic leucotonalite; 4) leucotonalite and trondhjemite; and 5)
leucotonalite dikes (Fig. 1-7).
Detailed field mapping by Peterson (200 l ), Hovis (2001) and Drexler and Hudak (in press)
suggest that the Purvis pluton is a synvolcanic intrusion based on the following characteristics: l) it lacks
a contact metamorphic aureole; 2) its uppermost contact is proximally associated with intense,
semiconformable quartz+ epidote alteration zones; 3) D 2 deformation fabrics occur in both the intrusion
and the surrounding country rocks; and 4) early xenolithic diorite phases are cross-cut by thin, commonly
D 2-deformed dikes of younger tonalite and trondhjemite phases. Galley (2002) and Galley (2003) have
indicated that these characteristics are key features of synvolcanic intrusions temporally associated with
the genesis of many Precambrian VMS deposits. Peterson (2001) has suggested that the Purvis pluton
may have been the heat source that drove hydrothermal systems that produced the Eagles Nest and Purvis
Road VMS prospects. A sample of the leucotonalite phase has been submitted to Dr. Daniel Holm (Kent
State University) for geochronological analysis, but this age is not yet available. Based on the presence of
the D2 fabric in the pluton, U/Pb zircon dates of a Di-deformed felsic lava dome in the Lower Ely in the
Fivemile.Lake area, and a post-D 2 quartz feld; par porphyry in the Newton Belt (Peterson et al., 2001), we
anticipate an age between 2683 Ma and 2722 Ma for the Purvis pluton.
This locale offers an opportunity to investigate the xenolithic hornblende diorite phase of the
Purvis pluton. The outcrop adjacent to the road predominately contains four types of xenoliths: 1) dark
green xenoliths of amygdaloidal (5-8%) basalt-andesite pillow lavas which locally have preserved
selvedges and interpillow hyaloclastite, and are locally contact metamorphosed along their margins; 2)
pale green epidote + quartz-altered basalt-andesite lava xenoliths that are up to 15 cm in diameter; 3) rare
coarse-grained gabbro/diorite xenoliths up to 3 cm in diameter; and 4) rare <1-2 cm diameter subangular
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chert xenoliths . Large iron-formation xenoliths up to several meters in diameter, and amphibolite
xenoliths up to several centimeters in diameter, may be observed in xenolithic hornblende tonalite
outcrops located east of this location (NAD 83 UTM coordinates 0574920E, 5297600N).

Figure 1- 7. Xenolithic hornblende tonalite (A) and xenolithic hornblende diorite (8) phases of the Purvis pluton ..

Iron-formation xenoliths present in outcrops east of here were likely derived from iron-formation
horizons that occur immediately southwest of Purvis Lake. Basalt and altered basalt fragments also were
derived from the surrounding Lower Ely. The presence of epidote-quartz altered mafic xenoliths suggests
that this phase of the Purvis pluton stoped its way upward into an earlier-formed proximal zone of quartzepidote alteration formed from high temperature seawater-rock interaction (e.g. Galley, 2003 ).
Amphibolite xenoliths are believed to represent contact metamorphosed basalt fragments based on
petrographic similarities (Drexler and Hudak, in press). Drexler and Hudak (in press) have shown that
coarse-grained gabbro/diorite fragments likely represent xenoliths of the earliest phases of the pluton.
A short hike up to the top of the ridge allows investigation of a newly exposed (and still lichenfree) outcrop displaying the complicated textures between medium-grained diorite and xenoliths in this
phase of the Purvis pluton. Collectively, six types of xenoliths comprise 55-60% of the intrusion at this
location. These xenolith types include: l) pale to dark green, subangular to subround basalt-andesite
clasts which range from l-30cm in diameter and make up 15-20% of the rock; 2) subround to subangular,
coarse-grained gabbro/diorite xenoliths that are up to 20cm in diameter; 3) subround epidote + quartzaltered basalt-andesite xenoliths that are up to 20cm in diameter; 4) subangular, dark grayish-green finegrained diorite xenoliths which are up to 10cm in diameter; 5) dark green, coarse-grained, actinolite-rich
amphibolite fragments up to 12 cm in diameter; and 6) rare pillow selvedge / interpillow hyaloclastite
xenoliths which locally make up 1% of the unit.
Moving east along the ridge, one can observe additional outcrops of xenolithic diorite. Locally
(UTM NAO 83 coordinate 571798E, 5296828N) ENE-trending 10-20cm wide leucotonalite dikes cut
through the xenolithic diorite phase, indicating the age relationships between these two units. Farther east
along the ridge, the complicated contact between the Purvis pluton and the overlying basalt-andesite
pillow lavas can be observed. These lavas contain patchy epidote + quartz alteration, and have locally
been metamorphosed to homfels immediately adjacent to the intrusion.
Studies of ancient VMS deposits has documented that the deposits commonly occur in
depressions on the paleo-seafloor (3 rd -order basins) while modem deposits on the seafloor are found on
high-standing structures, such as ridges. These differences are probably more apparent than real, in that
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the modern deposits are generally confined to the axial graben, or depression, of what are otherwise are
high-standing structures. In addition, both ancient and modern deposits occur in areas of anomalously
high heat flow, generally linked to synvolcanic intrusions beneath the hydrothermal systems. The recent
mapping in the Purvis Road area has shown the presence of all of the attributes of typical VMS-forming
hydrothermal systems. These attributes include a synvolcanic intrusive heat source (the Purvis pluton), a
paleotopographic high-standing structure, VMS-style alteration mineral assemblages, and the presence of
Cu and Zn-rich massive sulfide (recent logging in this area has exposed numerous angular boulders of
massive sulfide in the basal till). The VMS attributes of the Purvis road area are presented in Figure 1-8.
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Figure 1-8. Simplified regional lithostratigraphic sequences draped on a 3D view (looking due west) of a residual
field aeromagnetic anomaly map of the western Vermilion district (same map area as Fig. l-2). The lower two
photographs show massive sulfide boulders exposed north of the Purvis pluton.
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STOP 1-3.

SILICIFIED FIVEMILE LAKE SEQUENCE PILLOW LAVAS / REGIONAL
SEMI CONFORMABLE ALTERATION

Location:

(SE, SE, S. 22, T.62N., R.14W., NAD83 UTM 567818E, 5297818N)

Description: Geological mapping by Peterson (200 l) has indicated the presence of a regional
semiconformable quartz-epidote alteration zone extending for at least 19 km along strike within the
Lower Ely along the north limb of the Tower-Soudan anticline. This type of alteration is a common
feature in many Archean VMS camps (e.g. Noranda (Gibson, 1989) and Snow Lake (Skirrow and
Franklin, 1994)), and is attributed to silica- and calcium-dumping that occurs in the deep, sub-seafloor as
downwelling hydrothermal fluids are heated to temperatures in excess of 350°C (Franklin, 1986;
Franklin, 1993). Semiconformable alteration zones associated with VMS systems are generally much
larger in area than their associated mineralization, and therefore provide exploration geologists regional
areas in which to concentrate more detailed, follow-up field mapping, geochemical studies, and
geophysical surveys for identifying VMS targets.
Semiconformable quartz-epidote alteration zones are commonly metal-depleted. Peterson (200 l ),
Odette et al. (200 la, 200 lb), and Hudak et al. (2002a) have shown that that quartz-epidote altered basalts
within this regional semiconformable alteration zone are commonly depleted in base metals by as much
as 50-90%. Peterson (2001) completed simplified mass balance calculations of Cu and Zn depletion
associated with the regionally extensive quartz-epidote alteration zone within the Lower Ely, and this
work reveals the importance of this alteration to the VMS mineral potential of this area. The surface
expression of the quartz-epidote alteration is approximately 19 kilometers long, and averages
approximately 1.5 kilometers in width. The area of this zone is on the order of 30.5 km 2 . Using
Southwick et al. (1998) values for Cu and Zn of 59 and 115 ppm, and a mean density of the rocks equal to
2.8g/cm3 , the total contained copper and zinc for various volumes of rock from the Lower Ely are
calculated, and presented in the top of Table 1-3 . These volumes include a 1.0 kilometer thick slab
(volume= 30.5 km\ a 2.0 kilometer thick slab (volume= 61 km 3), a 3.0 kilometer thick slab (volume=
91.5 km\ and a circular disk (volume= 591 km3). Percent leaching calculations for copper and zinc are
presented in the lower portions of Table 1-3, with values of metal leached (in pounds) from the four
calculated volumes of rock. The leaching models include 5%, 10%, 25%, and 50% metal leached from the
rock. Given the patchy nature of this alteration, an estimate of somewhere between 10 and 25% metal
leaching seems reasonable, as does the 91.5 km 3 volume. Therefore, one can estimate that many billions
of pounds of copper and zinc have been leached out of the volcanic rocks in the north limb of the Lower
Ely Greenstone. The concentration of these base metals into specific sites by a VMS style hydrothermal
system would have created significant tonnages of massive sulfide. This data clearly reflects the potential
for VMS mineralization up-section from this zone.
At this location we can observe part of the regionally extensive quartz-epidote alteration zone.
The outcrop contains relatively undeformed bun- and mattress-shaped pillows. Interpillow hyaloclastite
zones are generally pale to dark green in color, and are chlorite and/or actinolite-rich. Minor red-brown
staining locally occurs in these zones, and is indicative of the presence of trace amounts of pyrite and/or
chalcopyrite. Pillow selvedges commonly contain up to 10% round to oval, pipe-like quartz-epidote
and/or actinolite chlorite amygdules. The cores of the pillows are typically pale green gray in color due to
nearly wholesale replacement of the original igneous minerals by quartz and epidote.
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Table 1-3. Copper and zinc leaching calculations for the regional semiconformable quartz-epidote alteration zone
present in the Lower Ely (Peterson, 200 I).
Volume (Km 3)
30.5

61

91.5

591

11 ,084,920,000
21 ,606,200,000

22,169,840,000
43,212,400,000

33,254,760,000
64,818,600,000

214,793,040,000
418,664,400,000

5% Cu leached (lbs)
10% Cu leached (lbs)
25% Cu leached (lbs)
50% Cu leached (lbs)

554,246,000
I, I 08,492,000
2,771,230,000
5,542,460,000

l , 108,492,000
2,216,984,000
5,542,460,000
l l ,084,920,000

1,662,738,000
3,325,476,000
8,313 ,690,000
16,627,380,000

l 0,739,652,000
21 ,479,304,000
53,698,260,000
l 07,396,520,000

5% Zn leached (lbs)
10% Zn leached (lbs)
25% Zn leached (lbs)
50% Zn leached (lbs)

1,080,310,000
2,160,620,000
5,401 ,550,000
10,803,100,000

2, 160,620,000
4,321 ,240,000
10,803,100,000
21 ,606,200,000

3,240,930,000
6,481 ,860,000
16,204,650,000
32,409,300,000

20,933 ,220,000
41 ,866,440,000
I 04,666, 100,000
209,322,200,000

Total Contained Cu (lbs)
Total Contained Zn (lbs)

STOP 1-4:

WELL-PRESERVED PILLOW LAV AS, SOUTH OF FIVEMILE LAKE

Location:

(NE, SW, S. 29, T.62N., R.14W., NAD83 UTM 563195£, 5296660N)

Description: The Fivemile Lake Prospect comprises an extremely well preserved, and locally intensely
hydrothermally altered, bimodal package of basalt-andesite pillows lavas and coherant and volcaniclastic
facies felsic metavolcanic strata which have locally been intruded by diabase and/or diorite synvolcanic
sills and dikes. Recent geological studies at the Fivemile Lake Prospect have included detailed field
mapping, diamond drill core relogging, petrographic, lithogeochemical, x-ray diffraction, and electron
microprobe investigations (Hudak and Morton, 1999; Peterson, 2001; Newkirk et al., 200a, 2001 b; Odette
et al., 2001 a, 2001 b; Hudak et al., 2002a; Hocker et al. 2003). These studies were undertaken to a) better
understand the geology (in particular, the physical volcanology) of these regions; b) identify and evaluate
the composition and distribution of the metamorphosed hydrothermal alteration mineral assemblages that
occur at each of these prospects; c) evaluate and compare the chemical compositions of alteration mineral
phases to those found at VMS deposits of various ages in various parts of the Canadian Shield, the
western United States, and Tasmania; and d) evaluate the potential for VMS and/or lode gold
mineralization in these areas.
Field mapping and diamond drill core relogging indicate that the Fivemile Lake Prospect
comprises thirteen distinct types of strata that can be subdivided into six major lithological classes (Hudak
et al., 2002a). These include: a) calc-alkaline and tholeiitic, mafic to intermediate volcanic and
volcaniclastic rocks (basalt-andesite pillow lavas, pillow breccias, hyaloclastite deposits, tuff, lapilli tuffs
and monogenic volcanic breccias); b) chem'ical sedimentary rocks (semi-massive sulfide exhalite); c)
calc-alkaline to tholeiitic, intermediate to felsic volcanic and volcaniclastic rocks (massive quartz-phyric
rhyodacite lava flows , and aphyric to quartz-phyric rhyodacite to rhyolite tuff, lapilli tuff, and tuff breccia
deposits); d) synvolcanic intrusive rocks (diorite sill-dike complexes, diabase dikes and sills, and massive
gabbro); e) post-volcanic intrusive rocks (feldspar porphyry dikes and sills and quartz-feldspar porphyry
dikes); and t) post-volcanic schists ( quartz-sericite-ankerite schists, chlorite schists, and quartz-sericite-
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green mica schists). Supracrustal strata at the prospect vary from east-west to southeast-northwest
striking, dip steeply to the north, and are north-facing. Because of this geometry, the geological map of
the area (Figure 1-9) essentially illustrates a cross-section through the Lower Ely crust. Volcanic and
volcaniclastic rocks have chemical characteristics indicative of formation with an ancient volcanic arc
setting (Hudak and Morton, 1999; Hudak et al., 2002a).
At this stop, we will investigate two outcrops that display exceptionally well-preserved pillow
lavas and associated interpillow hyaloclastite. Detailed analysis (Newkirk et al., 200 I a, 200 I b; Hudak et
al., 2002a) indicates that the pillow lavas at Fivemile Lake are morphologically similarly to undeformed
Cenozoic pillow lavas from New Zealand and Tasmania. The nomenclature used for describing pillow
lavas is illustrated in Figure 1-10).
Concentric Cooling Joints
PIiiow Bud (from right to left)

Blocky Hyaloclastlte

Pipe Amygdllle
Formerly Glassy Selvedge

Radial Cooling Joint

Pillow Margin

Figure 1-10. Nomenclature used for describing pillow lavas and associated hyaloclastite (after Cas and Wright
(1987) and Gibson (1989).

At the first outcrop (NAO 83 UTM coordinates 563 l 95E, 5296660N) we can observe bun- to
lens-shaped, quartz-epidote-actinolite-chlorite-altered basalt-andesite pillow lavas. The general strike of
the pillow lavas at this location is approximately 085°. The pillows vary from 0.4-1.0 meters high and
0.5-2.0 meters long, and contain zones of chlorite-rich interpillow hyaloclastite that ranges from 0.5-3 .0
cm wide. Local brownish-red sulfide staining may be observed in the interpillow hyaloclastite zones.
The pjllow selvedges vary from 1-6 cm wide, are commonly silicified and/or quartz-epidote altered, and
contain approximately 15% 1-5mm oval to round, quartz ± carbonate filled amygdules. Multiple pillow
rinds, separated by 4-8 cm, may be locally observed. Reentrant pillow crusts and apparent pillow buds at
this location suggest flow from west to east. The cores of the pillows at this location contain up to 5% 25 cm rounded quartz amygdules, and are faintly plagioclase feldspar-phyric (3-5% <lmm tabular
phenocrysts). Faint radial cooling joints are also locally preserved in several of the pillows on this
outcrop.
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A second spectacular outcrop of well-preserved, east-west striking pillow lavas occurs
approximately 30 meters to the east (NAD 83 UTM coordinates 563225E, 5296660N). Pillow
morphology at this outcrop is quite variable, ranging from bun- and mattress-shaped to amoeboid.
Topping directions based on pillow morphology are consistently north. Pillows here are typically 50-80
cm in height and 1-1.5 meters long, although pillows as small as 30 cm in diameter and up to 2 meters
long may be locally observed. Pillows selvedges vary from 1-7 cm wide (average 2-3 cm) and contain
15-20%, 3-7 mm diameter, round quartz amygdules. Pillow cores generally contain 5-10% 3-10mm round
to oval quartz amygdules. Several pillows on the western and north-central part of the outcrop contain
multiple pillow rinds . A pillow displaying exceptionally well-preserved "neck and knob" structure may be
observed on the east central part of the outcrop.
Vesicle size and abundance in pillow lavas (McPhie et al., 1993 and references therein) may be
used with other textural and facies characteristics to interpret pillow lavas erupted in "relatively shallow"
(<1-2 km water depth) versus "relatively deep" (>2 km water depth) submarine environments. Multiple
pillow rind structures are common features in pillow lavas erupted in "relatively shallow" water
environments, and are formed by implosion and rupture of the pillow skin resulting from condensation of
exsolved gases concentrated in the upper part of the pillow (Kawachi and Pringle, 1988). The relatively
high vesicularity of the pillows, coupled with the presence of multiple rind structures, indicate that the
pillow lavas in this part of the Lower Ely were formed in a relatively shallow submarine environment.
STOP 1-5:

PILLOW DIKES, PEPERITES, AND SYNVOLCANIC FAULTS, SW SHORE,
FIVEMILE LAKE No hammering please!

Location:

(SW, NW, S29, T. 62N, R. 14W; NAD 83 UTM Coordinates 0563305E, 5296955N)

Description: Peperite is defined as a breccia-like volcaniclastic deposit formed from the in-situ
disintegration and mixing of magma or lava with wet, poorly consolidated sediment (Batiza and White,
2000; Schmidt and Schminke, 2000). Peperite is a common rock type in submarine arc-related volcano
sedimentary sequences, and is associated with synvolcanic intrusions. It often occurs in phreatomagmatic
vent filling deposits and along contacts between synvolcanic intrusions and poorly consolidated, wet,
submarine sediments. Key components that aid in the identification of peperites include evidence of
partial fluidization of the sediment, local contact metamorphism, and in some rare instances, vesiculation
within the sediment (Skilling et al., 2002).
In general, the end-member compositions in a peperite are the igneous component (a synvolcanic
dike or sill, or a lava flow) and the sedimentary component. Igneous component domains in peperites
vary from tabular to lobe-like to pillow-like, and can commonly have irregular, interconnected, fold like,
and pod-like shapes. Mixing that results from quenching, hydromagmatic explosions, magma-sediment
density contrasts, and/or mechanical stresses resulting from inflation or movement of magma, causes the
igneous component of the peperite to be broken-up and dispersed within the wet sediment to form
peperite (McPhie and Orth, 1999). Factors such as magma and/or sediment composition, magma injection
velocities, volatile content of the magma, relative volumes of sediment and magma involved, volume of
pore water heated, presence or absence of shock waves, and the confining pressure all influence the
morphology of peperites. Juvenile clast morphologies in peperite are extremely variable, and may be
irregular, blocky (commonly jigsaw-fit), pumiceous or scoriaceous, irregular (amoeboid), elongate,
wispy, platy or ragged. It is not uncommon for mixed juvenile clast populations to be present within a
single peperite deposit (Skilling et al., 2002).
This stop encompasses a series of outcrops that occur on a small peninsula along the southwest
shoreline of Fivemile Lake (informally and affectionately known as "Pike Point" based on the
exceptionally large pike that can be caught from this shoreline). A generalized geological map of this
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area, which points out key features to observe at this stop, is illustrated in Figure 1-11. The area was
originally mapped as a series of pillow lavas and felsic debris flow deposits (Peterson and Jirsa, 1999a;
Peterson, 200 I); however, if the pillow lavas represent a stratigraphic unit, they are oriented
approximately 40°-45° to the strike of the supracrustal strata in this area, suggesting that either a)
deposition occurred upon a steep paleotopographic surface (which is not supported by the pillow
morphology); orb) a fold may be locally present (evidence for this is not currently supported by regional
mapping).
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Figure 1-11. Geological map of the southwestern shoreline ("Pike Point") area ofFivemile Lake (after Hudak et al. ,
in prep. b).

Detailed facies mapping at scales ranging from 1:50 to 1: 100 by Hudak et al. (2002a) and Hudak
et al. (in press) now suggests that "Pike Point" comprises a series of northeast-trending andesite-dacite
pillowed dikes that intruded a deposit of wet, unconsolidated basalt-andesite tuff to form blocky to
amoeboid peperites. Pillows may be formed within water-saturated hyaloclastite or sediments within the
sub-seafloor provided that the adjacent rocks are poorly consolidated and saturated with water (McPhie et
al., 1993 and references therein). The interpretation that the pillowed igneous domains represent dikes
rather than pillowed lava flows is based on several characteristics of the dikes: 1) the strike of the pillows
is northeast, whereas the strike of the volcanic strata in this region is general more or less east-west; 2)
topping directions measured in the pillows are variable and inconsistent; 3) on the most northwestern of
the outcrops, apophyses of the dikes can clearly be seen propagating to the north-northwest; 4) the
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chemical compositions of the pillow domains and the blocky to amoeboid fragments in the volcaniclastic
deposits is identical ; and 5) the trend of the pillows, when followed to the north shore of Fivemile Lake,
leads to a series of chemically identical, northeast-trending dikes and associated peperite deposits that
occur within the vent facies of a 700 meter (strike length) by 200 meter (height) tuff cone volcano
mapped by Hudak et al. (in prep. a, in prep. b; we will see these deposits tomorrow at field trip Stop 1-9).
The interpretation that the volcaniclastic deposits represent peperites is based on the following
characteristics of the deposits: 1) at several locations along the point, blocky jigsaw puzzle-fit fragments
indicate in-situ fragmentation of northeast-trending pillow dikes; 2) fragment shapes in the volcaniclastic
deposits vary from amoeboid to blocky and jigsaw ,. puzzle-fit, to curviplanar, all indicative of
fragmentation by external water; 3) vesiculation is common within the matrix of the volcaniclastic
deposits; and 4) the general trend of the long directions of the fragments is consistent with the strikes of
the pillow dikes. Several textures that may be observed at this location are illustrated in Figure 1-12.

Figure 1-12. Textures within peperites that 9ccur along the southwestern shoreline of Fivemile Lake: l-12a)
northeast-trending pillow dikes on the northwest side of the point; 1-12b) fractured synvolcanic dike, west-central
part of point; I- l 2c) synvolcanic dike and blocky peperite with vesiculated sediments, south-central part of point; l12d) northeast-trending pillowed dikes, east-central part of point.
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STOP 1-6:

EPIDOTE - QUARTZ ALTERED DIABASE SILLS AND DIKES, SOUTH OF
FIVEMILE LAKE

Location:

(NE, SW, S.29, T.62N ., R.14W., NAO 83 UTM 563515E, 5296610N)

Description: This stop affords us the opportunity to investigate both synvolcanic and post-volcanic
hydrothermal alteration in the Fivemile Lake area. Field, petrographic, x-ray diffraction, electron
microprobe, and lithogeochemical studies have identified twelve distinctive metamorphosed hydrothermal
alteration mineral assemblages at the Fivemile Lake prospect (Odette et al. , 200 la, 200 lb; Hudak et al.,
2002a; Hocker et al., 2003). Synvolcanic, semi-conformable alteration assemblages have been identified
on the basis of the modal percentages of the minerals epidote, actinolite, and chlorite, and include: a)
epidote + quartz ± chlorite ± al bite; b) epidote + quartz+ chlorite ± al bite; c) epidote + quartz+ actinolite
± chlorite ± albite; and d) albite + quartz ± epidote ± actinolite. These quartz + epidote-rich alteration
assemblages are interpreted to represent "seafloor metasomatism" associated with hydrothermal fluids
that moved through the subaqueous rocks. Detailed mapping and lithogeochemical trends suggest that
early, relatively low temperature hydrothermal alteration mineral assemblages (e.g., albite + quartz ±
epidote ± actinolite) were later overprinted by higher temperature alteration mineral assemblages (e.g.,
epidote + quartz ± chlorite ± albite, epidote + quartz + chlorite ± albite, epidote + quartz + actinolite ±
chlorite ± albite) as the volcanic pile was progressively buried by volcanism deeper below the seafloor. It
is believed that the early, near seafloor environment, which was locally base metal enriched by VMSstyle mineralization, eventually became depleted in base metals from later, deep-seated hydrothermal
circulation. Synvolcanic, disconformable alteration mineral assemblages are commonly proximal to
synvolcanic fault zones and VMS-style mineralization at the prospect, and include: a) actinolite + quartz
± iron-rich chlorite ± epidote ± albite; b) iron-rich chlorite + sericite; c) iron-rich chlorite ± sericite ± ironcarbonate ± actinolite ± epidote; d) sericite ± iron-rich chlorite; and e) mottled epidote + quartz ±
actinolite. These alteration zones likely represent areas of high temperature metasomatism associated with
VMS mineralization at, or up-section from, the Fivemile Lake prospect. Post-volcanic hydrothermal
alteration mineral assemblages at the prospect include: a) carbonate (ankerite, dolomite, or calcite); b)
sericite + carbonate (ankerite, dolomite, or calcite); and c) sericite + green mica± carbonate (ankerite,
dolomite or calcite). The close association of structurally deformed rocks and these alteration zones, and
the orientations of these alteration zones, suggest that these alteration mineral assemblages resulted from
syntectonic hydrothermal processes associated with the D2 Murray Shear Zone deformational event. A
hydrothermal alteration mineral assemblage map for the Fivemile Lake prospect is illustrated in Figure 113.
The mottled epidote + quartz + actinolite alteration zone present in this outcrop is confined to a
diabase dike-sill complex located immediately south of Fivemile Lake. This 400 meter by 500 meter
disconformable to semiconformable alteration zone locally cross-cuts semiconformable alteration zones
comprising the epidote + quartz ± chlorite ± secondary feldspar assemblage, the epidote + quartz + ironchlorite ± secondary feldspar assemblage, and the secondary feldspar + quartz ± epidote ± actinolite
alteration assemblage.
The mottled epidote + quartz + actinolite alteration zone is characterized by a dark green,
actinolite and epidote-rich groundmass that contains discrete 0.1-2.0 meter diameter, round to lens-shaped
masses containing anhedral granular epidote and zoisite intergrown with polygonal quartz. These
rounded epidote-quartz-rich masses can easily be mistaken for individual pillow lavas; however, they can
be distinguished from pillows because they lack abundant amygdules, and have no discrete pillow
selvedges or interpillow hyaloclastite zones. Petrogr{lphic, x-ray, and electron microprobe analyses
indicate the presence of iron-rich chlorite, iron-rich actinolite, pistacite and zoisite/clinozoisite within this
assemblage (Odette et al., 2001 a, 2001 b; Hocker et al., 2003 ).
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Figure 1-13. Hydrothermal alteration map of the Fivemile Lake prospect (after Hudak et al., 2002a).

The mineralogy, mineral compositions, and pronounced calcium enrichment and copper depletion
that characterize the mottled epidote + quartz + actinolite alteration assemblage (Odette et al, 2001 a,
2001b) are consistent with formation within a synvolcanic, semiconformable to disconformable alteration
zone formed by high temperature, high fluid to rock ratio interactions deep within a sub-seafloor
hydrothermal cell ( c. f. Franklin, 1996; Seyfried et al., 1999). Similar clinozoisite/zoisite bearing
alteration mineral assemblages described by Hannington et al. (2002) that occur down-section from the
world-class VMS deposits in the Noranda mining camp in Quebec are believed to have formed from
anomalous fluid flow at high water to rock ratios and high temperatures. Large zones of base metaldepleted epidosite in the Troodos ophiolite complex have been interpreted by Richardson et al. ( 1987) to
represent deep-seated fossil reaction zones where metaliferous "black smoker" fluids are produced. The
confinement of this alteration assemblage to the base of the northeast-trending diabase dike / sill complex,
indicates that this alteration assemblage occurs in the deep subsurface of a northeast-trending synvolcanic
structure that focused magma, as well as high temperature, perhaps base metal-rich hydrothermal fluids ,
up-section. Base metal exhalite mineralization occurs approximately 1 km northeast of this location
(Stops 1-7 and 1-8, Fig. 1-13).
An east-southeast - west-northwest-trending post-volcanic shear zone is present in the northcentral part of the outcrop. The orientation of the schistosity adjacent to the shear zone indicates a dextral
sense of shear. The shear zone is one of several east-southeast - west-northwest trending shears that
occur at the Fivemile Lake Prospect. Similarly oriented dextral shear zones mapped by Peterson and
Patelke (2003) between the north edge of the Murray Shear Zone and the Mine Shear zone in Sections 25
and 26, T. 62N, R. 15 W (approximately 2-3 km west of this location) have been interpreted as Reidel R
structures.
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STOP 1-7:

ALTERED PILLOW LAV AS, BASE MET AL EXHALITE, SCORIA LAPILLI
TUFF, NE OF FIVEMILE LAKE

Location:

(SE, NE,-S.29, T.62N ., R. 14W., NAD83 UTM 564260E, 5297175N)

Description: A 40-meter long, east-northeast striking, <l-2 meter thick chert-pyrite-chlorite ±
chalcopyrite exhalite horizon crops out at this location approximately 50 meters northeast of Fivemile
Lake (Fig. 1-13). Although this unit is volumetrically insignificant within the Fivemile Lake area, its
presence is extremely important in terms of understanding potentially ore forming processes in this part of
the Lower Ely. A lithogeochemical analysis of the exhalite (Hudak et al., 2002a) indicates slightly
elevated Cu (470-509 ppm) and Zn (66-135 ppm). D. M. Peterson (personal communication, 1996) first
recognized this unit as being similar in morphology and mineralogy to chemical exhalites associated with,
and locally hosting, volcanic-associated massive sulfide mineralization in the Archean basalts and
andesites within the Noranda mining camp of Quebec, Canada. This exhalite horizon appears to be on
strike with the northernmost of four untested EM conductors that have been identified within Fivemile
Lake (Peterson, 200 l; Peterson and Jirsa, 1999a).
Extremely detailed mapping (1 :120 scale) has been completed (Hudak et al., 2002a) to further
evaluate the stratigraphic and structural controls on this exhalite deposit (Fig. 1-14). The exhalite is
relatively easy to distinguish from its surrounding rocks based on its deep red-brown, gossan-like, sulfidestained weathered surface. When broken, the exhalite is composed of vaguely banded chert and chlorite
that contains 5- l 0% disseminated to banded pyrite. Locally, anhedral disseminated chalcopyrite and
locally, extremely fine-grained, finely-disseminated, honey- to dark brown sphalerite grains are present in
trace amounts.
Detailed mapping indicates that the exhalite unit separates epidote + quartz + actinolite ±
chlorite-altered basalt-andesite pillow lavas from overlying iron-chlorite- and sericite-altered basaltandesite tuffs and lapilli tuffs. The exhalite unit stratigraphically and conformably overlies the pillow
lavas, and its sharp basal contact illustrates how the chemical sediment draped over the pillow-dominated
paleotopography of the seafloor at the time of deposition. Locally, exhalite deposits cut through the
pillow lavas, replacing the formerly glassy interpillow hyaloclastite. This relationship suggests that the
interpillow hyaloclastite zones represented areas of high permeability, and these regions were the locus of
hydrothermal fluid migration upward to, and possibly within the immediate subsurface, of the
paleoseafloor. These features are consistent with the interpretation that this represents a region of ventproximal hydrothermal activity.
The contact between the exhalite and the overlying lapilli tuff and tuff deposits is also sharp. It is
important to note that fragments of the exhalite have not been observed in the basal parts of these
overlying volcaniclastic deposits. In addition, no soft sediment deformation has been observed that could
be attributed to syndepositional tractional deformation associated with the sedimentation of the overlying
volcaniclastic rocks. This suggests that the exhalite deposit was relatively competent at the time the
overlying tuffs were deposited. Such field evidence, combined with the lack of intense quartz-epidoteactinolite ± chlorite alteration (which is so prevalent in the footwall pillow basalts) in the overlying tuffs,
also suggests that the hydrothermal activity associated with the genesis of the exhalite deposit was
completed by the time that the overlying volcaniclastic rocks were deposited.
Three other features suggest that exhalite deposition was closely associated with a volcanic ventproximal setting. First, property-scale mapping at Fivemile Lake (Hudak et al., 2002a) clearly illustrates
that a synvolcanic diabase intrusion ( observed in the previous stop) cross-cuts the stratigraphy in the
immediate vicinity of the exhalite deposit (Fig. 1-9). Second, detailed mapping clearly indicates that the
exhalite unit is abruptly terminated at its western margin by north to northwest striking pillow dikes that
are similar in morphology to the pillow dikes that occur in close association with the peperite deposits
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Figure 1-14. Detailed geological map of exhalite mineralization northeast of Fivemile Lake (from Hudak et al. , 2002a). Note the stratigraphic
positioning of the chemical exhalite horizon between basalt-andesite pillow lava and basalt-andesite lapilli tuff, suggesting a period of volcanic
quiescence which was accompanied by hydrothermal activity prior to the deposition of the lapilli tuff unit Also note that the western part of the
exhalite is cut by pillowed basalt-andesite dikes, once again suggesting the presence of a synvolcanic structure. Note that all UTM coordinates on the
diagram are in NAD 27 coordinates.
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along the southwestern shoreline of Fivemile Lake. The location of both the diabase dikes and the pillow
dikes clearly indicates the local presence of a major synvolcanic structure. Thick interpillow hyaloclastite
deposits in the vicinity of the exhalite also suggest a vent-proximal environment (Newkirk et al., 2001a,
200 lb; Hudak et al., 2002a).
In summary, semi-massive sulfide exhalite associated mineralization clearly has formed within a
volcanic (and associated hydrothermal) vent-proximal environment at Fivemile Lake. Such environments
are commonly associated with economic massive sulfide mineralization in other lava-flow dominated
Archean volcanic settings, such as at Noranda, Quebec (Gibson, 1989; Gibson et al. , 1999; Santaguida,
1999).
STOP 1-8:

RHYOLITE LA VA DOME, NE OF FIVEMILE LAKE

Location:

(SE, NE, S.29, T.62N. , R.14W., NAO 83 UTM 564440E, 5297160N)

Description: The first day of our field trip concludes with an investigation of a 200-meter long, 15-45
meter thick unit of quartz-phyric, rhyodacitic to rhyolite lava that occurs approximately 200 meters
northeast of Fivemile Lake (Figs. 1-9 and 1-13). The U/Pb zircon age for this unit is 2722.6 ± 0.9 Ma
(Peterson et al., 200 l ). This biscuit shaped, relatively thick mass of rhyodacitic to rhyolitic is
morphologically similar to felsic lava domes and cryptodomes (Cas and Wright, 1987). The presence of
quartz-phyric lava fragments in epiclastic deposits approximately 400 meters southeast of this location, as
well as the presence of the overlying subaqueously deposited volcaniclastic sediments and intermediate to
mafic lava flows , suggests that this unit was at least partially emergent as a subaqueous lava dome.
The uppermost contact of this unit is not exposed in outcrop. Where exposed in drill core
(diamond drill hole SXL-2), the massive quartz-phyric lava is interstratified with, and overlain by, l-2
meters of felsic tuff, which in turn, is overlain by pillowed basalt-andesite lava flows. The basal contact of
the unit is exposed in diamond drill holes SXL-2 and SXL-3. In SXL-2, the basal contact is represented
by a 3-meter thick shear zone composed of quartz, carbonate, sericite and green mica (fuchsite or
mariposite?). In SXL-3, the base of the unit is immediately underlain by a 2-meter thick quartz-feldspar
porphyry dike that, in turn, is underlain by a shear zone composed of quartz-carbonate-sericite-chlorite
schist. This shear zone locally contains 1-3%, l-8mm wide veins and bands composed of red to redbrown sphalerite. The presence of this shear zone conservatively precludes using the pillowed basaltandesite lava flows as reliable bounding facies; however, the lack of evidence for extensive structural
transposition of the felsic lavas, the extremely thick sequence of pillow lavas stratigraphically below the
felsic lavas, and the presence to the southeast of submarine epiclastic strata with felsic lava fragments
identical in composition to the dome, suggest that the felsic lavas were formed in a subaqueous
environment.
Drill core intersections of these lava flows are characterized by a massive to faintly amygdaloidal
(up to 1% 5mm rounded gray quartz amygdules), pale gray (least altered) to pale yellow green
(sericitized) aphanitic groundmass which contains 1-4% grayish blue to colorless euhedral square to
subhedral, locally broken, <1-2.Smm quartz phenocrysts (Fig. l- l 5a). Pale brown to honey-colored
sphalerite veins are locally present in the drill core and range from < l-8cm in width (Figure l- l 5b). Two
types of veins are present: a) sphalerite veins which are associated with quartz and/or chlorite, which
display no indication of structural deformation (in-situ sphalerite veins); and b) sphalerite veins which are
associated with local domains of quartz-sericite-ankerite schist, and appear to have been formed by local
remobilization of sphalerite along post-volcanic shear zones (structurally remobilized sphalerite veins).
The presence of in-situ sphalerite veins, and the abundance of structurally remobilized sphalerite veins in
the quartz-phyric lava flows relative to other units in the Fivemile Lake area, suggests that the original
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sphalerite mineralization in the Fivemile Lake area was synvolcanic and associated with the massive
quartz-phyric lava flows.
As seen in this exposure, the quartz-phyric lava flows contain an aphanitic, pale-gray to gray
groundmass. These lavas contain 5-8% l-3mm diameter subhedral to square euhedral quartz phenocrysts '
that are locally broken. Rare, 2-4mm subhedral to euhedral quartz glomerocrysts are locally present.
Faint, pale gray < l-2mrri tabular feldspar phenocrysts are also present, and comprise up to 5% of the rock.
Petrographic analysis indicates that lavas are characterized by a very fine-grained quartzo-feldspathic
groundmass and subhedral to euhedral quartz phenocrysts that are locally resorbed. Alteration minerals
that occur in the groundmass include sericite, epidote, ctinozoisite/zoisite, iron-carbonate and iron-rich
chlorite. Also present on the southwest side of this outcrop is a northeast-trending, post-volcanic quartzfeldspar porphyry dike.

Figure 1-15. Drill core appearance of unmineralized, sericite-altered rhyolite dome (A, SXL-2-173 ' ) and silicified
rhyolite dome cut by red-brown " honey-colored" sphalerite veins (B, SXL-2-280'). Modified from Hudak et al.
(2002a). Scale bar units are centimeters.

FIELD TRIP STOPS - DAY 2 (MAY 5)

Figure 1-16. Locations of field trip stops 1-9, 1-10, and 1-11.
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STOP 1-9:

FLUIDAL PEPERITES AND VOLCANIC VENT FACIES, NORTH SHORELINE
OF FIVEMILE LAKE No hammering please!

Location:

(SE, NW, S.29, T.62N., R.14W., NAO 83 UTM 563590E, 5297215N). Note:We will be
accessing the north side of Fivemile Lake via a private road. Obtain permission to use
this road from people in the first house on the right as you turn onto this private drive.

Description: Detailed (1:100 to 1:2000 scale) mapping by Hudak et al. (in prep. a) and Hudak (in

press) has identified the paleo-vent of a relative small basalt-andesite tuff cone volcano immediately north
of this location (Figs. 1-9 and 1-16). The vent facies here is well exposed in a series of outcrops along the
north shoreline of Fivemile Lake, and is extremely complicated (Fig. l- l 7a). At this location, we can
observe steeply north dipping, east-west striking basalt-andesite pillow lavas that occur stratigraphically
beneath the tuff cone, and the contact between the pillowed flows and the vent fill deposits, which are
composed of exceptionally well preserved blocky to amoeboid peperites (Figs. 1-17 b and l- I 7c ).
The contact between the pillowed flows and the vent fill deposits is interpreted to be a
synvolcanic fault zone. Several jigsaw puzzle-fit, more or less in-situ pillow lava blocks can be observed
within the vent fill deposits near this contact. The basalt-andesite tuff comprising the vent fill deposits
have been intruded by a series of andesite-dacite dikes that are compositionally identical to the pil-lowed
dikes observed southwest of this location at "Pike Point". Interactions between the wet, unconsolidated
vent fill tuffs and the dikes have produced an absolutely spectacular deposit of amoeboid peperite. The
peperite displays several exceptional textures, including: I) jigsaw puzzle-fit igneous component lapilli
and blocks indicative of in-situ fragmentation; 2) local contact metamorphosed zones ranging from a few
millimeters to a few centimeters in width immediately adjacent to the lapilli and blocks within the
peperite; 3) local chilled margins on the peperite fragments indicating rapid quenching and fragmentation
of the igneous component from interactions with relatively cool, wet, unconsolidated vent fill tuffs; 4)
complicated amoeboid peperite, especially on the northeastern part of the outcrop; and 5) the presence of
l-2mm diameter, commonly quartz-filled vesicles within the vent fill tuffs. Also note the presence of 1-2
cm wide, several centimeter-long parallel bands containing high abundances (20-50%) of l-2mm vesicles.
These bands are generally more or less parallel with the margins of adjacent igneous component peperite
fragments , but locally, these bands show no preferred directional relationship with the margins of nearby
clasts.
Petrographic observations (Hudak et al., in press; Hudak et al., in prep. b) indicate that these
zones are composed of parallel bands of highly vesicular, locally plagioclase-phyric fragments that are
compositionally identical to the coherent igneous component clasts in the peperite. The origin of the
bands may be related to collapse of thin vapor films along the margin of the hot igneous component as
occurs in laboratory simulations of peperite formation (Zimanowski and Buttner, 2002). The parallel
bands in this outcrop may have formed when the margins of the igneous component shattered due to
explosive interaction with external water as the vapor film collapsed. The parallel bands observed on the
outcrop indicate that this process occurred periodically and continually. Such a process is consistent with
the pulsating phreatic and phreatomagmatic eruptions that occur in shallow submarine environments.
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DETAILED GEOLOGICAL MAP
FIVE MILE LAKE PEPER ITE

5297220

M~pping by George Hudak and Jordan Wilson
Geology Dept., University or W.scoosill Oshkosh
August, 2003
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Figure 1-17. Detailed geological map (A) of the vent facies of a basalt-andesite tuff cone volcano located north of
Fivemile Lake. Photographs A and B illustrate amoeboid peperite and parallel, vesicle-rich zones present in the
outcrop.
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STOP 1-10:

CENTRAL BASALT SEQUENCE SHEET FLOWS, PILLOW LAV AS, AND
PERLITIC HYALOCLASTITE, HILLTOPS OF HIGHWAY 169

Location:

(SE, SW, S.19, T.62N., R.14W., NAO 83 UTM 56200E, 5297800N)

Description: The Central Basalt sequence (Peterson and Patelke, 2003) comprises a steeply northdipping (75°- vertical), north-facing sequence of sparsely amygdaloidal pillowed and massive lava flows
of basalt composition that are believed to be correlative with the tholeiitic Armstrong Lake volcanic
sequence mapped by Jirsa et al. (2001) in the Eagles Nest quadrangle. Relative to massive and pillowed
basalt and andesite flows in the Fivemile Lake sequence, Central Basalt sequence lavas flows are notably
less amygdaloidal , and lack multiple pillow rind structures. In addition, the Central Basalt sequence lacks
the thick sequences of scoriaceous basalt-andesite lapilli tuffs that are commonly interstratified with lava
flows in the Fivemile Lake sequence. These characteristics of the Central Basalt sequence indicate
eruption and deposition in a deeper submarine environment than the stratigraphically older Fivemile Lake
sequence, and suggest overall increasing water depth during the temporal development of the Lower Ely.
This field trip stop (Fig. 1-16) displays exceptional preservation of fine-scale volcanic textures
that are characteristic of the Central Basalt sequence. The outcrop comprises two east-southeast striking
massive basalt flows , ranging from at least five to nine meters in thickness, that are separated by a ten
meter thick flow unit comprising pillows and pillow lobes (Fig. 1-18). Flow 1, at the southern part of the
outcrop, is composed of a pale- to dark green, faintly feldspar-phyric (-10% 0.5-1 mm laths), sparsely
amygdaloidal, basalt sheet flow that locally exhibits tortoise-shell jointing formed in response to
contraction during cooling. The uppermost 10-40 cm of the coherent part of Flow 1 is generally silicified
and epidotized. Petrographic observations (Hudak et al. , in prep. b) indicate that this section of the flow
also contains up to 70% <0.1 cm round spherulites. An irregular contact occurs between the coherent
basalt flow and an overlying one- to two meter thick unit of dark green, exceptionally well-preserved
perlitic in-situ hyaloclastite and associate self-peperite (c.f. Batiza and White, 2000). The hyaloclastite
formed from non-explosive fracturing of the basalt glass developed on the flow top due to quenching by
water, whereas the perlite formed following deposition by hydration of volcanic glass. Irregular,
amoeboid apophyses of coherent basalt, ranging from 10-30 cm thick and up to 1.5 meters long, locally
intrude into the hyaloclastite. These apophyses have pale green cores and dark green, very fine-grained
margins which grade outward into in-situ, jigsaw-fit perlitic hyaloclastite. An irregular contact occurs
between the hyaloclastite and Flow 2, which is composed of north-facing mattress- to bun-shaped pillow
lavas and pillow lobes with numerous "neck and knob" structures. Individual pillows have well developed
perlitic hyaloclastite margins that range from 1-4 cm in width. Pillow buds indicate propagation from
east to west, suggesting the volcanic vent was located east of this location. A NNE-trending 0 3 normal
fault with a 10 cm displacement occurs in this unit on the southeastern part of the outcrop. The coherent
pillows and lobes are overlain by up to 2.5 meters of hyaloclastite breccia that contains 20-40% subround
to subangular pale gray green basalt lapilli in a jigsaw puzzle-fit dark green perlitic hyaloclastite matrix.
The upper contact of Flow 2 and the overlying basalt sheet flow (Flow 3) is irregular, and is
marked by thin ( 1-8 cm thick), sheet-like basalt fragments that are up to 1.6 meters in length. These
fragments locally appear to be isoclinally folded about an east-west-trending fold hinge. Although the
genesis of this structure is currently not well understood, it may be due to syneruptive deformation of
either thin slabs of hot, basal flow margin crust from the overlying flow , or thin injections of basalt
magma into the hyaloclastite from either the underlying pillows or the overlying sheet flow . Flow 3
comprises an at least ten-meter thick pale green-gray, slightly feldspar-phyric , sparsely amygdaloidal
sheet flow. Steep, NNE-trending west dipping 0 3 joints are well developed in this unit, as are lensshaped psuedo-pillows that are up to 50 cm in diameter.
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Figure 1-18.·Detailed geological map of sheet flows, pillow lavas, hyaloclastite, and associated "self-peperite" at
field trip stop 1-10.
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STOP 1-11:

RHYODACITE BLOCK AND ASH FLOW DEPOSITS, NORTH SHORELINE OF
NEEDLEBOY LAKE

Location:

(Optional Stop, NW, SW, S.21 , T.62N ., R.14W., NAD 83 UTM 564855E, 5298360N)

This is an optional stop, as it requires a moderately strenuous 20-30 minute hike along a poorly
maintained, easy to trip upon trail. Be extremely careful and watch f or protruding boulders and
cobbles on the trail.

Description: A 50 meter-thick unit of quartz-phyric rhyolite tuff and lapilli tuff crops out in a series of
several closely-spaced outcrops along the northwestern shoreline of Needleboy Lake (Fig. 1-16). The
pale gray to green-gray matrix contains 1-3% subhedral to angular quartz phenocrysts and crystal shards,
l 0-15% 1-5 cm subangular to subround pumice lapilli, and locally, up to 15% 2-11 cm subround to
subangular quartz-phyric rhyolite lava lapilli and bombs which locally display a crude jigsaw puzzle-fit.
Both the pumice and the felsic lava clasts are locally crudely stratified. Pumice lapilli altered by epidote
commonly occur as pale green fragments within the deposits. The central part of the outcrop contains a
well-developed, east-west trending, steeply north-dipping shear zone. Boudinage locally occur in the
rhyolite deposits within this shear zone. A 30-35 meter thick gabbro sill occurs immediately north of this
shear zone. This unit is characterized by an equigranular medium gray-green to brownish-green color,
with pale green epidote altered feldspar and deep green actinolite present. Petrographic observations
(Hudak et al., in prep. a) indicate that the gabbro has a sub-ophitic texture. Locally, steeply-dipping northsouth-trending 0 3 joints and east-west-trending quartz epidote veins may be observed on the northeastern
side of this series of outcrops. A large east-west-trending outcrop occurs approximately 40 meters
northwest of the northern-most outcrop near the shoreline. The southernmost 5 meters of the outcrop
comprises a mafic lapilli tuff that contains up to 5% subangular silicified mafic lapilli. This tuff is
progressively deformed into dark green chlorite schist with a well-developed, east-west-trending, steeply
south-dipping S2 foliation. The chlorite schist is in sharp contact with a massive, 3-12 meter-thick quartzand feldspar-phyric rhyodacite sill. The sill is overlain by a mafic lapilli tuff containing up to 25%
subangular to subround, locally jigsaw puzzle-fit amygdaloidal basalt and scoria clasts.
Felsic volcaniclastic deposits at the base of the outcrop are interpreted to represent a sequence of
variably-altered rhyolite block and ash flow deposits. Block and ash flow deposits are unsorted deposits
with an ash-matrix containing both monolithologic, low-vesicularity lava lapilli and blocks and pumice
lapilli and blocks that may display normal or reverse coarse-tail grading (Cas and Wright, 1987; Freundt
et al., 2000). The deposits are formed during the explosive collapse of lava domes, and can occur in either
the subaerial or submarine environment (Hudak, 1996; Gibson et al., 1999). These deposits are believed
to have been initially overlain by a series of basalt-andesite tuffs and lapilli tuffs ; however, a synvolcanic
gabbro sill intruded the contact between and subsequently separated these two units. Deformation that is
concentrated along the contacts between this sill and the adjacent supracrustal strata is attributed to strain
partitioning due to different rheological properties during the 0 2 deformation event.
STOP 1-12:

SYNVOLCANIC FAULT ZONE WITH "EPIDOSITES", SE OF SIXMILE LAKE

Location:

(NE, SE, S.21 , T.62N., R.14W., NAO 83 UTM 565860E, 5298535N) During the hike

through the swampy area, be extremely careful to walk on areas with vegetation and tree roots.

Description: The next several stops (1-12 through 1-17) represent a north-south section through the
uppermost parts of the Lower Ely (Fig. 1-19). Basalt-andesite lava flows in this region vary from massive
to pillowed, and are generally less amygdaloidal than the basalt-andesite lava flows in the southern part of
the section near Fivemile Lake. The purpose of this stop is to investigate a northeast-trending,
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disconformable zone of intensely quartz + epidote ± actinolite altered pillow lavas (epidosites), and to
observe one of the post-volcanic quartz-feldspar porphyry dikes that commonly occur within the volcanic
sequence.
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Figure 1-19. Detailed geological map of the area southeast of Sixmile Lake. Field trip stop locations 1-12 through
1-17 are also illustrated on the map.

The first outcrop we will investigate is composed of intensely epidote + quartz-altered basaltandesite pillows and lobes. The pillows may be difficult to see due to the intense synvolcanic
hydrothermal alteration, but may be located by identifying actinolite ± chlorite-altered zones of
interpillow hyaloclastite, as well as concentrated zones of 0. 1-1.0 cm round to oval actinolite ± chloritefilled amygdules which occur within the pillow selvedges. Dark gray veins of magnetite with minor
amounts of pyrite, chalcopyrite, and malachite up to 1 cm in width occur primarily within interpillow
hyaloclastite zones, but also locally cross-cut the interiors of the pillows and lobes. The patchy pistachiogreen and pink coloration on the outcrop is due to the presence of pistacite epidote (green) and zoisiteclinozoisite (pale pink). Santaguida et al. (2002a, 2002b) indicate that epidote compositions within
epidote-quartz altered rocks in the Noranda Volcanic Complex of Quebec are sensitive to small-scale
variations in fluid:rock ratios within individual alteration zones due to primary permeability differences in
the strata being altered. Hannington et al. (2002) note that within the Proterozoic Kristineberg VMS
district of Sweden, zoisite-clinozoisite formation occurs in regions altered at relatively high fluid:rock
ratios and high temperatures by acidic hydrothermal fluids.
The second outcrop to observe occurs approximately 20 meters to the southwest of the first
outcrop, and is located near the top of a prominent east-northeast trending ridge. Compositionally, the
rock is identical to the first outcrop. Texturally, the rock is intensely brecciated, containing lapilli- to
block-sized subangular fragments of intensely epidote + quartz-altered amygdaloidal basalt.
Disconformable zones containing jigsaw-fit epidosite occur proximal to synvolcanic fault zones in the
Josephine Ophiolite (Harper, 1999). Based on detailed mapping, the northeast trending, disconformable
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zone of epidosite comprising these outcrops has been interpreted by Hudak et al. (2002b) as being
proximal to a synvolcanic fault zone.
The third outcrop occurs approximately due north of the second outcrop visited. Exposed at this
location is a relatively fresh quartz-feldspar porphyry dike. Similar quartz-feldspar porphyry dikes
commonly occur throughout this region of the Vermilion district.

Figure 1-20. Photographs of intensely epidote-altered basalt-andesite lava flows from the area southeast of Sixmile
Lake. Photo A shows brecciated, intensely epidote-quartz altered pillow lavas. Photo B shows typical relationships
between intense epidote alteration, stockwork quartz veins, magnetite stringers, and sulfide staining.

STOP 1-13:

SYNVOLCANIC FAULT ZONE WITH EPIDOSITES, SE OF SIXMILE LAKE

Location:

(SE, NE, S.21, T.62N., R.14W. , NAD 83 UTM 565850E, 5298560N)

Description: Several relatively small outcrops of intensely epidote + quartz ± actinolite ± chloritealtered basalt-andesite pillow lavas occur along the southwestern part of an east-west trending ridge at
this location. These rocks are mineralogically similar to those investigated at the previous outcrop;
however, despite their intense alteration, they display extremely well preserved primary volcanic textures.
The pillows at this location are primarily bun-shaped, and range from approximately 1-1.5 meters in
diameter. Interpillow hyaloclastite zones range from <l-2 cm in width, and are pale yellow green in color
due to the presence of epidote, actinolite, and chlorite. Pillow selvedges and cores once again vary in
color from pale green to pinkish green due to variable percentages of pistacite and clinozoisite/zoisite.
The pillow selvedges and cores contain up to 5% 0.1-1.0 cm diameter round to oval quartz± actinolite ±
chlorite-filled amygdules.
STOP 1-14:

STRINGER COPPER MINERALIZATION IN BASALT-ANDESITE, AND
SERICITE-ALTERED RHYODACITE TUFFS, SE OF SIXMILE LAKE

Location:

(SE, NE, S.21 , T.62N., R.14W., NAD 83 UTM 565910E, 5298655N)

Description: Another small group of outcrops occurs approximately 50 meters northeast of the
previous outcrops investigated (Fig. 1-19). Stratigraphically, we are now positioned within the uppermost
100 to 200 meters of the Lower Ely. At this location, we can observe locally brecciated, strongly epidote
+ quartz-altered, and locally actinolite- and chlorite-altered basalt-andesite pillow lavas. Pillows at this
outcrop are significantly smaller (generally approximately 0.5 meters in diameter) than those observed in
the previous outcrop, suggesting that we are positioned near the top of a pillowed flow unit (Dimroth et
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al. (1978) and Staudigal and Schminke ( 1984) have shown that pillows generally decrease in size near the
top of a pillowed unit, and attribute this to change in pillow size due to decreasing effusion rates as an
individual eruption comes to an end). The outcrop also locally contains up to 5% dark gray stringer-like
veins of magnetite with associated pyrite, chalcopyrite, malachite, and associated deep-red sulfide burn
(Fig. 1-21 a). These veinlets are commonly parallel to a series of quartz stockwork veins that trend
approximately 080° and dip steeply to the north. Both the magnetite-sulfide veins and quartz stockwork
veins are consistent with cooling of a high temperature, iron-, base metal-, and silica-rich hydrothermal
fluid in the shallow seatloor, and may represent stringer mineralization that occurs immediately downsection from massive sulfide mineralization.
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Figure 1-21. Mineralization and alteration present at field trip stop 1-14. Photograph A illustrates malachite
mineralization associated with magnetite-chalcopyrite veins within altered basalt pillow lavas. B shows sericitealtered felsic tuff deposits located immediately up-section from the altered mafic lavas in photograph A.

The pillow lavas are immediately overlain by a l 0-20 meter thick sequence of sparsely quartz and
plagioclase-phyric rhyodacite tuffs (Fig. 21 b). These volcaniclastic deposits typically are brownish-gray
in color due to the presence of abundant sericite. Close-up observation of the unit reveals the presence of
approximately 1% sub-lmm anhedral to subhedral quartz crystal chips, and 2-3% 1 mm diameter
subhedral to euhedral tabular plagioclase feldspar phenocrysts. Rare pumice lapilli can be observed with
careful observation; they range from 1-2 cm in diameter, are generally rounded to oval in shape, and
contain up to 50% sub-1 mm round vesicles (originally carbonate vesicles which have now been
weathered-out based on petrographic observations by Hudak et al. (in prep. a)). The pumice lapilli in this
outcrop increase in abundance from the base toward the top of the unit. Such inverse grading of pumice
may be the result of subaerially erupted air fall deposited into the ocean, as large, cold pumice generally
take longer to saturate and sink than small, cold pumice (Whitham and Sparks, 1986). This tuff horizon
may represent the distal equivalent to fragmental felsic rocks mapped by Peterson and Patelke (2003) that
occur stratigraphically below the Ely Greenstone - Soudan Member and the Soudan Mine. Sericite
alteration is common in submarine felsic volcaniclastic rocks (Gibson et al., 1989), and may be associated
with either vertically extensive discordant pipe-like alteration zones associated with hydrothermal upflow
zones, or laterally extensive semiconformable alteration zones formed by extensive shallow seafloor
seawater metasomatism of permeable submarine strata. More detailed mapping will be necessary to
determine with certainty the geometry of the sericite alteration zone observed in this outcrop.
The exposures of felsic tuff dive abruptly to the north into a swamp. Hand auger boring in this
swamp (NAO 83 UTM location 0565938E, 5298671N) yielded dark black, organic-rich soil containing
abundant, angular, variably weathered clasts of massive pyrite. Stringer copper mineralization, sericitealtered felsic tuffs, the presence of massive sulfide in the subsurface beneath the swamp, and the presence
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of rare sulfide lapilli in volcaniclastic deposits north of the swamp (seen in the next outcrop) suggests that
the swamp may be underlain by a massive sulfide horizon (Hudak et al., 2002b ).

STOP 1-15:

CHERT. BANDED IRON-FORMATION AND
SEDIMENT ARY STRATA, SE OF SIXMILE LAKE

Location:

(SE, NE, S.21 , T.62 N. , R.14W., NAO 83 UTM 565840E, 5298760N) Be extremely careful

ASSOCIATED

CLASTIC

when walking on these outcrop surfaces and descending into the small valley immediately south of
these outcrops, as they are commonly very slippery.

Description: North of the swamp, a southeast-trending outcrop ridge comprises a sequence of
volcaniclastic and chemical sedimentary strata (Fig. 1-19). The purpose of this stop is to observe the
variety of interflow sedimentary rocks that occur in this upper part of the Lower Ely, to observe wellpreserved sedimentary textures, and to see further evidence for the presence of ancient hydrothermal
activity southeast of Sixmile Lake.
A series of small outcrops occurring along the northwestern part of the outcrop ridge comprises
west-northwest striking, steeply north dipping 10-30 cm thick chemical exhalites (chert horizons and
banded magnetite + chert ± jasper banded iron-formation horizons) are that are interbedded with 10-60
cm thick, well-stratified horizons of mudstones, wackes, and matrix-supported polymict diamictites. The
base of the stratigraphic sequence occurs at the southern end of the outcrop, where a 20 cm thick
magnetite-rich horizon of banded iron-formation occurs (Fig. l-22a). This chemical sedimentary horizon
is overlain by a several meter-thick sequence of interbedded, laminated to bedded, commonly normally
graded, mudstones and polymict diamictites interpreted to have formed from submarine debris flows and
turbidity currents. The polymict diamictites range from 10-60 cm thick, and contain up to 5% 1-2.5 cm
lens-shaped chert clasts, 10-40% silicified or chlorite-altered mafic volcanic lapilli, and rare (< l % ) < l2cm sulfide-rich fragments. Locally, clasts within the diamictites are vaguely imbricated. Interbedded
mudstone horizons are up to 40 cm thick, and locally display cross beds that indicate stratigraphic topping
direction is north.
Iron-formation horizons at this location indicate that low temperature exhalative hydrothermal
activity was occurring in this part of the Lower Ely. It is interesting to note that these iron-formation
horizons occur in the area that would be immediately up-section from the possible sulfide horizon within
the swamp to the south. Several VMS horizons in similar volcanic sequences within Canada are capped
by iron-formations (Franklin et al., 1981 ). Debris flows and/or turbidity currents that deposited the
polymict diamictites and associated mudstones periodically interrupted periods of relatively lowtemperature hydrothermal activity that formed the iron-formation horizons. Clasts within the diamictites
are similar to the volcanic and chemical sedimentary strata that occur in the immediate vicinity of the
deposits based on detailed mapping (Hudak et al. , in prep. a). Chert clasts within the diamictites were
likely derived from the iron-formation horizons. Rare sulfide-rich fragments locally contained within the
diamictites al_so suggest that VMS mineralization occurred on or near the paleoseafloor in the vicinity of
the area that is now Sixmile Lake, supporting the interpretation that a massive sulfide horizon may be
present beneath the swamp which separates the outcrops at this stop from those at the previous stop.
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Figure 1-22. Sedimentary strata in the uppermost parts of the Lower Ely. Figure l-22a shows oxide-facies banded
iron-formation and chert exhalites located up-section from altered tuffs seen at field trip stop 1-15. Figure 1-22b
shows diamictites that contain abundant chert clasts and rare sulfide clasts. These deposits are also located
stratigraphically up-section from the felsic tuffs seen at the previous stop.

STOP 1-16:

EPIDOTE-OUARTZ ALTERATION ON MARGIN OF DIABASE/GABBRO
SILL, SE OF SIXMILE LAKE

Location:

(SE, NE, S.21, T.62N., R.14., NAO 83 UTM 565960E, 5298790N) The outcrop atthis
stop occurs on the Sixmile Lake Road. Be attentive for automobiles, trucks, and four-wheelers
when observing this outcrop.

Description: This relatively small (3 meters by 5 meters) outcrop exposes the northern margin of the
east-west-trending gabbro-diorite sill that extends from at least southwest of Sixmile Lake to at least 500
meters east of this location (Fig. 1-19; Hudak et al., in prep.). The southern two-thirds of the outcrop
comprises pale green to pinkish green, epidote- and clinozoisite/zoisite-altered subophitic gabbro which
contains up to 1% l-5mm quartz- and/or actinolite-filled amygdules. Numerous north-northeast, steeply
west-dipping joints were developed during the regional D3 deformation. The uppermost one-third of the
outcrop contains an in-situ hyaloclastite breccia comprising pale-to dark green angular, locally jigsaw
puzzle-fit, iron chlorite + actinolite + zoisite/clinozoisite-altered gabbro lapilli in a pinkish-tan to tan
matrix of sericite, epidote, and zoisite/clinozoisite (Fig. l-23a).
This outcrop illustrates, in part, the difficulty in determining hydrothermally altered flow top
breccias from hyaloclastite breccias and/or peperites that form from intrusion of sills into wet, relatively
unconsolidated sediments that occur within the shallow seatloor. The intense hydrothermal alteration that
occurs at the northern margin of the outcrop indicates that high water:rock ratio, high temperature
(>300°C) hydrothermal alteration was focused in the permeable, sill-marginal, hyaloclastite or peperite
(?) breccia. Synvolcanic sills intruded into the shallow seatloor are important heat sources that drive
hydrothermal circulation cells that form VMS deposits (Campbell et al., 1981 ). Sills such as the one
exposed at this outcrop may have contributed significantly to the formation of Algoma-type banded ironformation within the overlying Soudan Iron Formation, and perhaps, VMS mineralization within the
uppermost parts of the Lower Ely or the Soudan Iron Formation.
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Figure 1-23. Synvolcanic sills and banded iron-formations in the uppermost parts of the Lower Ely. Figure l-23a
shows the uppermost margin of a gabbro/diorite sill that has apparently intruded wet, unconsolidated sediments to
form an extremely altered hyaloclastite or sill-marginal peperite. Figure l-23b shows folded banded iron-formation
horizons that occur approximately IO meters up-section from the sill.

STOP 1-17:

BANDED IRON-FORMATION, NORTH OF SIXMILE LAKE ROAD

Location:

(SE, NE, S.21, T.62N., R.14W., NAD 83 UTM 565953E, 5298823N)

Description: Two outcrops located within 30 meters north of the Sixmile Lake Road contain relatively
thin ( <1-2 meters) magnetite-chert horizons interbedded with mafic to intermediate composition
volcaniclastic sedimentary strata, and illustrate features common to the uppermost parts of the Lower Ely.
Based on detailed mapping by Peterson and Patelke (2003) and Hudak et al. (in prep. a), the uppermost
50-200 meters of the Lower Ely is transitional into the base of the Soudan Iron Formation. Basalt andesite lava flows and volcaniclastic sedimentary strata decrease in abundance, whereas Algoma-type
banded iron-formations become more common as one progresses up-section through this transition zone.
This sequence records the change from a period of dominantly effusive submarine volcanism to a period
marked by chemical sedimentation.
The outcrop closest to the road contains strongly deformed magnetite-chert iron-formation
interbedded with iron-chlorite-rich metasediments. Microfossils are locally present in the Vermilion
district iron-formations, and hint at a biogenic contribution to their formation (LaBerge, 1973).
Deformation has produced more or less north-northwest striking, steeply dipping beds. The deformation
that occurs in these strata is not regionally observed, and is believed to be a local phenomenon resulting
from syndepositional intrusion of the mafic sill observed in the previous stop. A later quartz-feldspar
porphyry dike occurs at the northeastern end of this small outcrop. Note the localized sulfide staining
along the contact between the intrusion and adjacent banded iron-formation.
The second outcrop, located approximately 30 meters north of the road, contains poorly exposed
mafic - intermediate volcaniclastic strata and associated banded iron-formation horizons. The best
exposures of the banded iron-formations occur at the southeastern edge of the outcrop. At this location,
the magnetite-chert iron-formations locally contain veins and stringers of malachite, along with up to 20%
pale brown garnet (x-ray analysis performed by Hudak et al. (in prep. a) indicate that the garnet is
andradite). The presence of malachite is indicative of the local high concentrations of copper within the
uppermost parts of the Lower Ely. Similar copper mineralization within the Soudan Iron Formation has
been identified by Peterson and Patelke (2003) in the 12 th level of the Soudan Mine.
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FIELD TRIP 7
ECONOMIC GEOLOGY OF ARCHEAN GOLD OCCURRENCES IN THE
VERMILION DISTRICT, NORTHEAST OF SOUDAN, MINNESOTA

By
Dean M. Peterson and Richard L. Patelke
Natural Resources Research Institute, University of Minnesota Duluth
INTRODUCTION

A widespread area of gold mineralization occurs in numerous prospects east of Lake
Vermilion, within the Vermilion greenstone belt of northeastern Minnesota. The mineralization
occurs in rocks of the Neoarchean (~2.7 Ga) Bass Lake sequence (Peterson and Jirsa, 1999a) of
the Wawa subprovince of the Canadian Shield. This zone of abundant gold mineralization is
bounded to the south by the Mud Creek shear zone and to the north by the Vermilion fault (Fig.
7-1). The main access to these prospects is along the Mud Creek road (St. Louis County 38).
A brief period of mineral exploration for lode-gold deposits in this immediate area of the
Vermilion district occurred in the mid 1980s to early 1990s. These programs typically consisted
of grid-based geologic mapping, bedrock sampling, ground geophysics, and the completion of
soil geochemical surveys. Conversations with many of the people involved in gold exploration
programs in the immediate field trip area (centered on Section 6, Township 62 North, Range 14
West), and compilation of all exploration data from the district as a whole (data from the
terminated lease files of the Minnesota DNR), has led to the conclusion that interpretation of
linear structural elements exposed in outcrops were not used in designing exploratory drilling
plans in the field trip area. Therefore, many of the prospects discovered as a result of these
exploration programs remain untested by drilling.
The authors recently completed a project (Peterson and Patelke, 2004) consisting of
detailed geologic and structural mapping within many of the known gold prospects in the field
trip area, and will highlight some of the insights generated as a result of this work during the
course of this one day field trip. This recent work consisted of detailed outcrop mapping (at
scales ranging from 1: 1,000 to 1:3,000) that was focused on structural (i.e. shear zones,
lineations, intersecting foliations and small-scale folds), geological (i.e. contact relationships,
competence contrasts), geochemical (i.e. gold assays, trace element characteristics), and
alteration (Fe-bearing carbonate, sericite, pyrite, silicificaton) features within and around areas of
gold mineralized exposures. Based on detailed mapping of features described above, the
project's goal was to try to determine the location and orientation at depth of gold-rich
mineralized zones exposed in outcrops. The mapped geological features were incorporated into
the data compiled and described by Peterson (2001 ), and are available online as a 1: 12,000 scale
geological map, as well as Arc View GIS data files at http://www.nrri.umn.edu/egg/.
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LODE GOLD ORE DEPOSIT MODEL

The brief description of Archean lode-gold deposits that follows is presented as both a
basic reference and also to highlight the important features of the model that will be seen during
the field trip. Archean lode-gold deposits are one category of ore deposit classified as
mesothermal lode-gold deposits (Hodgson, 1993).
This deposit type has also been called
orogenic gold (Groves et al., 2000), greenstone gold (Robert et al., 1991 ), Archean lode-gold,
mesothermal gold-quartz veins, shear-hosted gold, low-sulfide gold-quartz v~ins (Berger,
1986b), lode-gold, Mother Lode veins (Bohlke and Kistler, 1986), and iron formation-hosted
gold deposits (Berger, 1986a; McMillan, 1996; Rye and Rye, 1974; Fripp, 1976; Kerswill, 1993;
Thorpe and Franklin, 1984; and Vielreicher et al., 1994).
Whatever the name, they are a widespread group of epigenetic ore deposits that have
formed in similar settings throughout geologic time. In general, the deposits form during
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compressional or transpressional deformation at convergent plate margins in accretionary or
collisional orogens (Fig.7-2). They form over a large crustal-depth range (2 to 20 km) from
deep-seated, low-salinity H2 O-CO 2 ± CH4 ± N2 ore fluids, with Au transported as reduced sulfur
complexes. The ore fluids are believed to be generated during lower crustal metamorphism from
dehydration reactions. -Regional structures provide the main control on distribution of lode gold
deposits and mining camps. In many terranes, first-order faults or shear zones appear to have
controlled regional fluid flow, with greatest ore-fluid fluxes in, and adjacent to, subsidiary faults,
shear zones and/or large folds . Highly competent and/or chemically reactive rocks are the most
common hosts to the larger deposits. Gold deposition occurs late during the evolutionary history
of the host terranes, normally within D3 or D4 in a D 1-D4 deformation sequence. Absolute ages
of mineralization support their late-kinematic timing, and, in general, suggest that deposits
formed diachronously towards the end of the evolutionary history of hosting orogens.
Porphyries
Compressional Faults
Accretionary Wedge

Lode-Gold Deposits

Figure 7-2.

Generalized tectonic model for the formation of mesothermal gold deposits, after Groves et al. , 2000.

The late timing of lode-gold deposits is critical to geology-based exploration methods,
and hence mineral potential evaluations for these deposits. The late timing is critical because of
the present structural geometry of: (1) the deposits, (2) the mining camps, and (3) the enclosing
geologic terranes are essentially all similar to the structural geometry during gold mineralization.
Therefore the interpretation of bedrock geological maps and cross-sections can be used to
discern the physical conditions that existed at the time of ore deposition. Exploration for
mesothermal lode-gold deposits should incorporate various aspects of the ore deposit model into
criteria that can vector into the most favorable areas for hosting such mineralization. The most
fundamental characteristic of this class of deposit is the spatial association of the deposits to
regional structures in metamorphic terranes. Zones of widespread carbonate alteration (adjacent
to regional structures) should be identified and used to focus subsequent exploration. Within
carbonate alteration zones, gold is typically only in areas containing quartz veins, silicification,
and/or sericite alteration (with or without sulfides). Two general structural controls on the
orientation of lode gold ore shoots include deflections and curvatures of shear zones, and where
high strain zones intersect favorable geological elements (Poulsen and Robert, 1989). A
generalized sequence of events associated with the formation of typical Archean mesothermal
gold deposits is outlined below. The possible observation of many of these important features
during the course of the field trip is highlighted by the bracketed, bold text.
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I. Deposition of Archean Supracrustal Strata (Volcanic and Sedimentary Rocks)
II. Compression and Early (D 1) Folding [stop 7-1)
III. Renewed Compression and Transpression (D2)
1) Development of Major Crustal Shear Zones [stop 7-1)
2) Strain Partitioning and Development of Subsidiary Shear Zones [stop 7-3, 7-4)
3) Intrusion of Porphyritic Intrusions, Continued D2 Deformation [stop 7-2, 7-3 and 7-5)
-Local Development of Competency Contrasts [stop 7-3, 7-5)
4) Lower Crustal Dehydration and Fluxing of CO2-rich Fluids up Structures
- Fe-Carbonate Alteration Zones [stop 7-3, 7-4., 7-5)
5) Fluxing of Gold-Bearing Hydrothermal Fluids up Subsidiary Shear Zones, Latest D 2
- Gold Mineralization Associated with:
A) Quartz-Pyrite Veins [stop 7-2, 7-3, 7-4, and 7-5)
B) Silicification with Pyrite [stop 7-4)
C) Pyritization of Fe-Rich Host Rocks [stop 7-5)
D) Quartz-Sericite-Pyrite Schists/Phyllites [stop 7-4)
E) Contact Zones Between Rock Units [stop 7-5)
IV. Erosion

REGIONAL GEOLOGIC SETTING OF THE VERMILION DISTRICT
The field trip area is located in the Neo-Archean (~2.7 Ga) Vermilion Greenstone Belt of
the classic Vermilion district of northeastern Minnesota. Supracrustal rocks in the Vermilion
district consist of volcanic-dominated stratigraphic sequences of the Wawa subprovince of the
Superior Province of the Canadian Shield. Rocks of the Wawa subprovince in northern
Minnesota are divided on the basis of stratigraphic and structural setting into: (1) the southern
Soudan belt and (2) the northern Newton belt (Jirsa et al., 1992; Southwick et al., 1998). The
boundary between these contrasting structural panels can be traced geophysically across the
width of Minnesota, and was designated informally as the Leech Lake structural discontinuity
(Jirsa et al. , 1992). In the Vermilion district, the Leech Lake structural discontinuity occurs
along the Mud Creek shear zone (Hudleston et al., 1988), small segments of the Vermilion and
Wolf Lake faults (Sims and Southwick, 1985), and the Bear River fault (Jirsa et al., 1992).
The Soudan belt contains large, broad folds involving calc-alkalic and tholeiitic volcanic
strata overlain by, and locally interdigitated with, turbiditic rocks. In contrast, the Newton belt
consists of elongate, east- to northeast-trending, and mostly northward-younging volcanic and
volcaniclastic sequences. Volcanic rocks of the Newton belt differ from those of the Soudan belt
in containing locally abundant komatiitic flows and peridotitic sills. The two belts are faultbounded, and the relationship between stratigraphic units within each belt is largely conformable,
although faults obscure contacts locally. In its eastern extension, the Soudan belt is continuous
with the Saganagons assemblage in Ontario and terminates against the Saganaga pluton and
Northern Light Gneiss.
The Newton belt extends discontinuously eastward into the
Shebandowan District of Ontario to form the Greenwater and Burchell assemblages. Intrusive
rocks in both belts vary from gabbroic and felsic porphyries, demonstrably related to volcanism,
to large plutons emplaced post-tectonically. Both districts contain unconformable, Timiskaming-
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type sequences composed of calc-alkalic volcanic rocks, conglomerates, and finer grained
sedimentary rocks. A simplified regional geological map of the Neo-Archean terranes of
northeastern Minnesota and adjacent Ontario is presented in Figure 7-3.
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Periods of generally N-S directed compression resulted in three major regional
deformation events in the Neoarchean terranes of northern Minnesota. The earliest deformation
event (D1) produced broad, locally recumbent folds within the Soudan belt and major fault zones
throughout the region. In the Newton belt, D1 was accommodated by thrust imbrication of large
crustal blocks, resulting in mainly northward stratigraphic facing. Field relationships indicate
that uplift, faulting, and the deposition of Timiskaming-type elastic sequences in local faultbounded basins occurred late in D 1 deformation (Jirsa, 2000). A large, map-scale structure
related to D1 deformation in the Soudan Mine area is the Tower-Soudan Anticline, which is a
west-plunging anticline within which the axis and plunge changes orientation along strike from
nearly vertical in basalts to shallow NE plunging in the western sedimentary rocks. Axial-planar
cleavage associated with this early fold typically is lacking, although Bauer (1985), Hooper and
Ojakangas (1971), Hudleston (1976), and Jirsa et al. (1992) have described early cleavage (S 1)
locally.
A second deformation event (D2) associated with synchronous regional metamorphism
resulted in foliation development and structures having largely dextral asymmetry. D2 is
constrained in the Vermilion district to the time period 2674 to 2685 Ma (Boerboom and
Zartman, 1993), and between about 2680 and 2685 Ma in the Shebandowan (Corfu and Stott,
1998). Because D2 deformation affected all of the supracrustal rocks in the area and is
reasonably constrained by geochronology, the regional foliation (S 2) can be used in the field to
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relate other structural, intrusive, and deformation events. The relationship between S2 fabric and
shear structures indicates that most shearing occurred relatively late in the D2 event. Major
shearing that produced the Mud Creek and related shear zones is attributed to the late stages of
D2 dextral transpression.
Regional D2 strain patterns in the Vermilion district vary from north to south in the belt
(Hudleston et al., 1988; Schultz-Ela and Hudleston, 1991). These patterns include flattening
strains that occur to the north, near the present Vermilion Fault and constrictional strains to the
south. The field trip area lies within the zone of flattening strain of Hudleston et al. (1988) and
Schultz-Ela and Hudleston (1991). Schultz-Ela and Hudleston (1991) mathematically modeled
the observed strain patterns as deformation paths that produced flattening strains (west plunging
e 1 axes) by dextral shear of the pre-existing constrictional strains (east plunging e 1 axes). The
linear E-W strain patterns and minor rotations about horizontal axes during the deformation, as
described by Hudleston et al. ( 1988) and Schultz-Ela and Hudleston ( 1991 ), preclude early
theories (Hooper and Ojakangas, 1971; and Hudleston, 197 6) on the structural setting of the
greenstone belt by infolding and shear off the flanks of rising granitic diapirs. An estimate of
50% north-south shortening across the belt is proposed by Schultz-Ela and Hudleston (1991),
and their model favors an origin of the Vermilion district rocks at a convergent margin, most
likely as a N-dipping subduction complex with shallow slab dip. The origin of the southern
constrictional strains remains enigmatic.
Structures related to the third deformation event (D 3) include abundant NE- and NWtrending faults that dissect the stratigraphic assemblages. Named structures related to D 3 include
the NE-trending Waasa and Camp Rivard faults SSE of Ely, and the WNW-trending, crustalscale Vermilion and related faults that form the Wawa-Quetico Subprovince boundary
immediately north of the field trip area.

LOCAL GEOLOGIC SETTING; THE BASS LAKE SEQUENCE
The informally named Bass Lake sequence (Peterson and Jirsa, 1999a) of the Newton
Belt occurs in an east-west trending, fault-bounded panel that widens to the west. The sequence
is bounded by segments of the Mud Creek and Shagawa shear zones, and the Bear River, Haley,
Vermilion, Burntside Lake, and Wolf Lake faults (Fig. 7-4). The continuation of stratigraphic
and geophysical trends from areas of excellent exposure (east of Lake Vermilion) into poorly
exposed areas (to the west) have led to the inclusion of rocks of the informally named Cook
sequence (Southwick, 1993; Southwick et al., 1998) in the Bass Lake sequence. The western
portion of the sequence consists of linear belts of graywacke and basalt cut by late felsic to
intermediate composition intrusions.
East of Lake Vermilion, the geology of the Bass Lake sequence is dominated by six basic
rock types, which include: (1) Tholeiitic pillowed basalt flows (see Fig. 7-4) interpreted to have
formed in a deep-water setting based on volcanic textures; (2) Gabbro sills interpreted as
synvolcanic in age due to their stratigraphic continuity and similar deformation as the enclosing
pillowed basalts; (3) Felsic porphyries (feldspar porphyry and quartz-feldspar porphyry)
interpreted to have intruded during late stages of D 2 deformation based on field relationships and
geochronology (quartz-feldspar porphyry from the Pac Man Pond prospect returned a 207Pb/206 Pb
age of2683.0 +/- 1.4 Ma (Peterson et al., 2001)); (4) Algoma-type iron-formation; (5) Thinly-
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bedded argillite and siltstone; and (6) Sheared rocks, which are dominated by chlorite-rich schist,
phyllite, and phyllonite. In addition, localized areas of fragmental felsic volcanic rocks occur
stratigraphically below distinct iron-formation horizons. Regional and detailed geologic maps of
the sequence are presented in Fig. 7-5.
In the last twenty years, numerous gold prospects have been discovered in the eastern
portion of the sequence (Fig. 7-1 ). These prospects generally fall into one of three categories;
(1) auriferous quartz-carbonate-pyrite veins and sulfidized zones in iron-formation; (2)
auriferous quartz-sericite-ankerite-pyrite schists; and (3) felsic intrusive-hosted auriferous quartz
veins and stockworks. All of the prospects are found within areas of moderate to strong ironcarbonate alteration, with the best mineralization commonly found within sericitic alteration
zones. Numerous equigranular and porphyritic felsic intrusions occur within the areas of
alteration and gold mineralization, and are a good guide for locating mineralized structures. The
gold mineralization is generally related to deformation in subsidiary structures associated with
movement along the D2 Mud Creek shear zone. Geological and geochemical descriptions of
many of the gold prospects have previously been given by Peterson and Jirsa ( 1999b).
FeO + Fe 2O3 + TiO 2

• Extrusive (n=28)
Intrusive (n= 11)

.a.

...

Basaltic

Komatiite
I

Al 20 3
Figure 7-4.
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I

I

,'

I

I

I

I

I

Komatiite

MgO

Jensen cation plot (Jensen, 1976) for volcanic and hypabyssal rocks of the Bass Lake sequence.

Undoubtedly the most striking structural feature in the immediate study area is the
juxtaposition of the Soudan and Newton belts along the Mud Creek shear zone. In addition,
numerous east-northeast trending highly strained zones occur to the north of the Mud Creek
shear zone and these subsidiary sheared zones host a majority of the gold prospects in this area
of the Bass Lake sequence. A stereonet projection of planar and linear structural features within
the field trip #7 area of the Bass Lake sequence is shown in Fig. 7-6.
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Stereonet projections of planar and linear structural features from the field trip area.

GLACIAL HISTORY

Late Pleistocene glacial deposits (Late-Wisconsin glaciation) in the Vermilion district are
associated with the stepwise retreat of the Rainy Lobe of the Laurentide Ice Sheet, approximately
14,000 to 12,000 years ago. The repeated glaciations of the Pleistocene epoch modified the preexisting topography of northeastern Minnesota, i.e. the surface was scoured by glacial ice,
exposing fresh bedrock, and new surficial materials were deposited following the retreat of the
glaciers. During the retreat of the glacier, the margin of the ice-sheet blocked the natural
drainage to the north, and pro-glacial lakes formed in front of this barrier (glacial lakes
Norwood, Koochiching, and Agassiz). Subglacial streams left sinuous ridges of sorted sand and
gravel (eskers), and delta/fan complexes formed where these streams exited the ice margin and
entered the pro-glacial lakes. The field trip area lies within the scoured bedrock terrain of
northeastern Minnesota, immediately north of the Vermilion Moraine. Regional and detailed
digital elevation maps of the area are presented in Figure 7-7, and display the pronounced recent
bedrock scouring of th~ area, especially' along the Vermilion fault and Mud Creek shear zone.
Late Pleistocene surficial deposits and landforms that unconformably overlie the Neoarchean
bedrock in the field trip area include a thin veneer of basal till, local outwash deposits, and
sinuous eskers.
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Regional (top) and local (bottom) digital elevation maps depicting superimposed glacial landforms.
Grid values in the detailed map are UTM coordinates, in meters. The locations of field trip stops are
depicted in the lower image.

FIELD TRIP STOPS

Stops for this field trip will include short traverses that visit a number of outcrops for
each locality. The traverses are designed to highlight specific features of the lode-gold ore
deposit model for each area, though time constraints preclude detailed analysis of each area.
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STOP 7-1:

MUD CREEK SHEAR ZONE

Location:

(SE, SE, Sec. 5, T.62N., R.14W., NAD83 UTM 564200E, 5302800N)

Description: The regional scale Mud Creek shear zone occupies the east-northeast trending
valley of Mud Creek, which is clearly visible at this location. This shear zone separates rocks of
the Newton Belt (here the Bass Lake sequence) to the north and rocks of the Soudan Belt
(Gafvert Lake sequence and the Upper Ely Greenstone Formation) to the south. The Mud Creek
shear zone is analogous with major faults (Destor-Porcupine fault) and "breaks" (Cadillac-Larder
Lake break) of major lode-gold mining districts in Canada. Historic gold assays taken from rocks
of the shear zone itself are essentially devoid of gold, as is the case for most major structures
within Archean lode-gold mining camps. The short field trip traverse is located within the
northern margin of the internal highly strained zone of the shear, and will visit outcrops of: (1)
ankerite-sericite-quartz-green mica-pyrite schist with quartz and tourmaline knots, and (2) highly
folded and compositionally banded phyllites with quartz veins (Fig. 7-8). A simplified geology
and field trip traverse map of stop 7-1 is presented in Figure 7-9.

Figure 7-8.

Outcrop photographs ofankerite-sericite-quartz-green mica-pyrite schist (A and B), and highly folded
and compositionally banded phyllites (C and D).
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STOP 7-2:

SECTION 6 GOLD PROSPECT

Location:

(SE, SE, Sec. 6, T.62N., R.14W., NAD83 UTM 561895E, 5303410N)

Description: Gold mineralization within the Section 6 prospect is dominantly associated with
quartz-pyrite veins and stockworks in feldspar ± quartz porphyry. The stockwork-style
mineralization is generally not apparent until one takes a detailed look at the outcrops, then the
thin quartz veining is seen seemingly everywhere. The highest-grade gold assays taken to date
occur in areas of strong sulfide oxidation (sulfide burn) in the porphyry. Mineralization also
occurs in sulfidized and epidote-altered basaltic rocks adjacent to the felsic porphyries, and may
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locally contain significant quantities of chalcopyrite. In addition to porphyry and basaltic rocks,
thin dikes and sills of diorite, peridotite, and inclusion-rich lamprophyre will be observed during
the field trip stop. Outcrop photographs and a geologic map of the Section 6 prospect area are
presented in Figures 7-10 and 7-11, and a table of anomalous gold assays is given in Table 7-1.

Figure 7-10. Outcrop photographs from the Section 6 prospect. (A) l Ft-wide dioritic dike near a basalt-porphyry
(with BIF inclusion) contact; (B) strong sulfide burn within feldspar porphyry; (C) stockwork quartzveins (black lines) and local sulfide bum within feldspar porphyry; and (D) sulfide bum in quartzveined feldspar porphyry.
Table 7-1 . Anomalous gold assays from the Section 6 prospect.
Description

Au (ppb)

Siliceous, sericitic and strongly pyritic basalt
Carbonatized quartz-feldspar porphyry with pyrite
Carbonatized feldspar porphyry with pyrite and quartz veins
Pyritic selvage about a 3' quartz vein in basalt
Pyritic selvage about a 3' quartz vein in basalt
Epidote-silica-hematite altered feldspar porphyry with pyrite-rich veins
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1,460
1,360
1, 135
940
890
860

Au (ppb)

Description

855
840
790
780
445

Pyritic quartz-feldspar porphyry
Chloritic feldspar porphyry with ankerite, 1-3% pyrite, and quartz-ankerite-pyrite vein s
Chlorite-epidote-silica altered basalt with pyrite and chalcopyrite
Carbonatized quartz-feldspar porphyry with pyrite
Chlorite-epidote-silica altered basalt with pyrite and chaJc()pyrite
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Figure 7-11. Simplified geology and field trip traverse map of stop 7-2, geology from Peterson and Patelke, 2004.
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STOP 7-3:

SECTION 6 EAST GOLD PROSPECT

Location:

(SE, SE, Sec. 6, T.62N., R.14W., NAD83 UTM 562840E, 5302905N)

Description: Three features of the generalized Archean lode-gold ore deposit model are
beautifully exposed along the traverse-of this stop. These features include: (1) intense ironcarbonate alteration, (2) competency contrast and associated auriferous quartz veining, and (3)
shear deformation. Anomalous gold was first discovered by soil sampling in this locality in 1988
by Chevron Resources. Gold mineralization is generally confined to quartz-pyrite veins in ironcarbonate altered feldspar-porphyry intrusive rocks. The felsic porphyries are generally located
adjacent to linear zones of intense strain, and are believed to have intruded along these structural
breaks during D2 deformation. Outcrop photographs and a geologic map of the Section 6 East
prospect area are presented in Figures 7-12 and 7-13, and anomalous gold assays in Table 7-2.

Figure 7-12. Outcrop photographs from the Section 6 East prospect. (A) iron-carbonate altered feldspar porphyry
with quartz veins; (B) close-up of quartz-pyrite veins in carbonatized feldspar porphyry; (C) large
quartz± pyrite± galena veins in massive iron carbonate; and (D) intense iron carbonate alteration
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Table 7-2. Anomalous gold assays from the Section 6 East prospect.
Description
6" quartz vein in sheared feldspar porphyry
Feldspar porphyry with ankerite, pyrite, and quartz veins
Feldspar porphyry with ankerite, pyrite, and quartz veins
Feldspar porphyry with local fracturing and shearing
Feldspar porphyry with a rusty quartz-pyrite vein
Ankerite-sericite altered basalt with pyrite

Au (ppb)

Description

6,210
2,400
1,760
1,380
1,130
1,030

Soil Sample
Soil Sample
Soil Sample
Soil Sample
Soil Sample
Soil Sample
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Figure 7-13. Simplified geology and field trip traverse map of stop 7-3, geology from Peterson and Patelke, 2004.
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STOP 7-4:

KERR MCGEE GOLD PROSPECT

Location:

(SE, SE, Sec. 31, T.63N., R.14W., NAD83 UTM 562480E, 5304310N)

Description: The Kerr McGee gold prospect is hosted within an extensive zone of highly
strained rocks, interpreted to be a subsidiary structure associated with the Mud Creek shear zone.
Moderate to high-grade gold mineralization at the Kerr McGee prospect occurs within multiple
thin (0.2 - 2.0 meter) zones of quartz-sericite-ankerite-pyrite ± green mica ± tourmaline schist
hosted by an extensive zone of essentially gold-barren chlorite-rich schist. Thin and probably
boudined iron-formation horizons occur locally in the chlorite-rich schist, and locally are
strongly mineralized in this area. Mineralized zones locally contain extensive foliation and shear
parallel quartz, ankerite, and/or quartz-ankerite veins, and may widen in zones of silicification.
The style of gold mineralization exposed in the Kerr McGee prospect is similar to both the Clear
Cut(~½ mile west) and Railroad Zone (1 ½ miles east) prospects. In fact, the sericitic zone that
hosts the mineralization may have continuity to both of these other prospects. The field trip
traverse will take us to numerous outcrops in the prospect area, and discussions will highlight the
style of mineralization, possible continuity to other prospects, and shear deformation.
Anomalous gold assays from the Kerr McGee prospect are presented in Table 7-3. Outcrop
photographs and a geologic map of the prospect area are presented in Figures 7-14 and 7-15
respectively.
Table 7-3. Anomalous gold assays from the Kerr McGee prospect.

Descrietion
I' wide zone of quartz-sericite-ankerite-pyrite tourmaline schist
Quartz-pyrite-sericite knot in ankeritic sericite schist
I' wide zone of quartz-sericite-ankerite-pyrite tourmaline schist
l' wide zone of sericite-quartz-pyrite-ankerite phyllite
I' wide zone of sericite-quartz-pyrite-ankerite phyllite
l' wide zone of sericite-quartz-pyrite-ankerite phyllite
0.5' wide zone of sericite-quartz-pyrite-ankerite phyllite
1.1' wide zone of sericite-quartz-pyrite-ankerite phyllite
Sericite-chlorite schist
0.33' wide zone of sericite-quartz-ankerite-pyrite phyllite
0.5' wide zone of sericite-quartz-ankerite-pyrite phyllite
Road cut of siliceous quartz-sericite-pyrite schist with quartz veins
1.2' wide zone of sericite-quartz-pyrite-ankerite phyllite
1.1' wide zone of sericite-quartz-pyrite-ankerite phyllite
Chlorite-sericite-ankerite schist with I 0-20% pyrite
Chlorite-quartz-ankerite schist with pyritic (5-10%) siliceous zones
Chlorite-quartz-ankerite schist with pyritic (5- I 0%) siliceous zones
Chlorite-quartz-ankerite schist with 1-5% pyrite
Quartz-ankerite-pyrite (2-3%) vein
Chlorite-sericite-ankerite schist with I 0-20% pyrite
Brecciated ankeritic-pyritic (5-10%) chert
Sericite-chlorite-quartz-ankerite-pyrite (5%) schist
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Au {eeb}
8,010
5,030
4,991
4,660
4,410
3,430
2,770
2,740
2,440
1,675
1,140
980
695
685
1,980
1,470
1,040
620
613
448
369
334

DDH

Interval {ft}

RC-3
RC-3
RC-3
RC-3
RC-3
RC-3
RC-3
RC-3

1.0
3.0
4.0
7.0
1.0
1.0
2.0
2.0

Figure 7-14. Outcrop photographs from the Kerr McGee prospect. (A) Road side outcrop of quartz-sericite-pyriteankerite-green mica-tourmaline schist; (8) minor northwest-trending fault offsetting highly foliated
chloritic and sericitic schists; (C) close-up view of complex deformation fabric associated with quartz
veins and knots; (D) channel samples taken across thin mineralized zones; (E) more channel samples
taken across thin mineralized zones in sericite-rich schist, barren chlorite-rich schist at the bottom of
the photograph; and (F) dextral shear fabrics in a mineralized zone at the east end of the outcrop area.
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Figure 7-15. Simplified geology and field trip traverse map of stop 7-4, geology from Peterson and Patelke, 2004.

Three-dimensional visualization (Fig. 7-16) of the detailed lithological and structural
mapping by Peterson and Patelke, (2004) within the Kerr McGee prospect area reveals important
information that can be used to design drilling plans that significantly increase the chance of
intersecting gold mineralization exposed in outcrop at the surface. For example, drill hole RC-3 ,
which is located 100 meters east of the map presented in Figure 7-15, was drilled due north (at a
dip of 45°) and targeted to intersect the mineralization exposed in outcrop at the Kerr McGee
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showing. Chevron Resources drilled this hole in 1987, at the western boundary of their lease
property (the Kerr McGee prospect was then held by Kerr McGee). Detailed structural mapping
in these outcrops reveals that the rocks within the mineralized zone have moderate to strong
elongation and intersection (foliation and shear planes) lineations trending 60° and dipping
nortlieast at 72°. The best interpretation of the down-dip orientation of the mineralized zone is
this lineation trend and plunge, and drill hole RC-3 never intersected the mineralized zone. A
three-dimensional view of these relationships is given in Figure 7-16.
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Figure 7-16. Three-dimensional view of the relationship between structural boundaries, the mineralized zone
exposed on the surface at the Kerr McGee prospect, and drill hole RC-3 . Upward extension to the
surface of the two anomalous zones(> 1,000 ppb gold) intersected in hole RC-3 would place these
zones in the black spruce and cedar swamp located south-southeast of the prospect.

As briefly described in the preceding paragraphs, the sericitic-schist hosted style of
mineralization at the Kerr McGee prospect is similar to the mineralization at both the Clear Cut
and Railroad Zone prospects, and may form a continuous zone of anomalous to ore-grade gold
mineralization over a strike length of > 2.5 miles. By analogy to many Canadian and Australian
Archean lode gold deposits, the odds of discovering high-grade zones within this trend would-be
significantly increased if possible future exploration ventures utilized structural elements
exposed in outcrop. A simplified geologic map encompassing the highly strained zone that hosts
the Clear Cut, Kerr McGee, and Railroad Zone gold prospects is presented in Figure 7-17. In
addition, the trend and plunge of measured lineations are given in both the plan map of Figure 717 and the underlying east-west cross-section. Although the field trip will not visit the Clear Cut
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and Railroad Zone prospects, anomalous gold assays from these associated prospects are
presented in Tables 7-4 and 7-5 respectively.
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Table 7-4. Anomalous gold assays from the Clear Cut prospect.
Au (ppb)

Description
2' wide zone of quartz-sericite-pyrite schist
Quartz-sericite-pyrite schist
Quartz-sericite-pyrite schist
Quartz-sericite-pyrite schist
Quartz-ankerite vein with a sericite-pyrite selvage in ankerite-chlorite schist
1/2" wide quartz-pyrite-arsenopyrite vein
Oxide-facies iron-formation with 10% pyrite and 5% arsenopyrite
Quartz-sericite-pyrite schist
Oxide-facies iron-formation with 1-2% cross-cutting pyrite
Oxide-facies iron-formation with 10% pyrite and 5% arsenopyrite
Chlorite-pyrite phyllite with quartz veining and 5% pyrite
Chlorite phyllite with trace to 5% pyrite
Chlorite-pyrite phyllite with quartz veining and I% pyrite
Chlorite-pyrite phyllite with quartz veining and 5% pyrite
Chlorite-pyrite phyllite with quartz veining and 5% pyrite
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22,000
7,100
2,940
1,970
1,970
598
590
568
440
402
1,510
715
550
528
471

DDH Interval (ft)

RC-5
RC-5
RC-5
RC-5
RC-5

2.0
2.0
5.0
2.0
2.0

Table 7-5 . Anomalous gold assays from the Railroad Zone prospect.

Descri,e_tion

Au (ppb)

Grab sample from large boulder encased in the roots ofan overturned tree
Sericite-chlorite-ankerite-pyrite phyllite with quartz-ankerite-pyrite veins
4' Sericite-chlorite-ankerite-pyrite phyllite with quartz-ankerite-pyrite veins
Chlorite-ankerite-pyrite schist
Siliceous sericite schist with ankerite and pyrite
Chlorites schist with pyrite and sericite
Chlorite schist with pyrite and sericite
Chlorite schist with pyrite and sericite
Siliceous chlorite schist with pyrite
Massive pyrite lens in sericite-ankerite schist
Chlorite-ankerite-pyrite phyllite with quartz-ankerite veins
Chlorite schist with pyrite and sericite
5' zone of very rusty and weathered, sericite-ankerite-quartz-pyrite phyllite
Chlorite-ankerite phyllite with numerous quartz-ankerite-pyrite veins
Sericite-quartz-ankerite-pyrite phyllite with 5% pyrite
Quartz-sericite-pyrite phyllite with 5% pyrite

DOH

lnterval (ft)

V-2
V-4
V-1

1.5
1.8
6.0

37,324
17,100
13,623
3, 110
2,670
2,410
970
960
960
776

705
620
605
777

713
591

STOP 7-5:

PACMAN POND GOLD PROSPECT

Location:

(SE, SE, Sec. 6, T.62N., R.14W., NAD83 UTM 562225E, 5303780N)

Description: The Pac Man Pond gold prospect was explored by Noranda in the late 1980s and
early 1990s. They completed a quite extensive program that consisted of geological mapping,
bedrock sampling, till prospecting, trenching, and drilling. Three rock types, that include
pillowed basalt, iron-formation, and intrusions of feldspar ± quartz porphyry, dominate the
prospect geology, with rare occurrences of argillaceous and graphitic sediments as well as
carbonate facies iron-formation intersected in drill holes. Gold mineralization is hosted
dominantly by brecciated, quartz-pyrite veined, and sulfidized iron-formation, with locally
anomalous gold in sulfidized basalt and porphyry. The outcrops observed on the field trip will
be concentrated on one of the areas that Noranda completed extensive trenching and gold
assaying. Outcrop photographs from the Pac Man Pond gold prospect are given in Figure 7-18,
and a geologic map of the Pac Man Pond gold prospect area is presented in Figure 7-19.
Anomalous gold assays from bedrock exposures and Noranda drill hole intersections are given in
Table 7-6.
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Figure 7-18. Outcrop photographs from the Pac Man Pond prospect. (A) Strongly iron-carbonate altered quartzfeldspar porphyry; (B) sheared and laminated pyrite and chlorite at the contact between foliated to
sheared basalt and sulfidized iron-formation; (C) irregular contact between carbonatized quartzfeldspar porphyry and sulfidized iron-formation; and (D) strong sulfide burn on highly sulfidized
iron-formation.

Sawed samples of gold-bearing, pyritic iron-formation reveal one of the classic chemical models
for the precipitation of gold out of hydrothermal solutions. In this model, when silica-saturated
auriferous hydrothermal fluids (with gold carried by HS complexes) encounter a rock rich in FeO
(such as Fe-tholeiitic basalt or iron-formation), quartz, pyrite and gold are precipitated out of
solution. The classic chemical equation is presented below.
2HAu(HS)2 aq + ½02 aq + 2Fe0 s
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2FeS2 s + 2Au s + 3H20
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Figure 7-19. Simplified geology and field trip traverse map of stop 7-5, geology from Peterson and Patelke, 2004.
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Table 7-6. Anomalous gold assays from the Pac Man Pond prospect.
Descrietion
Large angular boulder of pyrite-rich (5-50%) iron-formation
Sulfidized
iron-formation
Siliceous, pyritic iron-formation with limonite
Siliceous, pyritic iron-formation
Sulfidized iron-formation
Sulfidized iron-formation with quartz-pyrite veins
Limonite stained iron-formation with 5-15% pyrite
Sulfidized (10-70% pyrite) basalt
Siliceous, pyritic iron-formation
Iron-formation with trace pyrite
Sulfidized iron-formation
Laminated iron-formation with trace pyrite
Pyrite-rich iron-formation near contact with quartz-feldspar porphyry
Sulfidized iron-formation with 5-20% pyrite
Quartz-feldspar porphyry with a rusty quartz vein
Laminated iron-formation with trace pyrite
6' wide zone of sulfidized iron-formation with 3-10% pyrite
Mineralized iron-formation with 5-15% pyrite
Brecciated iron-formation with 5-20% pyrite in matrix
Brecciated iron-formation with 5-20% pyrite in matrix
Iron-formation with 1-2% pyrite in veinlets
Brecciated iron-formation with quartz-pyrite ( 10%) veins
Thin-bedded and folded iron-formation with 3% pyrite
Brecciated iron-formation with chlorite-quartz-pyrite (5-10%) matrix
Brecciated iron-formation with 5-10% pyrite
Weakly brecciated iron-formation with 3-10% pyrite in matrix
Fine-grained mafic dike
Quartz-feldspar porphyry with trace pyrite
Oxidized iron-formation with ankerite and 8% ~rite

Au {eeb}
2,701
2, 190
1,940
1,810
1,750
1,635
1,020
985
890
875
845
845
815
811
785
760
758
705
28,460
5,400
4,212
2,255
1,747
1,364
1,026
960
856
856
782

DDH

Interval {fQ

V89-I
V89-l
V-90-2
V-90-4
V-90-7
V-90-2
V-90-3
V89-I
V-90-4
V-90-4
V-90-3

2.0
1.7
3.5
2.0
1.8
1.8
3.2
2.3
1.0
1.0
2.0
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